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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Eight Pages
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New Series No. 640

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon August 3, 1939

year in Calloway
$1.00 Marshall,
a
Graves,Eleary and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere
$1•gra the
State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
$2.00 other
than above.

Volume CVII; No.31

Would You Like to _Wake Up Some
HOPWOOD WAIVES Calloway WPA Home Aides WOMAN'S CLUB TO 1CHILD IS ILL WITH How
MRS. JULIA DICK
Morning With this Baby on Your Shoelace?
EXAMINING TRIAL;
DIES IN HAZEL AT
Act As Maternity Officials START CLUBHOUSE WESTERN FEVER
$10 000 BOND SET
HOME OF G. OWEN
'
Also Faces Civil Suits of,
Series of Revival Meetings
$20,000 Edifice To Employ 8* Miss Dotsie Lancaster, 6, Model,
NYA Youths, Work To '
Tenn., is in Murray Hospital
Begin Monday
With Rare Illness

6

With the approval of Jesse Hunt,
Madisonville. supervisor of the
NYA in this idstriCt. the Murray`f
Woman's Clab today employed;
Clifton Key as general supervisor"
for the erection of their $20,
clubhouse. construction of which
will begin Monday with thearrival of State NYA Engineer Kannapell.
The building will be erected
here on a' lot 275-feet square, a
plot of land contributed by daughters of the late N. B. Barnett and
wife. A new concrete street lilts
recently been opened leading by
the clubhouse site.
The city of Murray is cooperating with the NYA and the Murray
clubwomen in erecting the edifice.
Mrs. JOe T. Lovett., president of
the Woman's Club, said 20 boys
between the ages of. 18 and 25
will be employed to work on the
structure, all of them from county
homes. Seventeen of them have
already been selected.
Mrs. G. B. Scott, one of the
leaders in Murray Woman's clubwork, is contributing 200 tons of
stone for the
building.
Many
other efts have been donated.

$60,000. for. Deaths
of Children
MANSLAUGHTER IS
LISTED AS CHARGE

The illness of Dotsie Lancaster.
6. Model, Tenn., daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Wayman Lancaster. has
been diagnosed as Rocky Metuatain
Spotted Fever, the clinic hospital
medical staff said today. .
The child, who has been ill for
a little over
three weeks, was
brought to the Clinic about two
weeks ago. She is in isolation at
the hospital. Her condition is improving. She had- been ill_ nine
days before being brought to the
hospital, and upon entering had
a fever of 106, a rash, and showed
mental, symptoms of the disease.
Bleed tests made the diagnosis'
positive.
Rocky Mountain Spotted fever
comes from a bite of a woodtick
which _has become infected with
the germ. This is the first•year
that it has ever been found in
Kentucky, one or two other cases
having been reported this year.
It is not contagious. It has been
confined to the northwestern states
generally, especially in Montana
and Idaho. It is -thought that Miss
lancaster was biten by a tick
which came from a load of livestuck brought in from Montana a
few weeks ago, and placed on an
adjoining farm .to her ,father's.
There is no cause for alarm as
this disease is only transferred by
tickbite from a tick which has
come' in contact with livestock
from this northwestern region.
The mortality table shows that
(
ct10 to 80 per cent of those afk
ed with it, die, bat MISS Lancas- —Phote by Love
ter appears to be getting over
-This huge catfish was purchased from the boys above by LaVerie
the malady.
Wallis, local groceryman, who dressed it and sold it piece by piece to
°
his customers.

Close In Community
With Conversions
MARY RACHEL WEST
HAS BIRTHDAY PARTY

BENTON, Ky , August 3—Wilson
Mrs..- Julia Dick. 84, 'died at the
Hopwoed, 28, Mayfield traveling
home of her son-in-law, Gineth
salesman, waived examining trial
Owen, in Hazel Tuesday after.before Judge John D. Hall in Marnoon. Funeral services were held
shall County Court Monday mornfrom the Church of Christ in New
ing and was held to the October
Providence, Wednesday, conductgrand jury under $10,000 bond to
ed by Elder John B. Hardeman of
answer three counts of voluntary
was in the
Mayfield.
Burial
manslaughter.
Providence cemetery. •
Hopwood executed the bond and
Mrs. Dick was the widow of the
was released. His bondsmen were
]ate John Dick who died about
V. E. Allen, George J. Covington,
9 years ago. 'She is survived by
R. C. Butterworth, Oil Cox, J. E.
three brothers, Chas. T. Allbritten,
Metzker,
all
Wilson and Oscar E.
Hazel, Buddy Allbritten of New
Since October of hist year, a Bill Cain; Mrs. Rubena Deering
of Mayfie4d.
Providence, and
Jeff Allbritten,
The manslaughter counts grew home demonstration unit of the with the child- of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Murray; four daughters. Mrs. E. W.
out of the deaths on July 22, of WPA has been active in Murray F. Russell; and Mrs. Almeda HotMiller. Mrs. C. W. Curd, Mrs.
Jessie Lewis Peck, 18; James E. and Calloway county under the Sapple with a baby boy of Mr. and
Clineth Owen, of Hazel. and Mrs.
Pee*, 16, and Jack W. Peck, 12, all supervision of Mrs. John Rudy Mrs. Herman Rogers.
. T. L. Wells of Logan, W. Va.; three
,onse Errett of Hazel and Kelly
children of Jesse Peck of near Oury and with an average of 154 Standing, left to right are Mrs.
specific
time.
Mattie
Frank
pays,
colored,
with
aides
at
any
arid Jim Dick of Paris. Tea& 12
Pilma. Marjorie Hancock, 17, aunt
A model home is conducted by the baby of Mr. and Mrs. Mayo
grandchildren
and
one
great
of the children, suffered a broken
grandchird.
collar bone and other injuries in the unit, and among the duties of Palmer, also colored; Mrs. Iva Lee
She was a member of the Church
the wreck. The accident occurred the aides has been the caring and Wilson with a .child of Mr. and
of Christ and a most excellent
about 8:30 p. m., while the children nursing of new-born babies dur- Mrs. Herbert Crouch;- Mrs. Estelle
D.
Wilson,
with
Mr. and
Mrs.
Christian woman,
were walking on Highway 88 on ing the convalescent period of the
Lloyd McKeel's child; Mrs. Lucile
Pallbearers were Calice Scruggs,
their way home. The driver left mother.
with
Valentine,
the
other
of
the
J. E. Littleton, 0. T. Mayer, D. C.
the scene of the accident.
In the picture above ire several
twin
.g,hildren
of
Mrs.
Opal
Miller
-Steelay.
before
Sheriff
Hopwood appeared
aides holding babies whom they've
-- Jack Edwards Sunday, and was nursed as part of their, home-keep- Smith; Mrs. 011ie H. Taylor holdA most heart-searching series of
said by Edwards to have admitted ing project.. In the picture seated ing the baby of Mr. and Mrs.
.
WASHINGTON,
Aug.
3—The
•evival meetings was held ,at the
he was driver of the car that killed left to right, are Mrs. Lynn Val- John Tom Miller; Mrs. Jess Wicker
administration's battered lending
Baptist church by the Rev.
the children. He made his appear- entine with the twin children of with the baby of Mrs. Virgil Jarbill, stripped of more than a bilvis;
Mrs.
Cilia
Denham
with
the
it. G. Arteburn of Detroit, Mich.,
ance after Marshall and Graves Mr. and
Mrs. Burns Burkeen,
lion dollars of proposed loans,
babyof
Bryan
Phillips;
and
Mrs.
last week. closing Sunday.
county officials and state highway Almo; Mrs. Nola Winchester holdwas -passed by . the Senate late
A ;number of. conversions. 22
Miller Monica Schroeder with the child
Mrs. Opal
police had traced his car through ing
one of
Monday and moved on to an unadditions to the church, 10 by
,Benton to its garage at his home Smith's twins; Mrs. Pearl Lewis of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Brewer.
certain fate in the House.
baptism. 'The services at the
All these babies were, nursed by
with the baby of Mr. and Mrs.
in Maylleld, highway police said.
Waiting for it there was just
church ,closed Sunday morning.
The warrants, drawn on affi- Franklin Maupin; Mrs. Lillie Mel- members of the Murray House- such a
combination of Reeublican
Leon Borens, 17. and Carter landed a 68-pound yellow catfish. At three o'clock the pastor,
Rev.
davit of • the children's father, ton with the child of Mr. and Mrs. keeping Aid project.
and Democratic economy advoCook, 27, single young men who The two are shown in the picture R. F.
Gregory, baptized 10 from
charge Hopwood with voluntary
cates as that which controlled prolive in this county near Pine with the mammoth water-denizen.
Hazel, and 12 from Oak Grove,
manslaughter in that "he unlawcedure, for the most part, in the
Bluff, weren't quite sure but that
What size hook did they use
making "22. Just as he was getfully and feloniously and wilfully,
Senate and reduced the program's
they'd hooked a whale Saturday and what did they have for bait?
ting through. Bro. Hobert Miller.
History Repeats As
and in such a grossly careless,
total to $1,615,000.
Saturday morning when they attended their Well: they had a number 000 hook
between
Sometime
Pastor
of the Puryear
Baptist
reckless and wanton way and manTwin Children Are
The original administration bill night and Monday morning, the trotline near Blood River Island --about the size you generally use
chusch, brought two of his canner, drove an automobile upon and
.
had called for $2,800,000,000.
for perch—and they baited it With
Mrs.
Witty
college postoffice was entered by in the. Tennessee River.
Born
to
didates and baptized them at the
along the Benton and Paducah
They found their line anchor crayfish!
The House, however, rejected an unknown intruder, but nothing
highway, in Marshall county, Ky.,
The hook was embedded in the same place.
the measure in Teesday's session. was molested, according to Max torn from the bank and some
History
repeats
itself
The
Reverend Mr.
Arteburn
- near the town of Palma, at a high
postmaster, monster doing battle with their lower jaw of the fish, the mouth
Hurt, assistant city
This week Mrs. Hubert Witty,
went from Hazel to Locust Grove
and dangerous rate
' of speed, and
line
in
swalthe
middle
of
the
river.
was
big
enough
to
of
which
the
case.
examinedwho
of Brandon's Mill, gave birth
where
he
is
assisting
Bro.
Henson
In such a way and manner that his John P. Haswell, 66, and
The intruder- pried a panel from After Some 30 miniites battle, they low a good-sized ham.
to identical twin girls in the
in_a revival meeting.
said act was reasonably calculated
Ralph Gilbert Both Diethrougr.
the:Sereen
and
-trawled
,
Clinic - Hospital, Wanda Lou,to endanger the lives of others
Hurt said there were ne clues. The
During Week-End
6 lbs. and 5. ounces, and Betty
Birthday Party
upon and along said highway, and
;itself was unmolested and all
Lou,
6 lba.• and 2 ounces. Mrs.
did then and there run said auto' Lltffe Miss Mary Rachel West
WASHINGTON,
Aug.
31-The money checked. Postmaster Glenn
Wittle
herself
is
only
17
years
mobile into and against Jessie HASWELL RAN FOR U.S.'
entertained a few of her friends
Senate Saturday confired the fol- Jeffrey reported that the door was
old and is an identical twin.
'Lewis. James and Jack W. Peck,
Friday afternoon in honor of her
SENATOR LAST FALL Her mother, Mrs. Eddie Mor- lowing postme,sters for Kentucky: open whep he. came down Monthereby wounding, bruising and
tenth birthday. Games were playWilliam FL .Cundiff, Cadiz; Nan- day morning. The intruder had
gan, also was only 17 years old
killing said children." ,
ed throughout the afternoon.
when Mrs. Witty was born: - - nie G. Won't-erne Eddyviile; •,Mary npened the door from the inside
Dr. John W. Carr, dean of'Mur- "Murder in Rehearsal' is Set for
LOUISVILLE Ky., Aug. 3—JuHopwood also faces civil suits
The honoree received a number
Christine
Willett, Fancy • Farm; after, entering through the ,panel. ray State 'College, celebrated Pita
Both mother and daughters
Friday Night' at 8:16 in , of nice
totaling $60,000 as a result of the 'dicial and legislative leaders of
presents. Cake and ice
The intrUsion has been reported sixteenth anniversary
Harry Imes Sledd, Murray; Byron
are reported doing well. ConCollege Auditorium
as • a 'mem'.
joined
hundreds
of
accident. The father asks $20,000 Kentucky
cream
and cool-aid were served
P. Boyd, Sedalia,' and Kathryn E. to the postal inspector in charge ber of the Murray State College
gratulations to both Mr. and
others .Tuesday at funeral servises
'for each child. ,
the
guests.
of
this
section.
Stewart, West Paducah.
Mrs. Witty!
faculty and administrative staff
for taro prominent political leadA 3-act play, "Murder in ReThose present were Joyce Mae
Six girl and one boy babies
Tuesday-'
ers who died last week-end.
hearsal", will be presented by the Hill, Billy June- Jones, Joe Ava
were born in the Clinic HosMurray Sock and. Buskin
Carr
arrived
in
Dr.
Former Governors William J.
dramatics club
pital this week.
August 1 1923 to start work on of Murray State College' tomorrow Weatherford, 'and Mary Rachel
Fields and Mem D. Sampson were
West.
Murray State College.
pallbearers at
night at 8:16 o'clock. it was anamong honorary
Dr. Carr has been president nounced
today by Miss
services for John P. Haswell,' 66.
Helen
Conducting Revival
twice, and dean twice. He was Thornton. sponsor.
th? Republican nominee for United
The drama
The Rev. Sam Bruce Jones, of
first president of the college.
will be the only one presented dur- Saltillo. Tenn., is conducting a reStates Senator last year.
The
The contract for curbing, drainOther members of the faculty ing the summer
funeral was held at the Trinity
Saturday, August 5, is election day, and there will be 'thousession.
vival meeting at the Methodist
ing, and asphalt
surfacing
of
started
here
since the college
Methodist church here.
The story is of a director who is church at Lebanon, four miles
sands of cars in Murray Saturday and Saturday night and parkTwelfth street from the Hazel
operating are E. H. Smith, dir,f•cLast rites for State Senator
road to the Five Points road was
ing space will be at a. premiuin as well rowel to travel for both
tor of the extension department. murdered during a dress rehears- southwest of Hazel.
The young Mr. Jones is a son
James E. Dean, 88, „flied at the
let Wednesday. with specifications Ralph Waldo Gilbert. 57. or`Shelby
and W. M. Caudill. dean of men al. The county sheriff is determcar and pedestrian. It has been suggested that the people in the
Dean,
on
of
his
son,
R.
S.
ined to get his man—the actors of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones ot
calling for the job to be completed county, a candidate for the Demo- home
and director of personnel.
garage where
leave
their
cars
at
holne
in
the
City
of
Murray
night.
Tuesday
Sixteenth
street
and
Hazel
and is a graduate of Murcratic
nomination
for
lieutenant
stage
crew
are-equally doe
within 100 days, it was ,announced
The 79-year old educator, just' repossible, thus giving room to the many visitors who will be here
today by highway officials here. governor, were held for 10:30 a.m. Pie had been ill for several weeks
turning from a visit with his tormined that he shall not pin ray State College and was trained
for the ministry at Duke College,
The contract for the Five Points the same day at the Methodist with a stomach ailment.
_ Saturday and Sunday night. Let's be careful and assist in every , son, and a trip to the New York anything on them.
The body was shiriped to Glasroad, leading from, Outland's Fac- Church in Shelbyville. Tile died
World Fair, came back with the
The cast of characters includes Durham, N. C.
cars.
Everybody
injury
to
person
and
damage
to
way
to
avoid
gow, Ky., where funeral services
tory to the Coidwater road at Five Sunday!
same expressive vigor that has Virgil Gipson, Charles
Stamps,
watch!
Miss Sallie Williams of GreenPoints, will be let soon, officials
Senator Gilbert, a Shelby coun- and burial will be conducted this
characterized his educational ser- Charles Henson, Jimmie Stevens,
afternoon.
said.
.
ty attorney and farmer, suffered
vice throughout his long career.
Hawthorne Wallis, Mary Lowrv. ville. Ky., returned to her home
The firm of Corurn & ildwards, an attack of indigestion Saturday
Lucille Pollard, Missoula McKin- recently, after spending several
Madisonville. presented
the low night but recovered sufficiently to
ney, Sara Rowland, Atin Whitnell, days in Hazel visiting Mr. and
bid for the work—an estimate .of deliver a campaign radio address
Bernadine Fish,'Jack Bullis, and Mrs. Paul Hendrix and Mrs. Fr.'
D. Miller.
629,032.62—and was awarded the a few hours later.
Edd Kellow,
Mrs. Paul Hendrix and baby and
contract.
Gilbert had been a United States
Mrs. E. D. Miller were. Murray
Representative from the old Eighth
visitors Monday,
District, Shelby county RepreSues in Supreme
The Green Plain meeting is in
America to his wishes, Czar Lewis will leave no stones unturned in his
(EDITORIAL)
sentatiye in the state legislature,
Court to Recover One
progress
this week with Eld. TipAs in every emergency when states or nations find themselves in efforts to place John Young Brown in the Governor's chair.
Shelby county judge and, at his
ton
Wilcox doing the preaching.
Cent Sales Tax death. was completing a. four- crises wheraweat leaders are necessary, from the ranks of the people
And add lo that the menace of Laffoon, Rhea, and Seldon Glenn.
Mrs. Mary Wilson, accompanied
year tertn as state Senator.
In summary, this is what the Laffoon administration did: It iprise men who are capable of leading them safely.
her daughter, Mrs. Lewis Brown,
WASHINGTON. August
3—A
He was in the Ledger & Times
home for a few days' visit.
With all his warlike nature. Napoleon lifted France from the awful creased the State debt 137 per cent. from $12,000,000 to $28,000.000; resuit was filed in the United States office Friday campaigning in beA daughter was born to Mr. and
Supreme court Thursday to re- half of his caniddacy for Lieuten- horror of the Revolution to a place in the sun of the nations perhaps duced the school per capita from $8 to $7.40, or 714,,,per cent; provided
The tenant purchase and FSA
Mrs. Jack White Friday night at
cover one cent.
ant Governor. His name will re- never equalled before or since. When Brutus struck down mighty no fiends for old age pensions or for rehabilitation of charitable inetitu- programs will be explained in a
Leon De Aryan, of East San main on the ballot.
meeting of Farm ecurity Admin- the home of her sister. Mrs. Edlions; never thought of a Stateevilide system of rural highways; enacted
Caesar, Mark Antony was there to save the Empire from civil war.
-Diego. Calif.. was charged a oneistration officials in the-'beeeeeeet gar Outand. and Mr. Outland.
interested principally in "Men
He
was
reduce
the
effort
to
automobile
tax;
fought
made
an
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Garrett of
trathe
Washington
and
Lincoln
ons....eamerican
retail
sales
tax;
-like
'of desany
cent sales tax on a purthase of
of the
First Methodist- -church
farm legislation but was co-author
fifteen cents' worth of card board.
election law; srtubbed Tuesday afternoon at 2 , o'clock,, McKenzie. Tenn._ _were visitors _in'
with Senator Hirarft 'Brock of the ditions. Each of them were products of their times. Each crisis has its to prevent enactment of the State-wide primary
Hazel last 'week.
He argued in his suit tha( the
President Roosevelt when Rhea and Laffoon refused to ride on the it was announced today by G. C.
Brock-Gilbert "honest election act," man of destiny.
Mrs. Thelma Hutchens, who has
sales tax ie three per cent, but
Dyer. FSA supervisor of Calloa bill requiring tabulation of votes
(Rhea
was
defeated
in
theelthea-Chandler
after
and
Laffoon
Kentucky's
State
Presidential
train;
increased
When
and
Ruby
Tom Rhea
been visiting relatives in Hazel
that his oro, cent payment on a
way and ,
AIM-at a central place after polls
for -the past few weeks returned
debt from $12,000,000 to $28,000,000 in one 4-year administration, and primary, he made a speech advocating the election of Republican King
fifteen cent purchase is 6.67 per closed.
Miss Gertrude Harper" and
.--cent, which he argued, is excessive_
on the people of the State, then A. B. Chendler 'Swope as Governor.
Warren, district supervisors, will to her home in Detorit last week.
Haswell, a native of Hardinsburg, placed a stifling sales tax
Lewis Brown and wife. of near
In comparison here are some of the things this present administra- be present at the meeting to exserved three terms as state Rep- rose to meet the crisis, reducing that state debt from $28,000,000 to
.spent the weekend in
plain
the
situation
thoroughly.
resentative and formerly was chair- $6,000,000 and at the same time giving Kentucky one of - the healthiest tion and Keen Johnson have done:
Hazel 3.visiting relatives.
Applications'
tore
tenant
purchase
man of the state board of charities administrations it has ever had.
-Franklin, little son of Mr. and
Reduced the state debt froth $28.000,000 to $6,000,000, or about 80
loaps may be made at, the WPA
and corrections ,under two GoverThere is a crisis now in Kentucky—by far more seriatim than it per cent; increased the school per capita from $7.40 to $12, or about office in Murray each Monday Mrs. Burt Vaughn of Chicago,
nors, railroad commissioner from
Ill., is visiting his grandmother,
62 per cent; provided fut
*
.
fat olii_age_pellaioh.s.and_for rehabilitation morning 'with Dyer, or at the Mrs. Daisy Vaughn,
The -first- Kentucky district—Mr- was when Ruby Laffoon and- Tern Rhea bossed the State—because
and his aunt,
chItt,Judge, assistant United Stites adds to the Rhea-Laffoon menace the more sinister aspect of John L of charitable and penal institutions; brought int9 existence a State- county agent's --office throughout Mrs. Jesse Steely. and Mr.
Steely.
The 'county agent's office re- district attorney and in 1916 the Rehighways, placing thousands of farmers out of the week.
Miss Loreha- Wilcox of near
Wide
rural
system
of
Lewis
and
his
CIO.
ported here today it expected to pubican nominee for United States
Murray
was
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
on
John Young Brown himself is not made of the timbre to govern a the,mud; repealed the unpopular retail sales tax; reduced the tax
receive at least 50 closed account Representative from the Fourth
Mrs. 0. B. Thrnbow a few days
books from farmets in the coun- Congressional District.
State like Kentucky. He is fitted exactly for the job he has—the job aulomobiles-about 58 pee cent: gave the State a direct primary law;
last 'week, and attended the rety keeping records. The figure
His unsuccessful race for Sen- of attorney for the most cOld-blooded and anarchistic organization in honored. President Roosevelt when Lieutenant Governor Keen Johnvival
meeting at the - Baptist
_would represent an increase of' ator was made last fall against
Covingtoe
Kentucky at
church.
over the number Senator Alben W. Barkley, the America today. He delights in the job. It fits him to a T—a job with son eta.Governor Chandler welcomed him to
150 per cent
'
Mr.
and
Mrs. L. Smith, of Murwhich he betrays the liberty of the people of his state in return fdr in 1938; after Governor Chandler was defeated tft the senatorial primary
clOaed , last year, when only 20 Democratic nominee.
Directors of the Murray Cham- ray. attended ' preaching' serVites
farmora completed records.
$10,000 a year. A Judas would hang himself, but John Y. Brown sleeps of 1938, he and Keen Johnson advocated the election of Senator Barkley
ber of Commerce today appointed at the Hazel Baptist church SunIn 1937, there were only three
—a fine example of party loyalty.
well at night. His conscience never trouble him!
to.coMmittees- -one. an industrial day.
farm account books closed during
Mr. and Mrs. Morris of Puryear,
We see the results of a great administration. Keen . Johnson as committee the duty of which will
In a speech at Frankfort, he said this:"To those who do much for
the entire season.
me, I will owe much: to those who do little for me, I will owe little; Lieutenant Governor sat in the Governor's Cabinet and was a chief be to induce new industries into spent a few days last week in
Hazel visiting their daughter and
adviser. We know what happened: Progress in Kentucky almost un- Murray, and afire prevention comand to those who do nothing for me, I will owe nothing at a1/."
mittee, compesed of Karl Fra- attended services at the Baptist
would have had to have done to have rounded out his intenAll
he
chureh.
zee. Mayor George Hart, Fire
Darrell Shoemaker, who lives
Mr.' and Mrs. Chas. Smith of
east of tow, brought a huge tions perfectly would have been to have added: "I am not the type that e. We know what happened in the Laffoon administration—decay and Chief A. G. Hughes, Frank Laneasthr.
Harry Fenton, Boyd Gil- Paris. visited 'his son, Iris Smith,
what
has
states
happened in towns and
white crane into town Monday forgives; therefore, those who are against me, I will owe it to them to indebtedness—and we know
.aturday afternoon.
bert. the Rev A. V. Havens, the and family
morning. Alive and eager to es- see that they are punished continually."
into which the influence of John L. Lewis has gone. Combine the two,
Mrs. Maud Bray Petty of Paris
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, Willard
• The Annual American Legion cape, the crane rmeasured 5 feet
Brown, if elected Governor, will be and you will have a state of chaos,and confusion hitherto undreamed of. Davidson, Ralph
that
Y.
secret
John
It
is
no
Wear, Robert was a guest of relatives and
picnic will be held tonight at the and 8 inches from wing-tip to
friends in Hazel last week.
In this emergency, this period in which Kentucky stands faltering Carney, and 0. Brown.
indebted to the point of bankruptcy to John L. Lewis—the same man
.
home of N. P.. Hutson op West wing-tip.
Boyd Gilbert of Murray, was in
A charities endorsement comThe bird was ioaptured by J. B. who last week called Vice-President John Nance Garner "a labor- 'between gre4n pastures and the pit, a man has risen, full of the honest
Main Street, according to Bryan
ir • Hurt near a pond close by his halting, Whisk y-drInk'ng, poker-playing, evil old man." Mad with true spirit of Kentucky soil, a statesman and a scholar, to lead his mittee, which would investigate, Hazel Tuesday on business.
Tolley, Post coinmarider. •
Mrs. H. 0. Brandon. eon, Max;
all charitable organizations seekAll _veterans and their families home. The boys turne4 the bird power, insanely ambitious, and .eagerly searching for a formidable base people to independence and security.
•
ing help in Murray, was. also apare invited to attend, and bring loose in a swamp close to their
We salute Keen Johnson, Kentucky's Man of .Destirii!
of operations .from which to carr5, on his crusade of subjecting all
4See "Mrs. Julia Dick", Page 8)
pdnted.
home.
their picnic' basket.

Lending Bill Is
Approved by Senate

Kenitittk'tans Pay

<3.

College Postoftice
Is Entered During
Weekend; No Loss

r

Tribute To Dead
Leaders Tuesday

Senate Confirms
Sledd as Postmaster
•_

sy)

Contract for Work
Twelfth Street
Says 100 Days' Job

Dr. Carr Observes
16th Anniversary
at Murray College

COLLEGE GROUP TO
GIVE 3-ACT DRAMA

Let's Try To Avoid Traffic
Accidents Next Saturday

James E. Dean Dies
Here Tuesday Night

A MAN -OF D-ESTINY

Meeting To-Explain
Tenant Purchases
Is Set for Tuesday

Expect to'Close
50 Account Books
During '39 Season

New Com- mittees
Named by C of C

Legifin Picnic To
Be Held at Hutson
Home This Evening

Youths Capture
Huge White Crane
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Behind the Scenes in
Arne-fican Business

,
.

r-.

Hite To Address
Cotton Growers

vices at Lebanon. Sundey night.
said to produce cakes that will winter pasture so essential to livenot shrink when taken from the stock farmers and so often lacking.
Mrs. Mat Page is visiting With
her eon, Marvin Page, and Mrs.
oven. and also to give a finer tex- The rye, grass will mature Wed
Feu, of Jones M111.
More rubber parts in the in July and fall down without intatre
Mrs. Lyda Foster and Mrs. G eaassembly of 1940 automobiles than teetering with the young lespeever-SeTOre to redlite
arid deza arid- böiit the latter pin
ii-or-BYtirs-aritt Inez-ByersFaIcen and At
Ta Speak tomatoes Monday afterrititita -MTV
noise .. . A high vitamin yeest for August if moisture conditions are
New Concord Next
dogs- 1o slop itrJaing which is said- le.o.elOss-the seed wilt gernalliate
011ie Key canned catsup. kraut
Friday
to-result from a diet deficiency
.
and made apple preserves Monand the cycle of the crop is re'
ea
-proo
f
.soles
f
or
men
s
shoes,
H
t
day.
newed.
Agent
J. T. Cochran anCounty
NEW YORK. Aug 3-BUSINESS built under the agency's mortgage which in addition to rubber cushMiss Opal Paschall, daughter of nounced today that J. E. Hite,
For spring seeding.. 10 to 12
-Additional evidence was furn- program during the first half
a
visited
Detroit.
!lark Paschall, of
member of the United States buyear ago. At ioning, have layers of,, cork to pro- pounds per acre is enough to proished last week that the recent re- compared with
vide insulation- against the heat of duce a thin stand that will adewith Miss Estelle West Monster reau of plant industry, will be in
covery movement in business is this rate, half a orpillion new pavements.
Mr. Paschall ad daughter. Who this county on Friday. August
quately reseed itself. However. '20
not just a "flash-inalltie-pan. One homes will spring up in America
11,
have been visiting relatives in this to discuss and conduct a
to 30 pounds per acre should be
sure sign of better times - is that this year. a ten-year-high. - The
short
home
HEADLINES
IN
NEW
YORK
their,
to
returned
county,
the
full
for
seeding
to
use4
procotton grading school.
people are eating more apil better. importance of this trend to the
-While) dollar a day silk trade
in Detroit Tuesday.
food.- Gains up to eight pea.eent nation's purchasing power was og- threatened by State Department's duce a good stand that will furnish
He will speak at Faxon high
in the
was
Paschall
T.
Mrs.
0.
cover
crop
and
a
'large
Biggers,
prratia
good
D.
by
JOhn
plained
have been reported lately by food
abrogation of commercial treaty quantity of pasture.
Byars Monday school at 10 . o'clock in the mornBen
Mrs.
home
of
glasa
Libbey-Owens-Ford
desia
sales
wholesalers. while retail
ing and will.addresa-coltua -grow.- •
with Japan signed in 1911 . . U.
afteMoon.
Italian rye grass finds many
bevel-Oen as much as 22 per cent. company and former administrator S. Circuit Court of Appeals reers of the New Concord commun,
Hugh Walton Foster was at the
- the farm
Bethlehem Steel resumed divi- of the Federal Unemplayment Cen- verses -Federal District Court in other 'useful -.jittaces
ity at the high school building
Jesae Smotherinan home .Mbriday
• dends on its common stocke.first sus. Of every dollar spent this Madison, Wi:Kellett n. which last other than with lespedezas. As is
in the afternoon at 2 o'clock.
,
morning
on
business.
he
cover- crop to protect soil from
since 1927. indicating the manage- year in small home construction.
summer convictO five individuals
Hites discussions will be d'.
Van Key did some mule shoethg
ment's confidence in the immedi- said. 41 cents will go to create jobs and 12 corporations on charges of eroson, it, is unexcelled and furnfor Ben Byino Monday morning. voted to delineating the proper
site:
the
directly
on
the
for
workers
ishes a cheap and convenient
ate future. Men's clothing manuraise
and
fix
midconspiring
to
of harvesting, handling,
metholds
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
means of covering tow crop land
facturers had a 'good January. other 59 _cents will go for material. west gasoline prices .
. Federal
Mrs. Fred Carrell Saturday night and ginning cotton. He will tie
April season, are optimistic for a great proportion of it to pay Alcohol Administration dro s ,plan such as corn land ordinarily left
and Sunday were, Mr. and Mrs. prepared to show growers the varibare over winter. The rye grass
the fall season, and expect to wages in the mills, quarries anst
to prohibit sale- of whi ey id
ous official grades of cotten arid
Claxton Carrell and family.
seeded
in
the
standing
should.
be
round out the year with a pro- factories where these materials are
. Federal Trade Com"fifths" .
Mrs. Catherine Vaughan and to give thim a relative idea of the
duction record of 19.000.000 suits, produced. Although 375.000 homes. mission estimates country has 41,- corn between August 15 and Sepchildren were in Murray Friday Nifferences in each_.
and 6.000.000 topcciata and over- sheltering 1.500.000 persons, were Q00,000 radio sets in use, nearly tember 15. Preparation for thp seed
morning.
Thequality of planting seed, he
coats.
Men who skimped on built last year. he said, there reis not necessary nor is it fleets:pixy
persons
.
every
three
one
for
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs. said in a correspondence here,
clothing budgets -during the 1937-38 mains a great need for new hornet.
to cover the seed. The seed may
building
trade
unionize
to
CIO
Monroe Wyatt and children in the largely' determines the length,
recession are getting their ward- particularly small ones.
workers under its banner; Labor be tiragged in if necessary.
•• • • •
death of the husband and father, strength, fineness, and uniformity
robes back to ?medial. Advertising
F. J. Berry seeded rye grass in
observers view announcement as
Ben Byars and Tipton McFad- of the staple. Price
pen say that first half volume foldifferentials
MASS-PRODUCTION MERCY - beginning of "raid" on the A E standing corn about September 1
den were in Murray 'Friday Morn- obtain
lowed a rising trend. More favor- Marked reduction in the number of
for
staple
of
various
L's wealthiest and most influ- Half the field was dragged after
of
ing.
able retail trade prospects for the persons crippled by infantile paWas not
and
the
remainder
lengths.
seed1pg
ential unions.
Dorothy
Dean
Carrell,
thee
helonewspaper
24expected
to
fall are
dragged. No preparation was used
Hite has been in charge of c.
ralyeis in the Chesapeake Bay area
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs- ton improvement work in the
advertising volume particularly. ha, been attributed 10 quick applibefore seeding. The corn was snap511.
Fred
Carrell,
just
lacks
1
pound
"sumcustomary
all,
the
stalks
and
All in
ped from the standing
sissippi Valley for ten years.
cation of standardized aturriniorn
of weighing as much as her
mer lull" seems to be passing braces under a system borrowed by
pastured.
Cattle
and
the
stalk
field
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
Facile- death at the hands of a jungle overlordir. the person of J. year-old-sister.
without noticeable shrinkage in the Maryland League for Crippled
sheep grazed here from late Octrade aetivity:
tober on, and to date no one is Carroll Nalsh, Anna May Wong and Anthony Quinn fight bark courR. L. Myers has been making
Children. from the mass-production
•__ as • • •
.
Italian Rye Grass for Winter
able to see any difference in the ageously in one of the dramatic moments of the new Paramount Pic- a real hand suckering tobacco latemethods of industry. One hundred
Grazing
stand of rye grass.
braces of verldusa*sizes. constructed
Friday at the Varsity Theatre. ly.
• William N.' Taylqr, son of Mr.
WASHINGTON-While Congress
Italian rye grass also works with ture, :island of Lost Men." Today and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert. Russell of and Mrs. U. H. Taylor,
the lightweight metal to ease the
Frdip The Progressive Farmer) alfalfa. Most if not all alfalfa
worked lavArtIme tact __week to of
deceased,
kirkaey attended church services was born March
burden
without
sacrificing
wearer's
22. 1875, departed
clean up _last minute legislation.
should have a seeding of grass
at Hazel Wednesday night of last this life July 25,
and fitted.
all-important
strength.
WATL1NGTON
baptizing
Sunable
to
attend
the
JOHN
IL
By
enthusiasm of business • men was
1939.
roy 64
with it to supplement poor stands
week.
withleather and rubber, are stored
day afternoon.
years. 4 montha, and 3 days'
aroused by, the Department Of
theshea
--Logout County Agent. Heatedly • and prevent gradual sheet erosiora
Hugh Walton Foster is suffering . Mr. and Mrs. Red - Brandon purleaves to mourn his death
Commerce's report on national in- for immediate 'else
He
With alfalfa about 10 pounds of
call from a docchased a car recently.
from a throat trouble.
come. This showed that wage and Upon a telephone
three sisters, Mrs. J. E. Buchanan,
or the
So long as the lespedezas hold rye grass per acre should be seedMr. and Mrs. Lome Dickerson,
Miss' Map' Katherine
Morris
salary payments during June made tor anywhere in Maryland
Union City, Tenn,. Mrs. A. W.
size prominence in pasture and meadow ed.specifying
the
Baltimore
area,
•who's
.:
meeting
over
dwelling
revival
burned
The
at
several
with
her
spent
'night
Friday
the most pronounced **gain since
Simmons, and Mrs. G. E. Linville
automoof
Italian
rye
sped
by
no
grasa
holds
A
light
seeding
needed,
braces
are
seedings.
probably
church
xx
nightaago,
,Batis
Baptist
jury
,are
Hazel
toa
Missionary'cic
having
m
logs
sawed
Grandfather
and
Grandmother
the spring of...1937. The index of
of New Providence and a host of
unfortunate victim. In a greater future-for-Western Ken- grass with wheat or orner small came
Sunday,
'Byars and Inez, and attended to rebuild their home.
employes' compensation auivoroed bile to the
nieces and nephews and oth6r
outbreak of the dread dis- tucky than Italian rye grass.
grains at the same time wheat is with great reSults.
Little Miss- Rubye Oro and little
church at Hazel.
to 85 ftom 833 in May. During a recent
relatives and - friends.
were shipMaster Thomas Edwin Paschall
Farmers have found difficufty sulked is also an excellent practice.
Baptismal, services for Hazel and
theofirst half national income Was ease 25 special braces
"Aunt
Missouri"
Wilson
spent'
Early in life he obeyed the Goswere in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ped at-once to sufferers in Charles- in getting adequate stands of grass With a lOor 12-pound seeding per Oak Grove churches were. held Saturday night and
It the rate Of $66,000.(100.000
Sunday with
pel at Blood River Church of
claimed
to
Maryland
is
C.
ton.
S.
first
"acre,
the
grain
yield
will
not
be
Hanzy
Koreanlespedeza
since
it
Paschall
with
Monday,
year compared - with, last years
Sunday afternoon. between Hazel her sister, "Aunt Jennie" Jones
Christ and remained a member
such _emer- came into prominence several years reduced. However, a heavier seedCharlie Grooms suckered tobactotal of $64.200.000.000. The gain be the only state where
and South Pleasant Grove. Twelve and family.
until death.
kept
available
for
stocks
are
gency
co
'grain
yield.
of
grass
ing
will
reduce
the
Monday.
ago.
At
first
the
16ss
•
average
has meant more --to the
were baptized form the Oak Grove
-He 'suffered very much but bore
Mr. .and Mrs. ,Ben Byars and
hours.
Pormie Hall thinned corn Monstands was attributed to many fac- Ths seeding may be done by Mix- Church and 10 froin.Hazel church.
American than would appear on shipment In a few
his sufferings with all patience
tors.. lack of lone and phosphate ing 'the seed in the fertilizer or The "Rev, Hobert Miller also, bap- 'daughter. Inez, called on Mr. and
y.
the surface since !lying costs this •
,until the end which came early
Mrs; Claud Cunningham Sunday
Ortis Key, who works in the
year have been !ewer than in 19311 - THINGS TO WATCH FOR-A, in the soil. etc. However, as years by a 'seed attachment on the drill. tized
two from
the Puryear
LTuesday mornings
county agent's *office, is working
Italian rye grass makes excellent church. There was a large attend- afternoon.
and consurners•therefore not °ply one kilowatt radio broadcasting have passed and ,many thousands
Friends of ionon Hall are sorry nights in, place of days at
the
had three' per cent more dollars transmitter, said to have the ef- of acres have been treated With hay and is very palatable. How- ance.
to hear of his illness.
present.
to spend but eta° got mofe for ficiency of a 50 kilowatt equipment lime and phosphate, we still have ever,. I do not like to think of it . • The revival meeting in charge
Glad
to report Mr. Fred Orr's
Miss
as
a
hay'
crop.
The
name
of
this
Nifaree
getting
adequate
much
difficulty
of
Spann
made
a'
their .money.
trip
designed primarily for commercial
of the Rev. Frankie Robins, near being able to return to his home
• • • ••
broadcasting and high - quality po- stands of grass with lespedeza that grass implies only two things to Lassiter Graveyard, is still in ses- from the -Mason hospital last -Fri- to view the gravel pit of Luther
We Pay Highest Market
Farris' .Menday with"-her father,
county'
winter
farmers:
ill
over
a
ong
period.
last
Logan
television.
service
.
.
Cheap
lice
BVILDING HELPS-Encouragsion.
day. Milburn Spann..-Golden Lock.'
Prices For
cover
crop.
and
-.21
winter
and
The
lespedezas_
are--fully
apprethrough
the
utilization
of
receivers
conbusiness
also
is
the
beg to
Mr. and Mrs. Perry. Hill and son,
Mr ano ars. 0. T. Paschall: Mr.
Untied high • level' -of residential ordinary radio sets to pick up tele- ciated by the Majority of farmers: ea* spring pasture. We have Pasteile. returned to their home in
EGGS",
and
Mrs.
Holton
Byars
and
Robbie
alfalfa,
red
POULTRY,
siettiges on one wave band however. ,,most -farmers realize plenty, of hay from
-eonstruction. Last week the Fed- v MEETING TO BEGIN
Jones were among those who ataound is coming over an- they have -some shortcomings. The clover, lespedeza, and other grasses; Detroit last Friday.
and CREAM
eral Housoig Administrationa-res I While t
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Cosby
Judtended
church
at
Hazel
Saturday
rye
-grass
not
as
a
we
think
'of
worst
of
these
lies
in
the
fact
that
new cake shor4ening
ported an 80 per cent rite in homes 'other .
protracted meeting will begin
T
lespedeza is essentially a hot hay- plant but .one that 'supplies as their guests last week Mrs, night.
The revival meeting at Lebanon Sunday at Sugar-Creek church.
weather plant. About April 1 it pasture when the hay plants age Bill Upchurch and Pars. Charlie
Jones.
church is in,session this week with Preaching will be held each day
usually makes its appearance and dormant or .dead.
at 10:45,a. m.. and 7:30 p. m.„ by
When Italian rye grassis sowed . Mrs. Hanzy Pasehall and Mri. the Rev. Sam Bruce Junes as asis gone oby the first frost. It sellite Rev. J. W. Nelson. of Dover,
7
dom affords much' pasture bOfore with lespedeza- 'foe pasture, the Glen Edwin Paschall and son, sistant.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Key and Tenn. Theaoulatic is, cordially iao
June: Therefore, the grazing time field may be grazed throughout -Ituatretia Edwin, motored near Burvited to all services.
East Maple (Depot) St.
is limited to approximatele 5 the year. This combination furnish- nett's Chapel and purchased a nice small daughter. Mayee. of Mur.
,
tay, attended the baptizing Sunes pasture at all seasons-lespedeza lot of peaches last week.
months.
Glad to know,Obte Waldrop mat day' afternoon and church serIt Para 1* Bead the Glassalledls
After the growth of l'Oepadeza is during summer and -Italian rye
over, the fields must lie idle and grass during late fall, winter, and
bare for' the next 7 months, which early spring,
Since Italian rye grass is..an ana the time of year tnat the greatest extent - of erosion takes place. nual and reseeds itself, it offers no
Not only is a large amount of problem of being a pest that carte
nitzogen lost but sheet erosion not be got rid of. Spring breaking
also takes_place.
will put an end to Italian rye grass.
In our grass demonstratipns in
Logan county we have tried more
than a dozen different grasses in
an effort to find one that would
make a satisfactory growth with
heavy stands of lespedeza. Only
one has shown any marked degree
of success. Italian rye grass has
Shiioh's baseball team will jour'ilsame to the forefront in our county
because it supplies the essential ney to Dexter. Sunday afternoon,
6. for a game with the
August
(plata-its that lespedeza lacks. It
is a winter- cover crop and makes Dexter team. Shiloh players and
Its growth during the months that rooters are requested to meet at
Shiloh at 1:30 p. m. and go to Dexlespedeza is dead.
The People of Calloway County have lots at stake in the Democratic Primary Election this cothltig
Italian rye grass may be seeded ter by truck, all sharing expense
With the score knotted at 2-al!
either in the spring or fall. HowSaturday, August 5, in the race for Senator. A man's record and experience qualifies him best for a
Independents
rallied
the
Murree
ever, the largest acreagf is usually
position. We ask as fellow citizens of Murray and Calloway County to Compare the record of .T.
seeded in the late summer or early in the ninth to score 5 runs linci
fall. It is widely adapted to vary- defeated -Shiloh's baseball aggreTurner
as compared to the other candidates. Mr. Turner's record of accomplishments should he' ingation 7-2 in the initial game of
ing soil types and cOnditions and
the season last Sunday afternbon
impressed upon your minds, and in .order to make it easy for you to review it during the years
delibly
can be sowed - on tespedeza fields
a
.from August 15 to November 1 on Shiloh's grounds.
he has been in office we print it below. Please study it, then go to the polls Saturday and vote. We beWith assurance. It will soon make
lieve that you will agree with us that the future of Calloway County depends upon the reelection of T.
a good sod that pOevents sheet
The Farm Security Administra0. Turner.
erosion_ and loss af. nitrogen that tion helped buy a Milking Shorthas been stored by the preceding horn bull for use in Sanders com.
crop of lesp7dezi. It also Itirnishes munity„ Gallatin county.
T. 0. TURNER'S
Our race -is nearly men I have worled hard and endeavored to
Bill Phillips' Joe Wall's
prove that campaigns can bo.kept on the level. .1 have visited ,the
RECORD
Record
Record
poor and the Wealthy alike. I have put forth a strenuous 'effort to see
everyone but have failed -to-do to. I take this method of *inciting the
votes,,
,
pf those whom I have failed to meet.
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Shiloh to Meet
'Dexter in Baseball
Game on Sunday

Mr. Miller. I am still_ your friend and
hope you are _ m,ne. You
have made a good cleft?. You ,didthat 'which you were paid- to do. I
have tried to Make a good School teacher. My,,,yearly 'eatery -has been
about one-fifth' of ahat which thOse who should know say the clerk's
office pasi. Yet I signed the contracts and ee_ohe Owes me a vote for
performing my -dubs:We are both School teachers.. May losay irr a
friendly way. I Would _like to -exchaiiie jobs With you for Onlyssio
years. In attempting to do so, I will play the game'fair. I have no money
I can only ask.
laateat7
I wish Wool; toall concerned
running my own- pace When pa. _
go to the ballot look for my name, l'am -not
candidate fog' .goi:einor
I do ..not eveh know howsme father is going to vote in the -governor's
race. I do _riot approve ,of .slates and iforny name is folind on 'one-Tots
May know I did not put at-th
.
„

Again _I am not trying, to pose 'as a wolf in sheep's clothing: I -have
the Democratic ticket for some fifteen or sixteen years.

ISFORTUNE

Fire!
Tornado!
Robbery!
Accident!

voted

•
Today we have Owesity qualified people to fill -offices compareu
wfth one fifteen years ago..Your children, the boys "and girls of today.
will be the -men and wernen of tonTorrow.. Even though you toil to sena
them to school and,they get- i good education., eloatifications Will not
increase their span of life. They must 'be given a chance 'before they
can serve.
- I too air asking for a change A chance to r holethe office I WOto hold six years ago. At that timeoacveral of my •friendsoinclus
my opponent. made -the race. l'Waited: TniS tinselr-war..3 again asked t
wait sot more years. Should 17 The morrititg of youth soon stretcluo
-s
into Abe evening shadows of Old age. ,
. .
Saturday.
on
Think
Of
me
as
some
day you
polls
' Go to the
have others think of your boo. Conaider the_stiortness.of life: and tl?a4
two terrias meanostwelVe years..I only ask. for cm'e -aiiioyear •terris Let
Y our,Ctiriscience be sour guide. have faith .1t1,

obligation.

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Fire

CasualEf
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Bonding
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Telephone 331.,
Gatlin Building

First. Floor
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Comparison of Accomplishments
of the Senatorial Candidates
For The 3rd District

Miles of State and Rural Highway
In Calloway County
116
Infantile Paralysis
Aided
18
Annual-Taxes-Paid, School, State, and County
Paid in Calloway County
$ 685
Amount Contributed to Murray Milk
—Plant Construction • —
$ 5,000
Amount Contributed to Hosiery
Mill Construction
$ 840
Amount Contributed towards getting Murray
State College located here
$ 150
Annual Amount Contributed to the Murray
Chamber of Commerce
$
24
Time spent towards getting financial relief from
State for County's Road Bond Indebtedness . . . Liberal

000-

000

000

-000—

???

VT?

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000
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The Other Two Candidates ARE NOT
INTERESTED,'as They ARE NOT
Citizens of This COUNTY! •
This Advertisement Paid For by 25 Frier& of T. 0. Turner.

"It Does Make a Diffelence. Who;
Writes Your Insurance"

'Monk you.
•

Every day—wherever you tare—these calamaties
face you. Many of them you cannot avoid, but you
can be protected. We offer you comprehensive insurance coverage against any or all of these hazards, at moderate cost. Full information without

Mr

OTIS LOVINS
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Service Circle Meets With
Mrs. J. H. Etheridge
The Service Circle of the First
Christian Church met .Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. J. Etheridge,
'North Seventh Street. Mrs. W.
Gibsoir had charge of the devotional.
----Ten members were present. The
Service Circle gift was presented
Mrs. John Neal.

di•Ilille
I b.•
vat Land

'Alice Waters Missionary Society
Meets At Church

the

The regular monthly meettng of
the Alice Waters Missionary Society met at the Methodist Church
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Max Hurt discussed the
subject. "Widening the Miss:unary
Survey." Mrs. Bryan Tolley gave
the devotional meditation, the
rubject of which was "Life Recharted". Prayer was offered by
MI'F. G. T. ,Hicks.
There were about twenty members present.

I.h
here,
ngth,
51[iv
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111, -

Mrs. Bryan Tolley Is Host To
Stitch And Chatter Club
The Stitch and Chatter Club
met last Thursday with Mrs. Bryan
Tolley at her home on North
Ninth Street. After an enjoyable
afternatika lovely party plate was
served: Only members were pres7
ent.
Misses Veal And Waldrop
Entertain
•

ket

5t:

rE

Miss Jane Veal and, Miss Isabel
Waldrop entertained with a barbecure-emsper at the home of Miss
Waldrop Tuesday .night.
The guests ' were met by the
hostesses at the garden gate and
delicious supper plates were serve ed by Misses Virginia -Veal, Clara
Waldrop, and Martha Robertson
on tables in the lovely garden.
Those present were Miss Petritia Meson, Miss Ann Howell Richmond, Miss Marilyn Mason, Miss
-Mary Frances Johnson. Miss Ruth
Richmond. Miss Jane Scow. Miss
Madge Patterson. Miss Eleanor
Gatlin, Miss LaNelle Siress. Mrs.
W. q. Elkins and Messrs. Charles
Luther Robertson. Harold Gilbert,
Flavius Martin. Clifford Woodall,
Bob
Williams,
Marion
Baird.
13oody Russell. Bill McRaven. JIM
Ed Dinguid. 8111 Burkhalter, Robert Mundine. Ed Burnett. Porter
Martin, and Bill Slayden.
• • • ••
Mrs George Hart Entertains
House Guests

-•••

Miss Louise Pratt. Guests were
were Mrs. Cal ista Butterworth Club met with Mrs. Harold Curry.
Misse Jean ,Wiggs, Miss Margaret
Jones and Mrs. Lorine Doran.
Coca-Colas were served during the
411ison and Miss Hess McNance,
Those attending were Miss Katie game to members and Mrs. 'Tom
Paschall,
Mrs. Keenan. High score was awn; by
Mesdames Willard Davidson. N. J.
Martin, Miss Gertie
Saturday, August 5
Coy, J. S. Neal, Karl Frazee, A.
R. M. 'Pollard, Mrs. Pearl Miller, Mrs. R. R. Meloan and second
Su_nshine
Club_ meets
Friepd
_Er
i
_Mese
__Ieee
Ethel.
_Kepperude Hoe Houston. _thigh
Mks.
KM
__ttlugh
with Mrs. E. Ward Outland.
Keys MFs,C.—A.-Mk, Mrs. Nell
Houston, Wells Overby, Charles
Mae Doherty,
Miller. Mrs. Eula
Williamson, W. M. Reeder, Joe WyI - Ben N. Taylor of Cyntillanna,
Tuesclay, August 8
and MiSs Virginia lrvan.
man, William Davis, T. H. xenon,
l Ky.. has worn the same suit for
• • • • ..
The Missionary Society of the H. C. Curry. J. 0. Rather, H. T.
130 years. having purchased it in
First Christian church meets with Waldrop, F. D. Mellon, W. T. Gib- Marriage Of Miss Evelyn Burkeen Tuesday Morning Bridge Club
I March 1909, according to picture
Mrs. Harry Broach.
son, Ben Scherffius, Tom Stokes,
Meets
To Norb Campbell Is Announced
'and story in the Cynthiana Demo,
G. B. Scott, Furman Graham,
- Wednesday, August 9
Th.! Tut sclay morning Bridge crat Last week.
Miss Evelyn Burkeen, daughter
Loren Adams, D. H. White, Dick
Book and Thimble Club meets Hyen. Rob Mason, and Mrs. J. 0. of Mrs. Lex Lillard of 423 South
Eighth Street, who has been a
with Mrs. C. E. Hale.
Rowlett.
practical nurse in Lexington for
time, became the bride on
some
First
Service
of
the
The
Circle
Miss. Frisby is Hostess to
July 8 of Norb Campbell, LexingChristian Church swill Meet for an
Bridge Cluh
ton, Ky., in a city Catholic chapel.
all-day meeting with---Mrs. A. V.
Havens,
Miss Lora Frisby was hostess to . The groom's parents reside .in Lexington. He is manager of a
her bridge club Saturday evening.
Thursday, August 10
Lexington oil statien. The couple
.
Those present were Miss Tenni/.
By Having Your
Stitch and Chatter Club will
will reside on Woodlawn Avenue
Breckenridge, Miss Beatrice Frye,
meet with Mrs. Vester Orr. ,
in 'Lexington until spring.
Dr. Fluy Robbins, Mrs. Cleo Gillis
Their honeymoon itinerary inHester, Miss Jane ,Razeldeon, Miss cluded
,a journey through
New
Ruth Ashmore, and Miss Vera York.
New Jersey, Washington. D.
entertained with six tables of Goode.
Detroit,
Canada,
C.,
and
other
inbridge at Mrs. Melugin's home on
teresting places.
DRY CLEANED ,REGULARLY
the Paducah road. The prize for Monday Bridge Club
high score was wen by Mrs. C. L.
Cancels Meeting
s Misses Johnson, Seay Are
Sharborough, second high by Mrs.
Hostesses To Spinsters
H. E. Holton, Mrs. Phillips and Mrs
The Monday bridge club did nbt
Misses Mary Frances Johnson
Still Removes All Summer Soil
Our Vacuum
G. S. Nichols received guest prizes. meet this week due to the illness
_
and
Jane. Seay entertained memSeveral guests called for tea of Mrs. Charles Hire and the abFrom Your Clothes
•
bers of the Spinster's Club at Miss
after the session of bridge.
sence of several members.
Johnson's home with a delightful
Friday afternoon Mrs. Melugin
• • • • •
party Monday night. Miss Isabelle
and Mrs. Sled dentertained with 7 Magazine Club Meets
Waldrop, president of the spinsAPPEAR COOL AND FRESH—PHONE 234 NOW
tables of bridge at Mrs. Melugin's.
ters, presided over the session.
The prize for high score was won
The Magazine Club met ThursAfter a •business meeting, the
by Mrs. Charles Stewart and sec- day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
hostesses served a delicious salad
ond high by Mrs. Gingles Wallis. E. B. Houston.
plate.
Other guests arrived ..for a tea sesAfter i snort loo•::-...ss session
sion following the bridge tables.
Mrs B. B. Keys read a paper B And PW Women Enjoy Picnic
Mrs. J._ T. Wall, Mrs. T. Sledd entitled "Westpoint," and Mrs. C.
The Business and 'Professional
and Mrs. Melugin were at hcme A. Bishop read one entitled "An- Women's Club
enjoyed a picnic
Saturday at Mrs. Wall's residence napolis," both of which were inter- meeting last Thursday
South Side Square
evening at
on Poplar street to 40 guests for esting and well planned.
the home of Mrs. Faith Doran.
tea.
Miss Hemmer sang two very Assisting Mrs. Doran as hostess
lovely numbers accompanied by
Mrs. George Jenkins EntertifiCii'
Miss Waters.
Dainty refreshments were served.
In Honor Of Mrs. Gaylon Morris.
There were 21 members present
Flowers Don't Make You WeIl . . . But They Help a Lot! Remember That
Mrs. George Jenkins entertain- a,nd the following guests: Mrs. 0.
ed with a shower in honor of J. Jennings, Mrs. J. M. Jenkins,
Good Friend of Yours With Flower's and Make Her Happy!
Mrs. Gaylon. Morris at her home Mrs. Homer Pogue of . Kansas City.
Flowers Take With Them
Saturday afternoon, July 8. Con- Miss Lillian Waters, Miss Clara
versation featured the hours.
Remmer, Mrs. A. Carman, Mrs. A.
The hostess served a sandwich D. Butterworth. Miss Ruth Hepplate with lemonade to the guests. burn, Miss Louise Davis, Miss
Mrs. Merris was the recepient Hazeldean, Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
of many nice gifts.
and Mrs. Talmadge Crawford.
• • • • •
Guests present were Mrs. Oman
Paschall, Mrs. Glynn Orr, ^Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. George Baker
Taylor Holley and daughter, LouAre Hosts
ise, Mrs. Noah Holley, Mrs. Caltr. and Mrs. George Baker were
vin Holley, Mrs. Prank Rainey.
•
Mrs. L. C. Tarkington, Mrs. Jack hosts at a steak fry Friday night in
Key, Mrs. Enloe Tarkington, Mrs. honor of their house guests, Miss
Mrs. W. P. Roberts has returned from New York City where she took an adTravis Kennedy. Mrs. Robert Pas- Ann Johnson, Mrs. Robert Trierson
chall, Mrs. John Harrelson, Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Courtney White.
course in Floral Designing eom the Boston School of Floral Art.
vanced
,
Dorris Lampkins, Mrs. Gus Lamp- Other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
kins, Mrs. Cooper Jones. Mrs. E. W. Cowling, Jr., of Paris, Tenn.,
She bag the newest and best ideas in any kind,of wedding decoration, or funeral
Essie Faust and daughter. Nell, Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston and Mr.
work. Remember the Murray Floral Shop when you order work of this kind.
Mrs. Elbert Elkins. Mrs. Coy Kuy- and Mrs. James Pratt.
• • • • •
kendall, Mrs. Terry Morris, Mrs.
Rudolph Key. Mrs. Arlin Pas- Motley Class Has Covered
chall, Mrs. Elmer Paschall, Mrs.
Dish Luncheon
Douglas
Vandyke, Mrs.
Harris
Speight, Mrs. Barney Speight, Mrs.
The Motley class of the First
Sam Bazzell. Mrs. Carl Poyner Christian' church held a covered
and daughter, Mary Sue., Mrs. dish supper at the home of Mr.
MRS. W. P. ROBERTS, Mgr.
Phone. 364-J
800 Olive Street
Lennie Jones, .Mrs. Cliff Grooms, and Mrs. H. B. Bailey Thursday
Gay Nell Elkins. Mebine Elkins, night. The Rev. E. B. Motley and
•
and Wanda Sue Jones.'
about sixty one members and
Those sending gifts were Mr!. Trfends were present.
•
•
•
•
•
Frankie Page, Mrs. Cecil Paschall,
Mrs. Marvin Page, Misses Wilma Mrs. Waylon Rayliarn Is
and Pauline Paschall, Mrs. Hildred
Hostess to Club
Johnson. Mrs. Myrtle Johnson. Mrs.
Mrs. Waylon Rayborn entertained
Homer Paschall. Mrs. John Fletcher, Mrs. Loy Nichols, Mrs. Clyde her bridge club Saturday afternoon
Nichols. Mrs. Lona Nance. Mrs. at her home on West Olive.
Prize for high score was won by
Fred Orr, Mrs. One Morris. Lena
and Ethel Kuykendall, Mrs. Charlie Mrs., Tom Banks.
Wicker, Mrs. Vester Paschall, Mrs.
Only members were present.
• • • • •
Telmadge Wyatt, Mrs. Jack Harrelson, Zipora Morris, and Grace Mr. And Mrs Mayer Entertain
Holley.
In Hazel

Social Calendar

• • • • •

'Presbyterian Auxiliary.
Holds Meeting

Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

high
torntaw.'
nunding

but:

I Murray Woman's Club . will take
place next Thursday afternoon at
13 o'clock at the lime of Mrs. B.
F. Scherffius with the Alpha Department as hosts, Mrs. Joe T.
Latvett.ltresident _said—tuditYi

of the yonnger sets with a hoiseback riding party at the Hart
farm on the Hazel Road Tuesday
afternoon from four ea six o'clock.
A picnic supper was cooked and
served frem. the furnace on the
picnic g:Gunds where the riding
group centered.
Those included were the guests
of honor and Misses Bettie Phillips,
Richmond,
Va.,
Imogene
Parks, Claire Fenton, Isabel Cain,
Barbara Diuguid. e Marian Shagborough. Martha Bell Hood, Charlyn Hartsfield, ,Bettie Jo Chambers, Hilda Claire Farley, and Juan
Butterworth.
Tom Fenton honored On
Birthday
Misses Etta and oplaire Fenton
entertained with a surprise birthday party for their brother, Torn
Fenton, Tuesday night'at the
home of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Felton on West Olive
Street.
Games were played and con.tests were held. Lovely refreshments were served late in the evening.
Those present were: Misses Rebecca Cobb and Marjorie Hargrove
of Nashville. Tenn., Isabel Cain,
Barbara Diuguid, Cherlyn Hartsfield, Bettie Jo Chambers, HAIda
Claire Farley. Joan Butterworth,
Jane Orr, and Ann Fenton, and
Messrs: Gene Brewer, Buist Scott,
Richard Mason, L W. Parr. Jr.,
Joe Parr,' Joe Pat Ward, M. D.
Thompson, Carlisle Phillips, Ed
Fenton. and Harry Fenton.
•• • • •
Miss Evelyn Linn Entertains
With Dinner Party

The Presbyterian Auxiliary met
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. George Baker. Following a
business hour, -devotional was led
Mrs.
Pratt.
James
by
Mrs.
Charles Crawforel_the.o gave an interesting talk on migsion work in
China. The Auxiliary was further entertained with a ,vocal selection by Mrs. Roy Tipton.
• •• • •
A token of esteem was presented to Mrs. Charles Crawford,
who is moving to Mayfield. by
the Auxiliary.
Mrs. John D.
Rather was added to the group as
a
new
member. Refreshments
were served to members and one
visitor, Mrs. Roy Tipton.
• • • • •
Family Reuinon Takes Place At
[Rime Of Mr. And Mrs. Noah
Wicker

KEEP COOL
SUMMER CLOTHES

A family reunion was held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Wicker in Almo last Thursday. A
delletous dinner was spread on
the.laWn.
,
Present. Were George Wicker,
Joshua, Tex.; Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Wicker, Mr. and Mrs. Lee McDougal, Mr. and Mrs. Frank McDougal;
.
- and two sons and two
grandchildren; Mr. and Mrs. Lint
McDougal, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Morgan, Mr. aild Mrs. Barber
Carl and daughter, Mony Wicker
and son Robert and grandson,
Lora Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Dolph
Wicker. Mr. and Mrs Stanley McDougal, and Mr. and Mrs. Shade
Olson and three children.

Boone Cleaners

UDC's To Hold Business Session
There will be a call business
meeting of all members of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy Friday afternoon at 3:30
at the home et Mrs. W. P,. Robe
erts on Olive atreet. All mem.
bers are urged to attend the session.

True
DEVOTION

• • • ••••

Miss Evelyn Linn entertained
with a beautiful dinner party in
her garden at her home on West
Olive Street Tuesday evening when
she was hostess to the sewing
club.
The garden was a pretty setting
for the occasion with its attractive
tables and colorful chairs surrounded by -summer flowers. Soft
lights were strung about giving
the whole a festive appearance.
Delicious food was screed. Miss
Linn was assisted by her mother,
Mrs. Willie Linn.
-Those present were Mrs. Herschel Corn, Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mrs.
F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Wells Purdom. Mrs. Roy Farmer. Ws. Harry Broach, Mrs. W. Z. Carter,
Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. Jack KenStade, Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Mrs.
Foreman Graham. and Mrs. A. D
Butterworth.

Honoring
her
house
gettets, Woman's Club to MeetWith
Misses Rebecca Cobb and MarMrs. B. F. ScherRius
jorie Flargreve, Nashville. Tenn.,
M. George -Hart entertained one
The summer meeting of

Miss Jane Jones Is Hostess
To Skating Party
evening last, Miss
On Friday
Jane Jones entertained a number
of her friends with a slatting
party.
All met at the Jones home on
West Main street at 7 o'clock
and were chaperoned to the skating rink in College Addition by
Mrs. Myrtle Farmer. Edith Jones.
and Jay Bland. Returning at 9:30,
the following girls and boys • were
served lovely refreshments: Mary
Jo Pentecost, Euva Nelle Thurmond, LaDonne Mercer, Nowata
King. Lois Sammons, Joan Fulton,
Avonelle
Magdalene
Bourland,
Denham, John
Farmer, LeRoy
Parker,
Futrell, James
Morris
Fred Shhckleford, Jimmie Robertson, Gene Fairchild. Bobby Patterson. Bobby Garrison. Lobe Veal,
Jr., Billie Joe Saunders, .Sue Easley. Fulton, Buster Paschall, Hazel,
and Jane Jones.

THE MURRAY FLORISTS

'ROOF! -

the

YOU DON'T HAVE TO COVER FOODS!

Mrs. Bush Houston Celebrates
Ninety-Third Birthday

FINAL CLEARANCE

Up to $6.75 Crepe Dresses
$3.00
FARMER & HART
East Side Court Square

Mrs. Bush Houston, who is as
clear-minded and alert as she was
at 45 and who came with her husband as one of the first settlers
of Murray, celebreted her 93rd
birthday at her home last week.
Helping her in the celebration
were
several of her
children,
erandchildren. and friends.
•• • • •
Mrs. Clifford Melugin and Mrs. T.
Sledd Are Hostesses at Series
of Lovely Parties
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---- ceremony performed at the home
of Esquire McDade in South Fulton Saturday, July 22. it was announced today.
Mrs. Weeks was graduated from
the Teripess_e_e Schpul for _the Deaf
at Klink Vine,
ariq Irdr
Weaks attended a State school for
the deaf.

New Told-Wall"
Frigidaire

Mr and Mrs Jacob-Mayer. Sr.,
entertained with a dinner party
Friday evening at their home in
Hazel.
Those included in the hospitality
were Mrs. Frank
Melton and
daughter. Jane Ann. Hodgenville,
Ky., Miss Ruth Colley. Farmington, Ky.. Dr, and Mss. Jacob
M. Mayer. Jr„ Mayfield, Eld. A. 0.
Colley, Dyersburg, Tenn., and Ray
Brownfield, new assistant county
agent, Murray.

Mrs. Pat Rowland Entertains

Mrs. Pat Rowland entertained
Saturday afternoon with a birthday party,, honoring her two small
daughters, Patsy Lou, 4 years. and
Anita, 2 years. both their birth
dates being July 29.
Refreshments of ice cream and
cake were served to twelve little
On Thursday afternoon
Mrs. guests.
Clifford Melugin and Mrs. T. Sledd
Those present were 'Jacky Goodman. Robert Morris Miller. Letitia
Maupin. Bettye Nix. Doris Jean
and Jimmy Rowland, Barbara and rHerndon-Schroader Wedding
Buddy Rose. Elna Fay and Fran- , Is Solemnized
ces Adam. Bobbie Rowland, and
The marriage of Mrs. Monica
Frances Abernathy.
Schroeder and Lee Herndon Sat-_
presents were
Sending
Jerry urday evening.
July 22, at the.
Maupi,p and Joe Brooks Hamrick. Methodist parsonage
at 'Alma, came
Assisting in the entertaining of as a sprprise to
everyone.
the children were Mary Cooley
The Rev. H. P. Blankenship ofand Mrs. Buster Rowland.
ficiated.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Chadwick, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul
Mrs. James Pratt Has Coczi-Cola
Culver, and chidren of the bride
Party
accompanied the couple.
Dinner was enjoyed at the home
On Saturday morning Mrs. Jane of the groom's parents. Mr.
and
Pratt entertained in honor of Miss Mrs. John Herndon, Sunday,
near
Mrs. Robert Dexter...0
Ann Jonson and
Frierson of Chattanooga and Mrs.
• • •• •
Courtney White of Paris. haise Brashears-Weaks Wedding
Is
guests of Mrs. George Baker. with
Solemnized
a coca-cola party. ---Assisting Mrs. Pratt were Mrs. - Miss Luella- Brashears,. South
Oliver T. Boren, Mrs. R. F. Tipton, Fulton, Tenn.. became the briciS of
Mrs. L. M. Parrish, Mrs. William Joe Weeks, ele, son of Mr. and
Lennox, Miss Naomi Maple and Mrs. Joe H. Weaks,, Murray, in a

i

•SAVES FOODS'VITAL JUICES FROM DRYING OUT!
•PRESERVES FOODS' HEALTHFUL NOURISHMENT
DAYS LONGER!
•GUILT ON ENTIRELY NEW PRINCIPLE!

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

•An entirely new kind of refrigerator,the "ColdWall" completely surrounds food with cold, keeping it so vitally fresh and moist that yen don't need
covers ofany kind!...Come in. See"X-Ray" Proof
ofthis amazing new advantage. See why foods are
saved from drying out. Why vegetables and fruits
do not shrink, wilt, change color. See also why
food odor-and-flavor transfer is checked. Only
Frigidaire has the marvelous new "Cold-Wall"
Cooling. See it today!

EVERYTHING REDUCED--

cELEBRP5'"G

1

s

ltgAelif pizOOFt
:
s why

iciicoopARES

Frigidaire does
not depend only on
"one-spot" copling. See
how "Cold -Wall" cooling literally surrounds food
with protecting cold THROUGH THE WALLS! See
how moisture-robbing air currents are ended, how
odor-and-flavor transfer of foods is checked. See how
the "Cold-Wall" Frigidaire maintains uniform low
temperatures and 85-100, humidity.

We Are Authorized Beauticians For
Four Outstanding Permanent
Waves:

To

ZOTOS

,

JAMAL ... PURE PARISI
•-•\„,\
. and SANDROIL

Special for the MONTH OF AUGUST

$5.00 Oil Permanent

1

14 Other
Frigidaire Models
. Starting at

$3.00

SEE WHY YOU DON'T HAVE
TO COVER FOODS 1

119'
Model Illustrated
Cold-Wall 6-39 5234.50

METER - MISER - Skaplost Refrigerating Mechanism' Ever Met
- Cuts cu trentcbst to the boneilenseen,Trouble-free. Protected
for 5 years against service expense. Only Frigidaire Hai Is!

Other Waves—from :. . $2.00 to$10.00
e

64FRIGIDAIREMNIETEIT-1111SER

We Are Specialists In Finger-Waving, Facials,
Manicures, etc. Call For Appointments

GLADYS SCOTT'S

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
R.E.A. Users: Get Our Prices On All Electrical Appliances

MAI--DONNE BEAUTY SHOP

East Side Court Square

PHONE 270
••

South Side Court Square

Phone 56

•
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day night and Saturday.
Morris and son, I
Mrs. Terry
' Howard and Mrs. Gaylon Patrols
Miss Bessie J.ackson spent last end dittighter visited the bedside'
,week with Miss Grace.
Coy _Xiakendail Rabin-bur_
kesg_anie to a 'Close who resgnllY under went...an IanFtenton Goes Down 1-3 BeforeSaturday night at Nert-E-TO•rk hilectomy.
eldridgemen Sunday; Curry
with the 'Rev. Cloys Lawrence asSam Barrell is still unable to
„ is Winning Tosser
sisting in the meeting.
work -because of an innired foot.
The Reverends Mr. Boaz and
The strong Pine Bluff nine will
Mr. Lawrence were dinner guests
fact- Cherry Corner in doubleof Mr. and hies. Terry Morris
header affair at the Bluff diamond
Wednesday evening.
Sunday afternoon. Since the Bluff
- Mr. and Mrs. Virgle Page are
hitting
power has dame to life,
visiting relatives in this communthe Edridgemen hays been makity.
ing life miserable for their upMr. and Mrs. Coy.. Wiggins visitMr- and Mos. Clan. Cook. Miss pcnirig--hurters.
ed over the weekend in this vi- Dena Paschall. Mr
and Mrs.
In the Pine Bluff-Benton game
cinity.,
-Oman Paschall attended the con- Sunday aftei noon. the Bluffmen
Ileis*es Grace Holley and Bessie cert at Cottage Grove Friday
amassed
a total -of 12 hits to puyh
Jac son were guests of Mi. and night by the Vaughan Quartet.
across an 8-3 victory. Batteries
Mrs. George Jenkins and family
Fred-Orr. who underwent an ap- for the game for the Bluff were
Wednesday night.
.
penctomy at Mason's hospital re- Curry and Kingins; 'for Benton.
Taylor Holley and Coy Wiggins cently. was removed to- his home Paul Jones
and Smith
Jones
were in Paris Friday. '
late Friday afternoon. Those visitMr. - -and Mrs. Ceylon -Morris ingeltdr. Orr Saturday 'were Jack struelrout 4 and issued 4 bases on
visited Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Hol- Key. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Oman Pas- balls; - Curry whiffed 7, allowed 5
hits and gave one charity base.
ley Friday.
chall. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer PasCurry arose to the occasion and
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr' had as chall and son Hugh. Mr. and
their dinner guests Friday the ldrity Cratii• Paschall.- Tim Nance. proceeded to smash out a triple
Rev: Cloys Lawrence and family, „Mr. and Mrs, Clay (look, Miss with the bases drunk. Sykes, also
a Bluffman. drove out a single and
and the Rev.
B. -Boaz. After- Dona 'Paschall, Mrs. Nannie Pas;
noon visitors were Mr. and Mrs„ chall. and Ruben Fletcher. He is triple and L. Bucy collected 2
singles and a triple.
Macon Taylor.
doing fine at this writing.
Benton scored
in the opening
Mrs. Esue Faust and daughter.
Mrs Nannie Paschall is,spend- round, Pine Bluff came back in
Nell, were in Paris
week_
Mrs.
and
ing a few days with Mr.
the
second"
to
tally
3; .Benton
Linda Ruth Edwards of Cuba Milt Miles of South Pleasant Grove
was held to I in the 4th while
is visiting in ..the home of Mr. eommunity.
Pine Bluff scored 2 in the 5th-and
will. Mrs. Cooper Jon. Allis week.
mr. and Mrs. Leroy Kuykendall
Neile Rainey visited in the eisiten Mr. and Mee Haney Kuy- 3 in the 6th.
Steele and Morgan called the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank kendall a levii days last week. -Mr.
game.
Rainey Thursday night.. ,
.Kuykendall isn't as well at lifts
Manager Otis Eldridge asks that
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn-Orr an
writing.
Taken from the production line recently, the 5,000,000th Frigidaire
members of the team report for
Mr and Mrs. Macon Taylor at- . . an
Mrs
who posed foy this picture with E. G. Biechler, Frigidaire general
practice
at the Bluff diamond - Sat- lalMager.
tended church at Sinking Spring son Rncil visited Mr. and Mrs.
(left) and C. F. Kettering, vice-president, General Motors
urday afternoon.
Wednesday night
Corporation. Well-known for his contributions to industrial research'
Charlie Wicker Friday night.Those attending the funeral of - Mr. and Mrs. - Cratic Paschall!
and development of a number of widely used mechanisms, Mr. Kettering
Willie
Taylor at Mt. Plea.sant Miss Mae
Hart. and ' Berthal
bad particular interest in the 5,000,000th Frigidaire. His inspiration
Wecinceday afternoon were Mr. Grooms attended church at Sinkand engineering knowledge of refrigeration were in a large measure
and Mrs. Carl POY
responsible for the original establishment of the Frigidaire industry.
ner and -da•ugh- ing Spring- Friday.
ter. Mary Sue. -.Mr. and Mrs. Tay- . Vs.,. rne"-.S.il..11g ... P.!4E§- ls NI-3411M - rlir-anci-Mrs- - Chartes During the years, Mr. Kettering, working closely with Mr. Biecider,
has made many contributions which have been of tremendous value
- tor— nosiey . and Children. --Louise lir., and Mrs: Virgle Page and son Mr. and Mrs.'Clarence Mohler and
and Gerald. Mr. and Mrs.. Frank of Fordyce. Ark.
son. Bobby. Mrs. Myrtie Thrweet in makinr this aroduct what it is today••• 'NS
Rainey. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon MOMrs. Mollie Nance visited Mr. and daughter... Lena Pearl. Mr. and
ris and dairghter. Mrs. George and Mrs. Arthur Nance and fainMrs. Omah Jackson and daughter.
Jenkins..-Mrs. Lennie Joncs. Mrs.4 ily,. last week.-Happy Jack.
Peggy - Jirne. were visitors in the
Noah Holley and • Calvin Holley.
, ,
.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Oury BenMr. and Mrs. Terry Morris. Mor•-.
........:
nett Sunday afternoon.
ris Jenkins -and • Gaylon „Morfis DiViSM)
Charles Irvin was in Paris' FriMIS. John K. Adams,. Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Burkeen and
. 11 (:IliefS
.
Minnie and Nola Adams wert
.were in Paris Friday.
Mr. and Mrs Royal Parker .and coo..
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key. Mr and l
Sh:
Mr:i
1,1
,.
had
as her din- guests last Tuesday night .of Mr
Miss Laura Burkeen visited in
Mrs.:.Rudolph Key and daughter
ner
• te,stin ,:stay Mit. Stanley and Mrs. Halt Adams.
Paducah and Gilbertsville Saturwere SundaY guests of Mr.- and 1 •
Hend..k
of
Carthage.
Mo.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
day.
-Mrs. Glynn .Orr.
_Mrs. Charles Jones and children. Willie Lee were Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
•
t
Ml-§-..CharleS--Ibitcher Of Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. One Morris and '
Sam
Bruce.
.8nd
Annie
ward
Leo and Mr. and Mrs. BradDetroit. .announce the arrival of
familY . and: Mr, ,and Mrs. Odie 1 Division heads 4 the Tennessee
a baby daughter.. born Jtaly 19. Laura, .of . Paris.' -were Thursday ley Overby.
met
Authority
Valley
in
Gilbertsblihris and •faly were Sunday
guests in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Hatcher was formerly Miss
Ernest---Hollanci visited relatives
d'fl
Lewis W. Cosby.
- -e
an N.
. . ville 'ruesday for a get-to-gither. Geneva Ford of. Kirksey.
here last week. Missal Pauline
j session and. routine conference.
Terry Morris.•-,''.
A.
Farris
and
family
were
in
There
will
be
a
Houston
big
and Ernestine Towery acsinging
at
visiting
escorted
they'
there.
While
fi
Wanda . Soe Jones and Hilda
business:owl iron.t.,. Western Ken- Independence Sunday
companied him home for a few
afternoon Murray Saturday.
Jenkins visited Mrs. Alice Jones i tuck;
Mrs. L.' W. Cosby and Mist Corrys' visit
cities over interesting parts and the revival meeting will also
and 'family n Hazel
iIlist weel
•Revivial services will be held
' ! of -the work, now in p.rogress• a.t. begtn Sunday. lasting throughout nie Iamb were in Paris Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman
-Paschall She dam.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bennie
Byars
and
-al Palestine next week.
T. T. Elkins. secretary the coming week. Every one is
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and ." of the Murray
Chamber of Corn- invited to come and. make the daughter. Miss Inez, attended ser- . Mr. and Mrr-George- Parish. Mr.
Mrs_ Gaylon Morris. ,
vices at the :Hazel Baptist church and Mrs. Bert. Childress were
/nearing
represented
imerce.
a
Calloway
big
counsuccess.
Mr. and Mrs. eoper Jones visit1 ty at the conference
. Mr and Mrs. Crawford Barnett Friday night.
guesti Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
ed relatives in Hazel Sunday, 1
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris were Fuqua Hopkins.
WA --dsvision heads present • at spent Sunday afternoon with .Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Taylor.,:„.ta,,
in
Murray
Saturday.
Duncan.
Mr. andi Mrs, NalrAdams visitMr. and Mrs. Harris Speight .Sti i c 'meeting were C. ,R. Clapp, .J. and Mrs.
J. T. and Perry Hill and families ed in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
McAmos. E. S. Draper. E. 'L.
Mr. and Mrs. Royal Parker were
tended church services at Sin-' Bishop.
of
Detroit.
Mich..
visited
relatives
•
L. N. -Allen. E. L. Koisler. orsitoiss Sunday night in the home
Herman Mardis and uncle, Dock
ing Spring Sunday:
,
' .- .- 4S. M. Woodward. litt H. Sayford, of • Mr. and Mrs.-Genie
Jones of in. calloway • and -Henry counties Mardis _Sunday. Afternoon callers
Mr. and Mrs. -Douglas. Vandybei A.
-last
week.
S. Fry. J. S Bowman. E C. near Bethel-Grey Eyes.
in
the Mardis home were Mr. _arid
•
. - wets lin r(linfler-riettr-Cilrla- Echel. H. 'A. Hageman. F. W.
A large crowd is expected co at- Mrs. Earl Childress, Mr. and Mrs.
-41B4- Mrs: George Jenktlitt
•
-1-Webster. C. E. Nichols.. A. L. Paula.
tend the quartet Singing which will "Thelma 'Rudolph.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude White l H. E Davis, R.
T. Colburn. E.- W.
Miss Ola Wicker visited friends be held. at Pleasant Grove Sunday* Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
-visited relatives in Jenes Min Fri- c .wia-e..., „1" eld Geeree
Raker. in Buchanan last week
afternoon. August 13. A number Mrs. ,Buck Jones' were MF. • and
-Of the best quartets of the county Mrs: Milburn Holland. and Mr.
\NWINIMMI
will participate:- --- •
- and Mrs-. PriVie Towery.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Burketm.
One of , the- best revivals for
---SMne -11111t- line ti5--frelblE-S-u
- Mese -Dinettity -MiteeBurtteetn- eMre:
at the Baptist* Church in Hazel. Frank Parish attended services at
There Were a large number of pro- Unity Saturday.
Miss MurreL.Jones spent Saturfessions and additions to the church
Miss Lunette
as result of this splendid meeting. day night with
Mrs. ,Lela Shrader had as her Brooks.
Hamp Childress. Mr. arid Mrs.
dinner' guests Wednesday Mr. and
, Mrs. Marshall Thompson. Mrs. Ger- Ben Childress were Sunday. guests
!tie Hendrix. In the afternoon Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Hopkins
Bertie Platt.- her daughter and two of Dexter.
oildren..and -Clate Wilson were, Miss Ruby Louis visited Miss
Cathetine Washburn Sunday.
..• I sitors. '
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Duncan
Rex Jones, and family of Fierangsburg are spending their vaca-- wet e ginsts -Sunday night of Mr.
and
Mrs. Carlds Brooks.-Blue
..on with his parents. ,Mr. and Mrs.
Eyes.
W. S. ,ones.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shracler and
ialight.
,Inez. were Sunday- •
_aiesta-ot Hobson Shea-der...anti lams
.;y.
Mi. and Mrs. Porter Thompson'
Safety .Habor, Fla.
were.guests of his sister. Mrs. Lela
Dear Edit'or:
Shrader. and Mr.. Shrader Tuesday.
r
Ode&
We'n
reading'
some-fine
Mrs.-illargar.et- Terrell- and children of Paducah are___eisitirte her letters in the Ledger 84 Times
paranAtdr.---a-rid Mrs. 'Will Jones from former Calloway citizens who
this week -and attending the revival now reside in Texas and other
states, which Prompts me to write
,-ervices at Lebanon.
a -letter in the near .future of
Lon Shrist was in Pur-year Sat- some of the adnantages of living
•irday. ' . in Florida. .However, as' the .elecMrs. Stanley Hendrix leffSunday tion is drawing near and I have
i for her' home in Carthage. Mo., several friends for. the different
after spending the past several offices ...who are opposing each
weeks with relatives in Calfoway other-except Hall Hood 'whohas
Listed Below Are A Few Of The Hundreds Of
and Henry - counties. 'En route no opponent in the county-I wish
Values We Offer Now
' home she will'visit relative§ in to say I hope every voter of the
Oklahoma.
old Calloway county 'on the 5th
LOOR LA411P-silk stradeLon Shrader and family visited of- August will cast their votes for
Mahoncany Drop Leaf ExtenNite_light
!heir
daughter:
Mrs.
ham-. Choice
Tommy
Shre- the man Consider begl suited 'for
sion Duncan Phyffe 'TABLE and.
der and son, Gene. Sunday. They. the respective office and roll up
j
of colors. *tivi .oply
CHAIKS. White
$39-30
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accompanied
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by
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ter, Inez.- was in -Murray SatROOM
Pieces
Maid!. SETTEE and 2 CHAIRS.
urday.
A funeral director
Mr. and Mrs. Jno. Charlton are -renders a most intiGreen Tapestry Cover. 549
visiting in the home of their
Ideal for sun room_ _
personal
and
daughter. Mrs. Aisle Cooper. and mate
1010E111.th--DAVENPORT and
Mr. Cooper this week. The condi- service. Thus, it is ex( 11.11R. 2 .1rm Pillows. Lazy
uon of Mrs. Charlton is „thought tremely important that
you choose a man in
nest ("hair arid Ottoman $89
to be, somewhat improved.
adios at Give Away Prices
Make your plans to attend the whom you can have
all 6 only
implicit
confidence.
singing at- Pleasant Grove Sunday,
-August.-.13. ..Quartets from many When death occurs,
sections are Tcheduled to be among stress of emotion often
makes clear thinking
the -gingers. Impossible and
then
•
there is irto time for inMURRAY ( IR( CIT. METHODIST vestigation or comparCHURCH
ison. Therefore decide
non what funeral diII. L. rare Pattor
rector to call.
GOSHEN
Sunday school. 10 o'clock, J. It,
Sincerely,
Wrather. superintendent. ,, •
Revivai bessinning at•
ok4octi;
preaching each day and evening I
The
by the' pastor.
- ' •
•
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Churchit1
H.
a
Sunday schcspl, 1f) „p-clock; Lee
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Election Commissioners Name Precinct
Officers for Saturday's Primary Races
_
.

crat; W. D. Erwin. Republican;
and Hub Dunn, Democrat.
Hazel:
Grace
West
Wilcox,
Democrat; W. B. Scruggs.- RepubliKopert- Brandon,--Oerntiernts--and W. C. Osborn, Republican,
East Hazel: Joseph Miller, Republican; G. L. Craig. Democrat;
Houston Miller, Republican; and
Pat Thompson, Democrat.
Pali: Ellis R. Paschall, Democrat: Herman Clanton, Republican;
Otis Johnson. Democrat; and McKinley Arnett, Republican.
Providence: 'Hardy Miller, Republican; Mrs. Marie Miller, Democrat; Preston Perry, Republican;
and H. W. Craig, Democrat.
The election officers were at•
tested by Mrs. Mary Russell Willjams, clerk of the Calloway court:
coat.

Geurin.
South Liberty:
Calloway county's board of election cammissioners-eomposed of Democrat; Ed Wilson, Republican;
Sheriff J. I. Fox, C. W. Drinkard. Jake Ellis, Democrat; and T. T.
-and Joe Whitnell-announced to- Brandon, Republican.
Faxon: Alvin Brandon, Republiday the list of election officers
they have selected to Officiate at can; Eva May, MCDaniel, Demothe various precincts in Saturday's crat; W. T. Walker, Republican:
and Mrs. Rabin Morris, Democrat.
democratic primary election.
North Liberty: Roy Ross. DemoElection officers are as follows:
Southwest Murray: Mayme Ran- crat; Cletus Shelton, Republican;
dolph. clerk. Democrat; Will Ed Oliver Clark, Democrat; and HousWhhnell, judge. Republican; Mrs. ton Cook. Republican.
Ottis Churchill, judge, Democrat:
Almo: Tom Hurt, Republican;
and Mildred Whitnell, sheriff, Re- Myrtle Chapman. Democrat; Thales
publican.
Graham, Republican; and, -Genie
.Southeast Murray: C. H. Redden, Gilbert, Democrat.
clerk. Republican; Toy Underwuod.
Dexter: Inez Walston, Democrat;
judge. Democrat;- Willie Downs. John Baker. Republican; Ed Jones,
judge. Republican; en'd Jake Ship- Democrat; and Lee Donaldson, ReTO SPEAK FOR JOHNSON
ley, sheriff, Democrat.
publican.
(Hereafter, the position of each
Roy Shelbourne. Paducah attorJackson: Parker Harrell. Repubufficer will be located by the listlican; 011ie Tidwell. Democrat. ney. will speak over Radio Staing of their 'Ames in the followWPAD, Paducah,
tions
and
ing order: clerk, jadge, judge. Jim Washer.' Republican; and Bob WHAS, Louisville
tonight from
Joticksoss Democrat.
sheriff.)
7:00
6:30
to
and
C.
C.
DemStark.
Kirkser.
Mrs. J. V.
Grashrnan
Northeast Murray: Dorothy
will speak at the same time toMoore, Democrat; Asberry Redden, ocrat; Johnny Walker. Republican; morrow night over WHAS,
Brown
Democrat;
Ross,
and
Munboth
Republican; Jake Outland, Demoin the interest of the gubernatorial
crat; and Alton Cole, Republican. cie McCallom, Jtepublican.
North Brinkley: Onyx Hurt, Re- candidacy of Keen Johnson, Tyler
Northwest Murray: B. M. Colepublican; Will Doores, Democrat; Munford, state publicity
chairman, Riipablican; Rudy
Oury,
man for Johnson, said today.
Democrat; W. A. Starks, Republi- Henry H. Riley. Republican; and
can; and Lucille Wells, Democrat. Ev;e1 Doores, Liemocrat,
The total county budget for
South Brinkley:' C. E. Mills, Union county as set up
West Murray: Mrs. T. R. Jones.
for the enColumbus
Adams, suing year is $78,778.
Democrat; Christine Rhodes, Re- 'Republican;
$198,343 has
publican; N. P. Hutson, Democrat; Democrat; Hobart Morgan. Repub- been okehed by the .WPA
for a
lican; and B. J. Wilson, Democrat.
and Bernard Hart, Republican.
County wide road project in Union
North Swann: Winnie CroUch,
'Southwest Concord: ,Bob AllbritSeven
countf.
thousand three hun- '
ten.. Republican; Clyde
Sledd. Republican; Mrs. Boaz Story. Dem- dred and forty one
Democrat; Dewey Coleman. Re- ocrat: A. C. Ford. Republican; and be eligible, to vote Democrats will
in the Union
publican; and Mrs. Charles Stub- John Hutchens, Derriecrat
Democratic primary.
Lynn
Grove: Vergi! Rogers, county
blefield, Democrat,
South Concord: Pauline Smith, Democrat; J. Ldther Mills, ReTry Wallis' Household
Democrat; Frank , Wiljoughby, Re- publican; Hayd9 Aifirms, Democrat;
publican; Gordon Moociy,_ Diio- and H. L/ Ford, Republican.
. •,- •
F•4
cyst;
RepubliHarris Grove: Mrs.+,L. Cole;
can,
Democrat; B.'M. Fo . RepubliNorth Concord: Milton Henry, can; E. T. Humphri&.,'Democrat;
Stainless
Dennyexat; W..C. Falwell. Republi- and Ernest Erwin, Republican.
can - lie
Winchester. Democrat;
South
Swann: Macon Erwin.
andt J. R. Walker, Republican.
Republican; • Cleorgie Jones, Demo- I '
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SAVE *-5 33 50% ON
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Come In Tomorrow!
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Discount From Sale Prices For Cash
FREE DELIVERY—EASY TERMS—No Carrying Charg"
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COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY
I want to thank you for .the wholehearted way you
have assumed the burden
of my campaign and for your loyalty toward me. You know my
virtues and know
my failing, and as true friends you have magnified those things in my
character and
nature which are commend.able and have mercifully spread
the mantel of charity
over my weaknesses.

The campaign is nearly over. If I win, and I am
I will win, it will
be a victch-y foil. and by Calloway county. The people of confident
Christian, Lyon and Trigg
counties are for me strong and I appreciate it,
but I
such a majoiity in Calloway county as will leave no doubt in the mind of any want
one, that Calloway county is
loyal to their own son.
Again thanking

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
Only 19 Miles Froni Murray, Ky.
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of Miss Daisy Hinkle.
Hubbard home, where Miss Hurl
Mr, and Mrs. J. Weston and
Mr. and . Mrs. Edd Lamb of Hubbard is convalescing from an _children, Mt. Joliet, Tenn., were
North Hazel visited Mrs. Fenno appendicitis operation.
yisitors of Mr. and Mrs. W. IL
Meador Sunday morning
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hanson, Caudill Saturday.
Mrs: C. A. Tllahola tett nattily Mein phis,- Were itia-guOR.s- aaf Mr: aliff-a-iiid - Ma: Charles JOI—
nseti,
for Sturgis to spend a week.
end Mrs. R H,, Mclean during the Atm - ,are -the parents of an 814
first
Part
of
the week.
pound baby boy, born Sunday
Mrs Dean Powell and children
Mrs. Charles Hire is an opera- night. The child has been named
Dorothy and Johnie, and sister;
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Adams and
Miss Nudd Doran of Hazel had Mrs. Cletus Wilson left for their tive patient at the Mason hospital. Robert Vernon,
music, the Ensemble shows howl
Miss Madge Patterson has refamily are on a week's vacation as her guests, Saturday, Mr. and home in Detroit Fridny morning
Mr. and Mrs. Jack White, Hazel,
the musical masters of Europe,
trip to a private lake near Hunt- Mrs. Tancil Orr of Detroit, Mich., after attending the funeral of their turned to her work after having are the parents of a girl
View
Is
Several
Taken
By
baby
such as Brahms, Lizt, Tschaikow-,
undergone a tonsilectomy last born Friday
ingdon, Tenn.
and Fred Doran of Gleason, Tenn. mother Mrs. John Johnson.
night.
Political Observers of
sky, ftimsky-Korsakov, Smetana,
Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston left
Mr. and Mrs. Baca Swift are in
Miss Helen Mason who was Week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lee, Sr.,
National Reputation
Monday afternoon for a few days' from Detroit. Mich.. for a visit called home for the funeral of
Miss Marelle Ward is convales- St. Petersburg, Fla., spent
and others have turned to the rich
the
vacatian trip to Rockaway Beech, with relatives . in the county.
her tnother will stay with her sis- cing in the Clinic-Hospital from weekend- here with their son.
The Continental Gypsy ,Ensemble, realm of Gypsy Folk Music for
an.
Mo. They will return Saturday in
appendectomy
unwhich
she
ter,
Mrs.
Ray Creason of Mayfield
LEWIS HANDPICKED
Bill, a TVA employe.
Noble Srnotherinan. Nashville,
under the direction of Allodar inspiration in composing their
time to vote.
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. for a while before returning home. derwent Tuesday night. Her conMrs. Burlin Pullen, formerly
BROWN IS CHARGE Berger, will appear in the Murray greatest works.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Baker, Mr. dition is reported to be satisfac- Miss Josephine Neale, feft SaturMiss. Thyra -Lee Ray, daughter Cooper.
4
College auditorium August 9, at
of Mr. and
Mrs. Ella • Weson of Wingo was and Mrs. Folerson, Miss Ann John- tory. She is the daughter of Mr. day for Firebrick, Ky., to join her
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 3,— 9:40 a. m. The program is open to
Ca_111110 St Louis, Mrs.. Everette Ray, Of a recent 'guest
Mu., is visiting her
in the home of Mrs. son, Mr. and Sirs. Courtney White and Mrs. Clint Ward of South husband, who is employed there. John
L.
Lewis,
chieftain,
CIO
Tenth
street.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. L. Meador. Herman Joe Mont- were dinner gtiests of E. W. CowlMr. and Mrs. Frank White and
the public.
tlarough his -hand picked" candiMr. and Mrs. Rex Diuguld and son left Monday
Adams, - and other relatives of gomery, of New Concord. and ing, Jr., in Paris, Tenn., Sunday.
Allodar Berger, one of`alae most
for their home date John Young
Brown
daughter,
is
Wanda
using
Sue,
left
SatMurray.
in Detroit afteer visiting relatives
Miss Mury Montgomery, New ConMr. and Mrs. Robert Frierson
versatile of modern violinists, has
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Meador, cprd, also visited Mrs. Meador and Miss Ann Johnson of Chatta- urday for Muscle Shoals, Ala., and here. Edd Armstrong, a brother the present Kentucky gubernatorial
held prominent positions as concert
Jackson, Tenn., were dinner. eneats Sunday.
nooga, and Mr. and Mrs. Courtney other points of interest in the of Mrs. White, accompanied them campaign as the opening "wedge"
MAYFIELD, Ky., - Aug
in an effort to capture control of master and soloist with some of Charles A.
South, taking advaptage of Mr. back.'to Detroit.
of the former's mother, Mrs. FenWhite
Jennings,
of
Paris,
were weekend
Mrs. Vernon Roberts and son.
Diuguid's vacation from duties as
the 1940 National Dernocratic con- the leading orchestras, both in this the Graves County publisher of
na Meador of Hazel, Sunday.
Times and
Watson, are visiting with her guests of Mr. and Mrs. George electrician
Harold. Cunningham, South vention, political observers of nafor
the
Kentucky-Ten
- Tenth
Miss Hilda Faye Adams of Mur- mother, Mrs. Viola Miller and Baker.
country and abroad.
formerly of Murray, and Miss
Street, left Wednesday for tional reputation declare.
nessee
Light
Power
az
Company
ray, and Miss Thyra Lee Ray of other relatives in the county.
Mae Knight, Mayfield,
He has chosen a group of musi- Dathyl
Knoxville, Tenn., where he has
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Allbritten here. _
Cecil B. Dickson. staff writer for
St. Louis, Mo., attended services
Mrs. Grogan Roberta and daugh- visited in the home of Mrs. Fenna
reeeiVed,a,.employinent with the the International News Service, in cians prominent and successful in were granted a marriage license
at the, New Hope Baptist church; ter, Charlotte, are visiting her Meador
Misies
Virginia
here.
and Ruth Farley Tennessee Valley
and family Saturday.
Authority.
_
a lengthy article which was pub- their chosen fields. This rare comThursday, and were dinner guests parents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Mrs. B. F. Smith, St. Louis, and lished and widely
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Stanfil of were guests of Mr. and Mrs. r.
•
.4111
circulated on bination of interpreters of gypsy
Acree
of Miss Sadie Nell Farris.
in
Benton
over
the
Outland of this county.
Mrs. St C. Mizzen, Dexter, are July 30 openly made
Fulton
celebrated their fiftieth
folk
FELTS FOR BROWN
music is unique, because, unsuch a charge.
ni
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts and wedding anniversary Tuesday of end.
spending a few days as the guests The article was prominently
fea- like most ensembles of this kind,
Harold Farley spent Saturday of Mr. 'and
two sons, James and Jerry, are last week at the home of their
,
Mrs.
Rugenn
Tarry,
E.
J.
Felts,
attorney
tured
in
the
from
Sunday
Rusedition
of the its members •are not only authorinight and Sunday at the home of Sr., on
spending ten days with his parents daughter, Mrs. Carlisle Cutcbin,
South Twelfth street,
sellville; will speak in the interWashington, taCa Post.
his brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
ties in the tradition nf the fascinaMr. and Mrs. N. C. Roberta
Mrs. Charles Hire underwent an
est of the candidacy of John Y.
Miss
Myra
"Interest
the
in
Kentucky
Bagwell
contest
is
and
expected
Mrs.
Ferdinand Pirtle, In PaMr. and Mrs. Hubert Howard, appendectomy Saturday night at
tion
type
folk
of
songs,
but
adin
Brawn fur governor here tonight
to arrive here teday after having is keen because Brown, known in
ducah.
Owensboro, visated her parents, the Mason hospital.
dition
each
artist
has
made
for at 8 p. m., at the court house, acCandidate For
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott and spent the major part of the sum- the Blue Grass State as Lewis'
Mr. and Its. J. B. Robertson the
hitriself
a
personal
cording
reputation as an
to Ira Fox, campaign
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Boyd, Win- John Herman Trotter spent the mer in study at Louisiana State handpicked candidate and bid for
past week. a
ter Park, Fla., who have been week-end at the home,of Trotter's University in Baton Rouge, La. control of the delegation to the interpreter of his own chosen in- manager.
Mrs. Lowry Rains' expression away from Murray,for 19 years parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Trot- She'is instructor of language and 1940 Democratic National' Conven- strument.
class .of small children will en- and who are now engaged in the ter, in Southside, Tenn.
literature in the Murray high tion, claims he is the favorite- canThe artistic message of the Contertain their mothers with a gar- grocery blisiness, are here with
didate of the Roosevelt administra- tinental Ensemble is -a form of enMrs. Clete Farmer is in Louis- school.
R. HALL HOOD
den recital Wednesday afternoon their two children visiting rela- ville visiting in the home of her.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Little Wear tion," the article reads.
tertainment that is new and origat the home of Mrs. J. B. Robert- tives and friends.
sister, the former Miss Brooksie and sun, Charoltte, N. C., have
Continuing, the news story deAttorney-at-Law
"w
son. been 'visiting Mrs. Barber MeV.- clared that "Brown, charged by inal, both in character and preenMr. and Mrs. dingles Wallis and Garrett.
Offices
Peoples
tation.
Savings
Without
Bank
destroying
Rob
Mr. and Mrs.
Lee and sis- -Mt. and 'Mrs.. Walter Boone and
any of
rath. They left Monday to visit Keen Johnson with receiving $10,Bide.
Boone Hill, Sharpe. president,f
ter. Mrs. Henry of the city visited son, Danny, were in
PHONE 7l—Res. 469
Memphis the Western Dark Fired,. Tobacco members of Mr. Wear's family 000 a year as 'lawyer lobbyist' for the entertaining features of the
Mrs. Fenna Mador of Hazel last Sunday.
else.whae.
•
the .C10 and being active in agiGrowers Associaticip, was a busiSunday. Mrs. Henry of Jackson,
Mrs. John P. MeElrath, Nash- tating 'radicals' in 'bloody' Harlan
Miss Mary Sue Poyner of Jones ness visitor in Association
head- ville, is
Miis.. is visiting the Lees here.
Mill, visited Gertrude Jones a suarters••here Monday.
spending the week with county, is making this claim deRalph
McIntosh, Illinois,
Mrs. - Harbert McEirath.
is while Monday morning at the
spite the fact that a Kentucky deleMr. and Mrs. Hoover Howard,
spending the surrimer with his sis- home of Mrs. Ferule
Mrs. Alice Pierce and Mrs. Iva gation recently was told by Mr.
Meador of residents of North Fifth street
ter, Mrs. Max G. Carman.
Ezell, and sorf. Joe, Hollywood, Roosevelt that he had no preferHazel. Mary Sue is visiting her anent Saturday night &pd.
Sunday
Miss Rosalind Crags will 'leave aunt, Mrs. Nola Whitnela Hazel,
at the home of Mr. Haeard's par- Fla., are visiting Mrs. J. C. Broach, ence and was not interested in
this weekend for Detroit to visit
Eloise Jordan who died in a ents. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Howard, mother of Mrs. Pierce.
Kentucky politics.-"
with. Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Moore._ Harrisburg. Ill., hospital
"The President was quoted thus
Tuesday in CalVert City. .
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Moore, morning as a result of an automoyesterday by-' 'Representatives
Mrs. Clint Ward is visiting in Family Outing Enjoyed
Detroit, formerly of Murray, are bile wreck last Sunday night,
at
Chapman
and Creal who headed
was her- sister, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
visiting
among
relatives
Sulphur Well
and a grandniece of Mrs. Thomas Washington with
the Kentucky delegation at the
the family of
friends in Murray and
remain Hughes. Her grandmother ia Mrs. Travis, and
White
House.
Chapman said 'the
with her sister-inOn July 22 several relatives President appeared
here for two weeks. .
M. G. Crawford of Benton.
irritated when
law. -'-Mrs.' W. D. McKee). While
gathered at the Sulphur ,,well to it was
Dr. L. D. Hale attended the
brought to his attention that
Raymond Flowers and daugh- there, she will also visit with her enjoy
Soutawestern Medical Association ter
a
picnic
and
'fish
fry
compliBrown claimed he was the White
were guests of his sister, Mrs. brother, R. S. Clayton, and his
menting families of Mr. and Mrs.. House
meeting at Bardwell Tuesday.
candidate.' "
Bill Parks Tuesday.
Wife and family.
Hoyt
Hutson
Mrs. Clay Darnell, Kirksey, had
and
Ourie
Edwards
"Chapman also said 'Lewis has
Mrs. Joe Williams has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Burrus Waters, of
Detroit. It was quite a remark- served notice
as her
week-end
visitor, Miss from a six weeks'
on Kentucky that he
visit irk Detroit. Paducah, spent,_Stulay with. Mr.
Hazel Parker, Murray.
Mrs. J. C. Hendrix. Hickman, and Mrs'. James Thurmond and able day for Mrs.'S. T. Hutson as is going to capture the state thrthose present include her parents ough his
Dr. H. W. Bailey and family spent the
paid
employe Brown and
Mary,
weekend
Fanner.
Saturday they we're and all her
with her
were guests this weekend of Dr. daughter, Mrs.
brothers and sisters that if he is successful he will go
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
-Shelby Davis.
the
with
exception
and Mrs. M. G. Carman in College
of
one
brother
Mrs. Arley Nix
into other state primaries and capBaker in Pine Bluff, Mrs. Than-- who was
unable to attend on ac- ture them in order
Addition. Dr. Bailey is an in- day from a six-weereturned Mon- mond
to control the
is a daughter of Mr. and count of
ks' visit with
sickness in his home. Mr. 1940 Democratic
structor in the mathematics de- her son Myers -Nix
national convenin Indlaii-- Mrs. Waters.
'and Mrs. Hutsoras children and
partment of the University of Il- apolis,
tion."
Miss Rubye Carolyn Wilson, an grandchildren were also present.
at Urbana.
Mrs. Alice Pierce, her daughter employe
"
Democratic candidate for linois
in the State Highway DeMany "baskets "of delicious food win'Johnson,' " Chapman said, Will
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Caplinger Mrs. Ira Ezell,'and her
over Brown because the state
grandson, partment in Frankfort. returned were carried and
nomination to Clerk of the left Sunday for Louisville where Joe
spread on the of Kentucky will not permit
Ezell, are here visiting Mrs. for a week's
Lewis
vacation
Saturhere
table
with.
50
Court of Appeals is making they will spend the week.
pounds
of
fish that to run it.' "
Pierces mother, Mrs. J. C. Broach
day
night.
She
was
joined
fried
were
at
the
at
the
The
picnic
Rev.
grounds
H.
M.
Fora_ spent_ of South Fourth Street
an intensive campaign thr._.._
home Sunday night by her and served with. ice tea and cof- _The_araicle. pointed out that the
in LouisaTe-.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McNeely
entire "Kentucky Democratic deleough the state. Mr. Ford, Monday
Mrs. Ben Scherffius was in of Indianapolis, Ind.. are visiting fafher and mother, the Rev. and fee after thanks were offered by gation of eight in the House
is
formerly of Middlesboro Louisville the first of the week. Mrs. McNeely's
Mrs. C. H. Wilson, who had been the Rev. H. L. Lax.
against Etrown." The news story alfather and moth- visiting their children
in Detroit
The following enjoyed the din- so
and Owenton, is now a resi- Mr. and Mrs. Leon' Kibler of er, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.'
said many members of Congress
Williams for the last two weeks. ,
ner: Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Lax, Mr.
Paoli. Ind., were weekend guests of Lynn Grove.
dent of Louis.,ille.
Miss Lou Eosley, Fulton, spent a and Mrs. Houston Lax and chil- also recalled that Brown during
Mrs; C. E. Hale, Misses Jane
the single term he seryed in ConHale: Anna Lee Gatlin, Mary Mar- few days the first of this week dren. E. H. Jr., -Rose Mary. and gress opposed benefits for veterwith
Miss
Avonelle
Farmer.
Wanda,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hatway
tha Farmer and Charlyne Dodds
ans,,the soldier's bonus and parity
Jay Bland. Cairo, UI., a varsity Bucy and daughter, Peggy Ann, Mr. payments for Kentucky
returned Thursday from a two
tobacco
weeks' camping trip at Pine Bluff. basketball man on Murray high and Mrs. Reuben Hurt all of New growers. a
Eld. T. B. Thompson, Corsecana, school's quintet last winter and Concord, Mr. and Mrs. S. T. HutContinuing a discussion of the
Tex., formerly located in Murray a spring graduate of that insti- son and children, Wilford and Sue, Kentucky situation the article reads
with the Church of Christ, was a tution. aaient the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Derwood Edwards in part:
visitor in the city Saturday. He Miss Edith Jones at the home of and son, Ralph. Mr. an,a Mrs.
'In 1934 Brown was defeated by
has been in a meeting with the her parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Vernon Chilcutt and sopi' Robert Congressman Chapman in the Sixth
Earl,
Mr.
and
Jones,
Mrs.
on
West'
Wr1ey
Street.
Main
Young
Adams
Mt. Pleasant Church of Christ ,for
Congressional District. When he
the past week in the vicinity of Bland, a brother to Gene . Bland. and sons, John F anklin, and aspired to a senate seat two years
last year's captain of the Thor- Jimmie Lee; Mr. as Mrs. Willard later, he ran third when
his boyhood home.
Senator
Eld. Coleman Overbey, Texas oughbred basketball aqUad, will Rowlett and sozy Ben, Little Joe Logan defeated him by more than
Church of Christ minister, began enter school at Murray State Col- Martin, all of uchanan, Mr. and 100,000 votes despite implied supMrs. Dane
Claire. the Rev. and port from the CIO.
Information has come to me this morning that rumors a meeting at the New Concord lege this fall.
This advertisement by Friends and Supporters of Leslie Pogue foil
Mrs. Dew Drop Brumley Row- Mrs. H. L.,
-Lax and daughter, Marof Christ Sunday.
are being spread over the county attempting to prejudice Church
garet,
Representative
lett.
who
d
has
.
been
Miss
spending
Laura,.
the
Francis
Eld. Freed Cotham, also of
me with my friends in numerous ways. There has always Texas, began a series of meetings summer attending Louisiana State Cisbor . all of Murray, Mr. and
with the Friendship Church of University at Baton Rouge, La,. Mrs Eugene Thomas, Ivan Hutbeen persons who were and are deliberate liars, and there Christ
and children. Bobby. Logan,
returned to her home here SatSunday.
are innocent persons who pass on lies not knowing them Eld. T. C. Wilcox, Paducah, is urday, but teat. immediately to nd Fay, all of Feria, Miss Addie
Green
join
of Springville, Mr. and Mrs.
her
husband, Tom Bowie
conduating a protracted meeting
to be such.
Hayto Hutson and children, Berwith the Green Plains Church of in Fulton. Miss.
A program on beef cattle lasting
Mrs. Harrison Coil,
ison. line, and Hilda Lee, Mrs. Ourie
Christ this week. Mr. Wilcox is
the day will be held
To keep the record straight let me state tO rilou as a' well known in this community Tenn., is visiting Mr. an Mrs. Edwafds- and daughter, Goldie throughout
at Morganfield next Tuesday, it
Where he was reared. He is the Nartha Doherty this week. Mrs. Marie, of Detroit.
definite fact the following:
was announced today by the .exa
Paducah Church of?Christ's speak- Doherty is a daughter of Mrs.
tension department of the -UniCoil.
• er over Radio Station WPAD.
versity
of Kentucky in conjunction
Miss Eula Pinkley arid L. R.
Miss Una Broach. St. Louts, is
I have never at any time represented any person in visiting
CARD OF THANKS
with the, Union Hill Stock Farm
her mother. Mrs. J. C. Pinkley, Buena Vista, Tenn.. and
at Boxville, Ky.
•
any court of any kind in Tennessee nor have I testified on Broach on South Fourth Street Nashville, respectively, spent SunWe wish to thank, the friends,
According to the Lynn brothers
day in Hazel with friends.
a few days.
behalf of any person in any court who was charged with forMr.
Jewett Hackett, prominent Mur- the ministers, the phYsician, and who operate the Union Hill stock
and Mrs. A. F. Yancey
any crime,
have gone to Louisville for a two ray plumber for many .years, left all those lending floral tribates, and farm, Union county was the first
weeks' visit. Afterward they will Tuesday for Flemingsburg. Ky.. all others who so graciously and place in •America to use nothing
spend some time touring the Wes- where he will ajoin Harry Jenk- sympatheticalay ministered to us in but purebred bulls. A large rock
I am not with my knowledge or consent slated or tern states. They will return in ins. former. manager..f the R. H. our brealaement in the loss of our now stands. on the corner of the
beloved companion, father, and courthouse lawn in Morganfield in
grouped with any candidate in any race, but am making time for school opening in the Vandevelde Company here.
coMmeinoration of the distinction.
Mrs. Ada Morris, of near Mem- brother. Monroe Wyatt.
fall.
a race I have intended to make for six years,, long before Mrs. Woodfin
Mrs. Monroe Wyatt, Leonos It bears a large bronze tablet prehas gone phis, is visiting her parents. Mr.
Wyatt, Velma Pierce, Jarquel- sented to- the county by the Louiseither candidate for governor was heard of ai a possible to LouliviIle tor a two Weeks' anti Mrs. Ed Thomas here.
Me Clark, Ida Sirls,
ville Board of Trade.
Sam Bruce Jones. pastor of a
visit with her pat-ents. absolutely
unconnected
candidate. Ara illatne man
in any Semen Askew left Tuesday—for Methodist 5.hurch in 'rennaaaaa.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Will
way with any one's else race, I am expecting to receive a trip to the San Francisco and and
Jones of Hazel, is Conducting a
New York world's fairs. —
the vote of most of the leaders for each other candidate Mr. and Mrs. Trellis McKeel of revival meeting at -.The Lebanon
whose name appeari on the ballot and I expect to receive Chicago, visited Mr. and Mrs. Methodist church southwest- of
Billie
McKeel
recently.
Miss Hazel in Tennessee 'Mrs week.
an overwhelming majority of the votes of those who will Mary Smith has returned to Chi- 'Mr. 'and Mrs. Charlie Cope, Detroit. were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
scatter their votes between the other various candidates. cago with them.
Crawford., Lynn
- 'Hairy .
- Dulaney. who travels for Edwin
Grove.
Consequently there will be neighborhoods in which Mr. the American Cyanide Company Saturday night. The Crawfords
with
the
returned
has
Copes
to his home in Atand Mr. and Mrs.
drown will get most of the votes and I will get most of
lanta. Ga.. after having spent the Leon Chambers spent Sunday isi
them, in that place one might say we were slated; in an- past two weekends with his par- an outing at Reelfoot Lake in
other neighborhood Mr. Johnson may get most of the ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Dulaney. Teunesaee.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Falwell, Jr..
of 1120 Olive street. He was acvotes and I will receive most of the votes and some one companied home by his sons, Will- Billy Jones. Murray, Miss Evelyn
Hammack, Sturgis. and Pete Gilmight say that would be a slate, but it is not a slate in iam Lee - and Harry. Jr... who spent lespie.
the past ten days with their grandLouisville; Teturned SaturI regret my inability, to be with and speak to any sense of the word. Every candidate for the Senate, parents. the- Dulaneys. On their day night from Atlanta. On.. where
they
had
home,
way
they
went
attended the sixth conNashby
the good people of Murray and Calloway County,
Representative and Circuit Clerk is my personal friend. in
ville where they 'visited Miss Blida "{cress of the World Baptist Allias previously arranged for Tuesday, August 1. In
places each of those candidates will receive votes of the Dulaney, a sister of- Harry,Avho ance. Mr. and Mrs.
left
Monday
attending
is
Peabody
mbrning
two
College
for
to
conduct
a
respect to the demise of my good friend, Ralph Gilslate
that
but
not
same people who also vote for me,
is
a
Teachers.
weeks' meeting at WoodPalid Mills.
bert, I am cancelling all my engagements for this
either.
Dr. and Mrs'. D. F. McConnell Tenn.
B. G. Arteburn will be the prinand son, Holton, Big Spring. Tex.,
date. If another open date can be arranged, I
are visiting Mrs. McConnell's par. cipal speaker in a protracted meetPlease lo not allow unscrupulous persons to deceive ents. Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Holton. ing which will begin
will endea.vor to be with you. Do not fail to listen
Monday night
you. I am in no other person's race and no other candidate on Oiive Street. Mrs. Edward at the Locust Grove Baptist
my
to
is in mine. The office I seek has no connection with state Sudhoff. Cincinnati. alsb a daugh- church. Pastor of the church it
ter of the Hattons, is also visiting the -Rev.- L. V. Henson.
offices. It is a six year office and the state offices are for there.
The Rev.
•
R. Winchester ia
four years and the office I seek does not touch in any man- Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Dulaney. conducting a B.
series of mee4angs at
spent Sunday in Nashville as the the Cherry cornera...Baptist church,
ner the activities of any other office or candidate.
guests of their dalaghter. Miss of which the Rev. J. 11: Thurman
Hilda Dulaney, at George Peabody is pastor.
Please vote for me because you think I will make you College.,
The Rev, D. K. Billington.
Mrs. 'Aa N. 'Payne and twirr Akron, Ohio. Baptist minister, re•
good commonwealth attorney.
daughters, Verna Lue and Betty ported at the close of his meetRue, -Milburn, Ky., are visiting ing at Poplar Spring a. total of 5a
Sincerely, .
'Mrs. _Payne's" sister, •Mrs. Carroll conyersions, 35 Of _whom a
Hubbard on South •Tenth street. baptized 'Sunday. • Lloyd _ W.
jaa'a
-"
.
- • apirlia"it
Denny Hubbard and a his daugh- is pastor of 'the Poplar Sprula
-aaasaansaltsfla
ter, Ruth, are also visiting at the church.
a
•
,
•
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Sexton Denies Attack Rumors

-

S. Pleasant Grove

- They Got the Drop!

Cedar Knob News

Farmers May Give Summer Pastures
A Rest in View of Wallace G. Smith

Why Walt?
A large crowd attended the Ka"I would,rather have one little rose
rel and Oak Grove Missionary
From the garden of a friend,
Many farmers of Calloway coun- ers can return their stock to tinBaptist baptizing Sunday
near
Than to have the choicest flowers ty who are__ following. soil _con- sel:attires because_ they imoially
Coislex Neshiit's and win .rocrpom's..
....
...
When my stay on earth must end. serving recommendations of 'the again be In- production due to fall
,
Elder Gregory baptized 22 from
"NW '
MAYFIELD, Kv., Aug. 3-How- Howard Sexton.
Murray CCC Camp staff will be rains.
This July 31,. those churches and Elder Hobert
"I would rather have the kindest able to give their permanent pasard Sexton, 18. Mayfield high 1939.
Miller of Pury ear baptized two
Use of meadow for supplemen..
tures
LURLYE K. PARKS.
a rest during the dry sum- tary pasture cuts down on
words
school graduate who was attacked
from Puryear Baptist church ' •
expensmer
,
months
And
a smile that I can see
and thus improve ive summer grain Seeding and
Notary Public
and seriously burned with carMrs. Mavis McGinnis and daughtheir
My
commission
erosion
Than
flattery
expires
control
Dec.
program.
when my heart is
II. ters of Chattanooga, Tenn.. arrived
bolic acid last Wecinesda'Y night.
keeps up milk and beef producstill
Monday made the following affi- 1939.
Pastures, Camp Superintendent tion as well, Smith declared.
Saturday for a few days' visit with
,
And
life
has
ceased
davit to dispel rumors that have
Wallace
to
be.
G.
Smith points out need
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A
•
•
gained wide circulation in Wesa rest, lust like human beings,
,
Walker.
Tf
"I would rather have a loving smile especially during mid-summer dry
tern Kentucky. The affidavit fol.
'Mr. and Mrs. Ted Orr and famFrom a friend I know is true
weather. From mid-July to early
.
s
ily have returned to their tipme
Than the tears shed 'round my September summer pasture pro"The affiant,
14
,,..
Howard Sexton, .-We have been having heeitisful after visiting. their parents, Mr. and
Worming and suckering tobacco
ductiun
casket
usually falls off due to
states that someone has reported weather with plenty of rain to Mrs.
.,,
Jim Orr, last week. Mr. and
k,
lack of moisture, Smith said. If is the order of the des,about.
When this world I bid adieu.
. Quite
n"
4•,`
that he had changed his original keep our crops- growing but a
Ii
'4
t
Mrs. Leon Phillips and children of
,
overgrazed at such times pastures bit of rust scattered
statement from that given to the shower would be appreciated now.
Detroit were also guests of the
There were quite a number it Wir
"Bring me all the flowers. today may become eroded. Many farmpress and to the officers on -Wedr
.
?sirs. Annie ttarmon is slowly im- Orr home. Mrs. Phillips was Miss'
ers during this period use a Urn"- folks who attended the revival
Whether pink
white or red,
nesday night July 26. 1939. with
proving; Edgar Lamb is very sick Jessie Orr before her marriage.
meeting
at Locust Grove Sunday
I'd rather have one blossom now othy, alfalfa and clover meadow
references to the attack by aortic
•
with phthisic. Mrs. Ruth Dunn is
Oby Waldrop is able to visit
.
,,
Than a truck load when I'm dead." for supplemeMary pasture. They nightt.
unknown party and having carno better; Mrs. Lula Linn remains after several weeks' illness.
report that it will provide excelSupper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
bolic acid thrown on him.
•
about the same; Mrs. Bess Linville
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Charlton
Mrs. Naomi Mitchell was a caller lent grazing after a first cutting Oscar
Trevathan Sunday
night
ci•
"The atheist states- that he has ni
.siow-iy.. Mrs. Mabel have returned to their home after
were
at Mrs. Katie Simmer's and chil- of hay has been made. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Trevathan
not changed his statement and Stom is ill With neuritis. So it a visit with their parents, Mr. and
and
dren Thursday afternoon.
daughter
and
Wayne
•
TrevathBy
early September these farmthat he has never made any state- seems as if we need a hospital in Mrs. Henry Charltisn,
an of Paducah.
"
Mr. and -Mrs. Henry Ellis and
ment to anyone . except to the our
neighborhood.), But
Mrs Mildred Wrather Roberts
here's
son
made
a
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver
trip Wednesday mornpolice on the night the thing hap- hoje-mg.all :avid soon be better.
and Mr. Roberts recently entertaining to a doctor's office with Mrs.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jim Sirnmailis,
pened, and the statement he, made
Our hearts are saddened by the ed the latter's sister, Miss Mary
Ellis who is ill at this writing.
and Cub Bishop and line Sunday.
before the court of inquiry con- passing
,or- W. -IV Taylor who died Roberts. of Almo.
Visitors of Wayne Williams Sunducted. by F.. V. Martin. common- July - 25. Funeral
Hatten Lewis spent Thursday In
A revival Meeting is in progress
services were
day, evening were May Downey
wealth attorney.
He has never conducted by Bro. Charles Sweatt this week at Lebanon. Brother Sans
Kendley, Ky.
'
and All.
made any confession oth 'r than at Mt. Pleasant,
Mr and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell and
WASHINGTON,
Aug.
3-The
Tenn., Wednes- Bruce Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
those statements and the state- day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lynn, Mr.
daughter, Mary, of Macedonia. Tennessee Valley Authority proA large crowd of relatives Will Jones, is assisting in the meetment as originally made ix in form iihd friends
were Thursday dinner guests of posed legislation Monday to au- and Mrs. Arnold Anderson visited
were present Burial ing. The Reverend Mr. Jones' faand substance the way the thing was 'in the
their daughter, Mrs. Guthrie Os- thorize it to contribute in excess their parents Sunday.
Mt Pleasant Cemetery. ther is rural mail carrier for HaIt is Chill Wills and George O'Brien who have "got the drop"
happened, the place It happened.
on born and Mr. Osborn and son of of $1,225.000 annually, to the states
Porter Lynn spent the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Morris of zel route one.
..
the date it happened and where Detroit are visiting
to offset tax losses suffered through at the bedside of his mother.
Hazel.
The Rev. and Mrs. Oce Wrather two of their enemies in this scene from George's
Mr. 'and Mrs.
latest starring picture,
it happened: and -the affiant now Will Morris and
retirement
of private utilities from
of'Union City, Tenn., were recent
Miss Maurelle Clendenon spent
femily.
Hello Mrs. Ray Steele, of Almo.
states that he was assaulted by
the TVA area. ,
I saw your sister, Rosie, and baby
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Paschall of guests of relatives in this vicinity. -Racketeers of the Range." Ben Corbett and Cactus Mark are the pair a while Wednesday afternoon with
unknown parties and that cap
,
"Jones
In last _week's letter we' missed
Under the bill, introduced by Carolyn Sunday night
Misses Pernie Mae and Mary LuMill. .Tenn.. were Friday
I would
bolic acid was thrown on him. an:1
two of the great grandparents of on the opposing side, in this RKO Radio exciting
Senator Norris ilnd.-Neb.i, and like to get a glimpse of you once
film of a feud in the cille Simmons.
he was @ctaully burned and was dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs, little .Miss -Nancy Volene Tayloi
Representati
ve
Sparkman
Mrs. Kittle Simmons and daugh(D.-Ala.), more.
J. N.' Johnson. Mr and Mrs, 40.finactually lleatectitur-Dr....J- R. Pie
the TVA would pay the states the
ho -unix-4%July Ht; the - daughter cattle country iat Arizona today. Saturday only at
The .women of this neighborhood
the Varsity Theatre. ter, Pernie Mae, were Tuesday
and Dr. Mayer of the Mayfield suti7reluined home with them for of Mr. and Mrs. Cody 'Taylor. The
equivalent
of
all
state
-and ad aro veer tansy now -canning tomaafternoon
visitors
of Mrs. Nannie
hospital: and if anyone doubts that a few weeks' visit in that vicinity. grandparents of the
valorem
taxes
on
all
the
home
are
Mitchell
private
Mr.
toes
and
and
Mrs.
Ada
picking dried
Mr.
Ellis.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Earl Stom and
but ter
he was burned they can go sonand Mrs. Tom Langston. and the
Mitchell was shocked Tuesday power ptoperties acquired by it. beans.-T. A.
with the above named doc- family and 011ie Stoin were SUro other grandparents are
Mr. and
when she saw Mrs. Simmons comguests
Mr.
of
Moller
and
Mrs.
tors as to whether he was or Wit
Mrs."Floyd Taylor and great-granding up to her home for the first
Jessie Stom and family.
not.
time in two years.
Miss
Franois Linville
visited parents are Mrs. Calhoun Lang"No officer, no individual -con- relatives and
ston
Gunter's
near
Mr.
Flat,
Burney
A physician was called Wednesfriends around Blood
nected with any institution or any River last
Taylor
near
Hazel
and
Mr.
and
day
morning to see "Aunt" Lue
week And attended,
political party has any right to church there.
Mrs. George Windsor of Wiswell
Housden who is very low at this
say that he has made a confession,
and
step-grandmother. Mrs.
a
writing.
When automobiles come flying through the air,
other than is shown by the orig- • M. and Mrs- Hardy Wilson and Burney Taylor.
Miss Pat Weatherspoon spent
inal statements or' that he has Dean. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wit-,
And elephants roost in trees,
Milt Miles and Mrs. John CharlWednesday afternoon by the bedmade any statement contrary to son and Jane were Sunday din- ton are improving nicely.
When insects in summer are rare,
side of "Aunt" Lue Housden.
the original statements: and that ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. DarMrs. Leslie Ellis, who underwent
We were sorry indeed to hear
And snuff never makes people sneeze.
he is now ready and willing to go rel Wilson.
an operation at Riverside hdspital,
of the death-of our old friend.
into any court 'and testify as to' Mr. and Mis... T. Q. Smith and Padueah. three tveeks ago was able
.... -"
Willie Taylor. who died Tuesday
the way the
When feathers are found on the hog
thing happened, son: WociziroW.. Mrs., Ethelvn Mc- to be brought home' by ambulance
morning, July 25. He was 65 years
which has been detailed in former CuiSton called on .Mr, and. Mrs. A. last TuesdaY and is doing well.
And centipedes on bicycles ride,
of age and had not been married.
statements 'to, the officers.
=MOLLS
W.
S
seeto
W. - N. Taylor
.
Miss
Rickman
and - brother.
His parents, one sister, and one
And when the Dutchman no longer drinks beer
"The affiant further States that and also called to 'see Mrs. Bess James, were , last Sunday 'visitors
brother went on several years beAnd
women
in
dress
Linville
take
'Monday
no
pride;
afternoon.
•
We
with
the family pf their brother,
he is making this affidavit in
fore. .He leaves three sisters They
`A
Mr. and Mrs. •W6odrow Rickmen,
order that the people -May know hope T. C. -is feeling. better.
are Mrs. A. W. Simmons. Mrs. Joe
Mrs. Pearl York and Mrs. Sue and attended Sunday school here.
the truth, and that any other stateWhen limburger smells_ like Cologne
Bechanan, and Mrs. George Lin- Miss Cooper of LaCenter. Ky.,
ment than that shown. in his state- Salmon spent the past week with
ville. Willie was a' Christian man
And treason no longer is crime;
ments before the officers is an ab- Mr. and Mrs. GeorgesLinville, J. who spent last week with her. sisand was a member of the ChrisWhen
billy
goats
W.
butt
Salmbn
from
and
the
sister. Marjorie,. ter. Mrs_ Eliza Gupton. and Mr.
rear
solute lie; and the,- rtY or
tian church at New Providence.
ParAnd the girls get to preaching on time;
ties circulating the* statements to v.-ree Saturday night and Sunday Gunton
also
attended
Sunday
Mr. Taylor was a good neighbor
guests.
Afternoon
callers
in
the
the contrary ..are doing so for a
school. Visitors are always welcome
and a friend to everyone. He will
Malicious purpose and have nei Linville hOrne were Mr. and Mrs. to attend Sunday school here. be sadly missed by all who knew
When fish creep along on dry land
interest in the absolute apprehen- Joe !lamp Curd. Miss Maydell
July 30 golden text was "Seek
him.
Luter. Brent Jackson., Buck Bucy. ye first the kingdom
And the hearts or true Kentuckians are stone;
sion- of the guilty parties.
of God and.
Mrs. Alma Stall and children of
and C. H. Oliver.
When wool is found on a hydraulic ram
His righteousness.'-Matt..6;33,
Murray are spending a few days
• • HOWARD. SEXTON..
Betty Lou and Frank Myers Hill
at the bedside of her mother. Mrs
Then it'll be John Young Brown as our Governor
Subscribed 'and sworn to be- spent the, past
,
.
week with their
Henry Ellis, near Macedonia.
_ 'And the State won't be worth_ a_1:1—!.
fore rne•
_Nglai:Y_PUbLin. and grandparents. Mr and
Foe- Craves county, Kentucky,
- Mtn Mary Mitchell, Misses
by Tktweki.-Poop=Deck-Pappy. • • •
Bernie Mae. and Mary Lucille
•
' Simmons and brother E. H., spent
Mr. and Mrs. Erret4Williarias and
a while with Misses Eva Mae,
son Of near Providence spent SunDorothy and Jean Williams Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Sip Wilday afternoon.
hahis of near Macedonia.- •
Mrs. Maurelle
Williams and
Those who were at the bedside
daughter, Eran, of near Providence
of Mrs. Lue Housden Saturday
were Sunday dinner guests of her
were Mr. and Mrs. Willie Stubbleparents. Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchfield of near Green Plain, Mrs.
ell, of Macedonia -Ky. Bell.
Sallie Burton and Mrs. Jess Simmons both of near Macedonia.
Mr. and . Mrs. Eunice Williams
and daughter of near Providence
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
want to be your State Guess every one has been enjoyElmus Mitchell near Macedonia.
Senator and Saturday is ing those good rains we have been
Miss Velma Lax of near Mace- I
having.
Sure does make grass
election day.
donia spent Saturday night with
and tobacco suckers grow.
.
I
her sister. Mrs. Prentice Hart.
Several of this vicinity attended
Those who were in the home of
This will be the last issue the Bartell graveyard cleaning SatMr. and Mrs. Cleave Lax Sunday
urday.
of this paper prior to that Irvan Jones is unimproved. Bert
to see Mrs. Lax's mother, who is
very ill. were Mr. and Mrs. Hortie
Bartell
is not so well and his
date, and as my opponents
Houston Of Paris. Mr. and Mrs.
wife, Mrs. Ophelia Bartell, is also
would not have an oppor- on the sick list.
Eunice Housden and children of
tunity to answer any state- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Finney and
For the past few years- near Macedonia. Mr. and Mrs.
Warlict Hutson and children, of
son. Joe. Ferndale, Mich.. arrived
there has been a crying de-. near Macedonia. Mrs. Sallie Burton
ment I might make, I shall in the county Friday to visit rela.'
N
and Mrs. Jess Simmons, Mr. and
not bring any new issues tives and attend the graveyard
mand for honesty and effi- Mrs. Eunice
Williams and daughter
into my campaign, and I am cleaning.
ciency-in public office. Peo- of--near---Providerice, Eva Mae WilMrs. Elsie Ward and son. Robsure that my opponents will ert. Detroit.,
liams of near Macedoni'a, Miss Sue
are visiting her parple are saying that officials Simmons.
extend me the same cour- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christen Mt. and Mrs. Stacky
who administer governmen- lincisiin and children, Mrs. Sip Wiltesy._However, I wish, to re- berry.
Mrs. `Errette Williams and
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Carter and
tal "services should possess liams.
mind you of some facts, daughter,
Mrs. Bill Simmons and son. Brooks.
of
near
Pottertown,
"Lest we forget."
and render the same degree
spent the weekend with her parMr. and Mr Tremon Oliver and
children
ents.
Mr.
of
and
Murray
Mrs.
'spent Sunday
Carrie Richie.
of efficiency and honesty as with
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Simmons
I am a native of this county, being a son of Dr. J. R. Indeed „sorry to hear of the
is exacted of-men in private of near Providence.**
death of Mrs. Bertha Page. The
• Miss Susan Lax was among the I Phillips of Almo and was born at Shiloh 42 years ago. I family has our deepest sympathy.
business and industry.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kirkland and
number at'Murray •Sunday.
have had experience in the Senate, having served through
•
children. Martha Sue, Evelyn Lue.
Mr. and -Mrs. Houston Lax and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax eleven sessions as Asst. or Chief Clerk and my term as and Frances Imogene, and Mr.
The federal government has already commenced to all of near Concord
and Mrs. Early Yaungblood and
attended Chief Clerk expires in December.
children, Rebecca and Josephine.
heed the demand of the public regarding honesty and chm
urrchana.dt Lurie: ur
visited Taz Youngblood and Mr.
eirn
i m
S ond
saLd
efficiency. It has made _numerous iistestigettions_ of. dis- son. _Brooks, h 13iIIWS
I made the race_ against Senator Turner four year, and Mrs. Charlie _Jenkins and
of - near Mtieedonin
daughter. Martha. of Nashville,
honesty and inefficiency -in tha handling of City, state, mentanFridarys.thrtnoinn tvhaeughhonmea of ago and, as I did not
have money to clump into the cam- Tenn., .Sunday.. They
reported a
and National Governmental affairs; as a result thereof, attended
paign
on
election day, I had to take the long route, that is
church at -Blood_ RiVer
Mr. and Mrs. John Ezell visited
honesty and efficiency have been substituted anJ the -Friday night •
by covering the four counties and asking the people to Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Broach,
Eva Mae Williams spent Satur"wrong-doers" are "paying the price;"
day night in the home Of'Mr. and vote for me. After working hard for about six months, I Thomas. Mal, and Robert Broach
lost the race although I received a majority in every Sunday.
Mrs. Bill Simmons.
Mr-and Mrs. Oscar Stone,
'Miss Betty Joe Lax was a Sun- county in the district except one. I have followed
the Clayton Cloys. Mr. and Mrs. Prella
When any public official serves a term in office and day dinnet guest of Miss Mary same course this
Waytime,
and
total
my
expenses
have
been
mon
Grier and daughter, Dorotha
seeks re-election, and his opponent cats "find no wrong" Mitchell.
no
more
than
$250,
Carrot,
all
of
Mr.
which
and
was
Mrs.
Lester
spent
Block
for advertisMrs. Lue Housdon isn't improvof his record, that- public official has rendered honest ing any.
ing and traveling expenses. 1 have spent several months and children of Clinton. visited
relatives
and
friends
here
and
atPrentice
Hart
"trying
and
Cleave -Lax
to see everyone, but I realize that there are many
and efficient service. Such service warrants and
tended
the
Bartell
cries otit .spent Sunday morning with Mr. whom I have
graveyard
not
seen.
However,
I
have
made
a public cleaning.
for ratification and endorsement. There is no way of
ex- and Mrs. Frank Lax of near Con- request through these columns many times.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christenberry
pressing approval for efficient service, save and except cord.
had as their guests Sunday, Mrs.
. Mr. and Mrs. Sip Wilirams and
Hilda Leigh -and son, Junior, Mrs.
by re-election.
children spent Saturday night In
It is true, as one of my opponents has stated, that Elsie
Ward and Robert, Ferndale,
the home of .Mr. and Mrs. Errett
the office is not a high priced one and the small amount Mrs. Treva Emmerson, and Mr.
Williams.
and Mrs. Francis Pea.
Mr. and Mrs. Ocu.. "allbritten and which it pays might not
My opponent has, by mouth and pen, admitted that
be interesting to a wealthy man, The people through Coldwater
daughter spent Fridse nilht id
surely
.are proud of 'the black I have performed the functions of my office with dignity the home of Mr. and Mi,. Warlict but it will mean a great deal to -me as well as to my wife
No. ,121.
and two children. Therefore, to those of you whom I topping on Highway
to rayoelf and to the office which I hold. Will yqu say by Hutson.
-tc. T. Did
Miss Dolly Mae Maynard spen
your vote on August 5, 1939, that you approve my record? kriday night with Miss,,Es,,a Wit- have seen, may 1 thank you for the courteous treatment I
A vote for C. L. Miller, for Clerk of the Calloway Circuit , hams and thoseitwe girls and Su- have received and to those of you whom I have .not had
san. Velma and -John Lax. an the pleasure of meeting,
please accept this as my request
Court, is a vote for honesty4efficiency and dignity
Clifton Mitchell attended,. chum
for your vote and influence.
Friday
night
at
Blood
River.
fice. A vote against me is a Tote against my record which
-Curly Top. _
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Locust Grove News

a

of

Bill Would Offset
TVA Tax Losses

When Will John Young Brown
Be Governor?

MY LAST APPEAL

This is my final appeal to you, the voters of
Calloway county, for State Representative.
You, the people, will speak by your vote, and
the county will be judged by the'Representative you elect.

Rambler--

There is a Need for
Honesty in Office!

To The Voters of

Calloway County:
r

.

Coldwater News

I

nix opponent admits is good.

Thanking you in advance I am
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURC

thank you.

i

Services at 10:45 fir the home
Mrs B F. Scehrffitis, 203 Hort i
16th street.
The minister will' speak on "Th
Christian Witness" A hearty wel
come..is extended to 'all.

CLAUDE L. MILLER

•

..•

Is your child safe walking down the highway to school or church? When they leave, we
have no assurance of their safe return so long
as we have strong drink in our State.
Let's start a clean-up campaign of our State
and County by electing a mother for Representative who will fight to make our State free
of roadhouses and strong drinks. Can we afford to stand by and see our children, or our
neighbor's children, tempted with the forbid- et
den fruit (strong drink and roadhouses)?
We—mothers, fathers, and pastors of
churches must put our shoulders to the wheel
of justice and fight for the rights of'our chili
dren. Every child is entitled to a clean moral
atmosphere, and we must be the leaders to
clean up our State of such corruptness as we
now have in it. Can we expect our Lord to say
"Well done, thou good and faithful servant"
if we do not make an effort to stop the political
machine we've had in power here for so long?
Is it right for one family to draw the checks
that several families should be drawing? Let's
divide the payroll of our State checks in all
parts of our county.
If you elect me as your representative, I
shall pledge myself to the county of Calloway
to see to it that each community will have a
representative on the payroll of the State Highway Department and not just one family if
you, the people of Calloway county, will elect
me as your next Representative.
If you want a change from the present setup, then vote for Mrs. Willie Luter Baucum as
our Representative.

1

4,1

Fr

Yours very truly,
,

V. A. "Bill" PHILLIPS.

I have undertaken to conduct my campaign
on a high plane and without the assistance of
political b3sses. 1 trust in the good people of
Calloway county to render the verdict on Saturday, August 9! I have implicit confidence in
your vote in electing me as your next Representative. I cherish the hope of serving you in
the next General Assembly of the Kentucky
Legislature. With the encouragement of the
good people of Calloway county and the helper
of God, I will make you a humble, sober, effi--/
cient, and trustworthy official-.
On Saturday night, August 5, when the returns
are given and you by your vote have
K. G. Dunn to
elected me as your next Representative, my
Conclude Series
heart 'shall beat with joy and I shall rejoice
on Prodigal Son with my three children who have hoped and
prayed for their mother's success.
The Rev. K. G. Dunn will conclude a series of sermons on the
Sincerely,
Prodigal Son at the Methodist

Church in Hazel this coming Sunday night, at 8 o'clock. He cordially in'vites all Methodists and
the public to attend the services
at the Methodist church in Hazel.

MRS. WILLIE LUTER BAUCUM
For State Representative.

••

.- •
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Frances Willard's Image
Shown in Statuary Hall
Frances Willard, the famous
woman temperance leaders' Wee
born September 23, 1839, in Churchville, N. Y. After graduation ,from
Northwestern
Femaleallege,
Evanston, III., in 1859, she engaged
in teaching, becoming professor of
esthetics at Northwestern university
10 years later.
In 1874 she resigned as dean of
the- Women's college of the university, a post she had held for two
years, and became secretary of the
Woman's Christian Tempeeance Union. Five years later she accepted
the presidency of the organization,
holding the office until her dgeth in
1898.
Miss Willard founded the World's
Christian Temperance Union in
1883, and became its president in
1888. Meanwhile, notes Leslie Hartley in the Washington Star, she had
declared herself in favor of woman's
suffrage in 1876, and lectured occasionally on the subject. She spoke
more extensively, however, on temperance, even carrying her crusade
against the evils of the liquor traffic to Europe.
As a temPeirance advocate, she
displayed untiring "energy, averaging a Meeting a day for 10 --years,
and at the same time carrying on
considerable literary work. She was
editor of two publications and wrote
several books.
The Willard statue, in Statuary
hall in the national capitol, is the
.- first statue ot a wesnan to be placed
In that institution.

Jamaica's Immense Trees Bloom Like the Flowers
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FOR SALE-60 acre Farm; good
buildings; 50 acres crop land; la
miles North of Kirksey, Ky., on
highway. Close to good graded
school and church. J. W. Lawrence. Kirksey, Ky.. Route 2. Al7p

RENT—Furnished
FOR
Apartments. Steam heat. Electrically equippCd Mrs. J. D. Rowlett.
711 West Main. Phone 157-W. tfe
WE ARE OPERAIIA, Iv&
Cleaner every Saturday, ,(located
skt Rowlett's Tobacco Factory. We
can clean Red Top, Timothy,.
Sweet Clover, Crimson Clover.
Rye. Grass, in fact we can clean
any kind of seed you have. Prices
reasonable. Parker & Whitnell. lp

STREAMLIO:= 1939 WRECKER FOR SALE—Metal roofing buildSERVICE. New equipment. 24- ing. 20x36 ft. Strong framing.
barn.
Reasonably
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker Make good
priced. J. M. .Rowlett.
tfe
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
phone 97; Night phone 549-W. FOR RENT — Furnished front
Porter Motor Co.,'Chevrolet Sales rooms downstairs, with bath: also
garage. 803 Main. Phone 114..11c
and Service.
FOR
RENT-3-room
apartment FOR SALE-1935 Pontiac 6, Fourwith private entrance and bath. Door Sedan With trunk. Good
Closes- in. Most conveniently Ilse condition, • Small mileage. Priced
cated. Mts. H. P.* Wear, 200 N. to sell. See- Mrs. T. A. Junes,
5th St_
lp
tic Dexter, Ky., Route 1.
FOR SALE-40-acre farm. 5-miles IT WILL BE greatly appreciated
East of Murray. Adjoins Stone If anyone knowing the whereschool house. See W. L. Farris abouts of Bobbie Henry of this
at Tr -City.
A3p county will notify Bertha Rogers, Mu.-ray . Route 7.
ltp
WANTED: White
Oak 'Timber
suitable for making Bourbon FOR SALE-1937 Pontiac 8 Sedan,
Staves, either standing timber or excellent condition, low mileage.
logs delivered on mill yard. For Almoa: like new car. Real barprices and speeifications call at gain. Mrs. Bettie Miller, Hazel.
office. B. C. Kilgore, Phone 438, Ky.
ln
Paris, Tenn.
A3
UNION COUNTY ANNUAL Beef
FOR RENT—Two nice first-floor Cattle Field Day, Aug 8. 18 regrooms with water in kitchen. Pri- istered herds on display. Tour,
vate entrance front and back. barbecue, speaking. Join the 'Vast
Water and lights furnished, See crowd. We coridally invite you
Stites at 1308 Main.
to see Kentucky's leading polled
Hereford herd--70 head, all ages,
FOR
SALE—Large supply
of located on Highway No. 56, eight
crushed lime: $1.50 per ton at miles southwest of Morganfield.
.crusher. Brisendine Bros., New - 15 years constructive breeding;
Concord. Ky.
Al7p .shipments to ir states, Hawaiian
FOR SALE—A quantity of good, Islands; sold 6 foundation herds
clean, empty bottles of one and last year; $70000 show bull heads
two-quart size. Suitable for to- herd. Union 11111 Stock Farm,
lp
mato juice, fruit juices. etc. Will- Lynn Bros., Boxville, Ky.
iam Mason Memorial HospitaL tic
•
FOR RENT — Furnished Sleeping
room. `Private entrance; modem
conveniences. See Eugene. Tarry,
Jr.,- 104 So. 12th St.tie

Huge trees bloom as profusely as small flowering plants in the Caribbean island of Jamaica_ Their multicolored foliage makes the visitor
feel that this West Indian Brinell colony is one great tropical garden.
There is the lignum vitae,'with its
masses of blue or sometimes white
flowers and orange-colored fruits FOR RENT,
apartment,
---3-room
Profs. A. Carman and E. B.
. . and the Mountqin Pride, one furnished or unfurnished. with Howton, of the
college agriculture
of the most showy trees in the island private. entrance and bath. Close department,
have announced that
when it is in full flower. During In. Most conventiently located.
5 acres of tobacco, 40 acres of
the summer months it is a con,apic- Mrs. H. P. Wear, 200 N. 5th
tic corn, 42 acres of wheat, and 29
uous object on Jamaica's rocky hill- St.
acres of hay are now growing on
sides; rising with a straight, un- FOR RENT—Garage
Apartment
branched stem to .'a height of 50 or West Main Street. See L. L. the cellege farm. Land is being
broken for the sowing of crimmore feet, crowned with a circle of Veal or phone 104. .
tic
son clover and rye grass which -is
leaves 3 or 4 feet in length and
adorned with a plume of ,purple FOR RENT—Furnished apartment. to be used as late fall and, eerily
flowers. This tree dies after flower- with modern conveniences. Mrs. spring pasture.
ing and seeding, but as numerous Mayme Randolph. 505 Poplar,
Livestock on the farm Include:
tic 32 head
seedlings spring up there is always Telephone 315.
of dairy cows, 2 bulls, 3
,a succession of flowering specimens.
brood -sows. 3 gilts, 26 head of
FOR
SALE-400
River
acre
Ohio
The cordia is a strIlill tree found
feeder hogs, 2 mules, and a brood
-_along the coast. It produces flow- Farm. About 125 acres upland mare. .
ers much'like those of starlet geran- sowed to various grasses and
meadows. 100 acres valuable timLast fell 1000 pullets were proiums. The Spanish ebp dresses Itber, -Balance high state cultivaself in blooms of shimmering white. tion—soil dark rich loam; 3 barns, ducer' on the college farm;' 250
The wild tamarind is a timber tree .2 Flosses. 20 acres orchard. All of these will be put in the laying
wtth rtark -green,'fern-like foliage,'
grbwing . crops' %Old house this fall and the Test 'WI
heads of white .flowers, black seeds, farming tools. Hard surface roads,' be sold as broilers and fryers.
The tract of land donated by
near Paducah. Cario & St. Louis
and twisted, scarlet pods. .
Even the humble roadside plants markets. Ideal for stock or dairy. Dr. J. W. Carr has 10 acres of fwyadd their colored bit to the picture. - One -finest farms in McCracken beans untying an lt.
Most of them are in full bloom dur- Co. Large garage. 40x60, for repaking cars, storage, grocery, etc.
ing the winter months.
baWi.
My home: 9 rooms-2
New 5-room brick home with
apts.; 2 baths, 3 garages. These
Pagoda Tree From Orient
are real bargains. Terms. AdCharles T. Yarbrough, Murray.
Sophora japonica, or the Pagoda dress 1434 Broadway, Paducah,
tree, was one of the first to be intro- Ky.
Afftp Ky., has been elected to the high
school faculty of Mt. Juliet, Tenn.
duced from the Orient to the western
Charles T. was graduated from
world. It landed in France as long ICE CREAM SUPPER at Spring
ago as 1747. Widely cultivated in Creek School House Saturday Murray College in February, 1939.
the Far East, it is usually seen by night, August 12. Everyone is He was captain of the '38 football
visitors around Buddhist temples invited.
A I Op squad.
and other religious sanctuaries. The
Pagoda
tree
the
leaves
of
pointed
are dark green above, gray underneath. The bark is deeply fissured
and corrugated. The elder trees
have much of the appearance of the
white ash. Ti is especially valuable
because of its late flowering habit.
The flowers are cream-colored and
borne in large mach-branched panicles. In the Orient trees- 80 feet
tall, with trunks 12 feet in girth and
picturesque
of
abundance
an
gnarled, wide-spreading roots, are
frequently to be seen. There are
several distinct varieties, the most
picturesque having pendant, crowded branches (pendula).

College Farm Is
Being Cultivated

Yarbrough Elected

oats

Spelling Word 'Coconut'
The people of Trinidad spell
cocoanuCwithout aa "a"—that is,
coconut, 'says the Rocky Mountain
Herald. 'The original derivation
comes from -the Spanish dialect
word "coco.' applied to a monkey's
fact, the three "eyes" on the nut
giving it the appearance of a mon•
key's face, with the tower eye -bearing a certaiii resemblance to.
pursed mouth. 'The- eoconut tree,
bare to within a few feet of the
taseel-like top, is one of the most
beautifUl-in the West Indies. 1The
always waving.
trade winds }scup
Robin Hood, Fart.and Fiction
How-much tlCere. is of adfbal fact
in the talcs of the medieval ,hero, Ii
Robin Hood. Is unknown. His career,
as eventually develoi•cd, has all ths
details Of Suthentic hisioiY, says the
Rocky Mountain Herald. But there
Is nothing to be found concerning
him beyond the content of the old
ballads, of which there are some
forty. The eldost known to exiSt is
assigned to ate it the year _1400.
There were earlier ones: however,
because the Fourteenth weir).
''Piers Plowman" refers to *yines
of .Robyn Hood.'.'
Pit Primitive Prison
The pit was the pri.mitive form of
man's invention to keep melt, and
for that' matter.'powerful animals,
prisoner. It Was the only way to,
catch them because these deep holes
kept them seeurelY till hunger or
eithaastion overcame'the captured.
'•
'

WILL
Misses Turk, Richmond Chosen CCCBECAMP
USED BY NYA
'Tobacco ueen and Attendant
Building
To Be
Utilized
Cooperative Dormitory
for Boys

Calloway-Murray
Tobacco Queen

To Attend Festival Queen's Attendant
At Princeton
Aug. 30

If Miss Naornoi Turk, Murray
State student wo will . represent
Murray and Calloway County at the
Tobacco Festival, in Princeton, August 30-September 2, should be
chosen queen of the festival, she
will receive $100 cash and a free
trip to Washington.
Mks Turk, and her attendant,
Miss- Anne Richmond, will ride in
a fleet furnished by the Young
Men's Business Club, in the opening parade. A reward of $25 will
be given the county having the
most attractive float.
Among the counties of Otis area
which will be represented are
Christian, Lyon, Caldwell, Trigg,
d, and all the Jackson Purchase.
'Misses Turk and Richmond were
Mies Netted Turk
selected from a group of contestents at a beauty parade in MurCENTER RIDGE SCHOOL
ray, a fortnight ago.
_
We have started on the. 4th
week of school and our work is
Miss- Flora Lee Holmes will repprogressing nicely. 'We like ,our resent Marshall county
in the Tonew teacher.' Mr. Cooper, fine.'We bacco Festival at
Princeton, Auhave had good attendance so far gust 30 to September 2.
She was
and only a few have been absent selected in a contest
sponsored by
because of illness; hope they will the American Legion
at Benton,
be back with us real S0011.
Friday night, July 21.
The enrollment of the sotrool
by grades follow: First, Ronda
Barnett, Charles Barnett. Louise
Lovins, puel and Bufford Downey;
Second
grade, Oliver
Barnett,
Clifford Barnett, Reva Dell Walker and Robbie Donelson; third
grade, June Garland. Troy Donelson. liettron Parker. Edgar Downey, Fay Walker and Carrie *B.
Chambers; fourth grade. Lee Roy
Barnett and .tames Garland; sixth
grade, Bernice Barnett. Glen Barnett, and Cornell Collins: eighth
grade, Elaine Barnett and Myrtle
Miller.
Recent visitors at our school
were Mrs. Odell Barnett and children, Jack Miller, Voline
Sam Miller. Agate Collins. Clarence Duncan. Lana May Calhoun
and Bert Collins. We invite all
to come in every time they can.
We will see you all later.—By
Elaine Barnett.

All Around Us

Miss Anne Howell Richmond

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but mearly
everybody reads it!
Read the Classifieds.

Urey Woodson, dean of Kentucky
newspaper men, now 80, and last
week resigned as Alien Property
Custodian of the United States, has
attended every . National Democratic Convention for the past 59
years, and hopes to make it 60 next
year. He attended his first one in
Cincinnati.
Mr. Woodson was formerly publisher of a paper at Owensboro,
and recently his sensational book,
"The First New Dealer," was released by the Standard Printing
Company.
Mr., Woodson stated :hat he
would spend his:time traveling and
probably would publish his memairs.
The -N.0 &St. L. reports a 25 per
cent net gain in --revenue during
the first 6 months of 193,9 over
the corresponding periqd a year
ago according to a report released
by Fitzgerald Hall, president. This
represented a net corperate income
of $204,613 as compared .with
loss of $61.739 a year ago. Yes,
busineet is On the up and up.
The Princeton, Ky.. CCC Camp
is ready to receive about 200 enrollees from the Cadiz camp about
August 15, at which time the Cadiz
camp will be abandoned.

"You All"
Where .thes.blue grass fields are
nodding
To the blue skies over head
the blue grass valley lying

Live the folks
strangers •

CARD OF THANKS
wtsh to thank our many =Dr. John W. Carr. dean of Me134ck New: Caddie Strawn. now
friends and neighbors for pen- w State College and o'Grand Old Mrs. C. A. Wood. 114 S. Liberty
kindness during the illness and Man", among Kentsicky educators.' Drive, Muncie. Inlet; Mark P.
death of our dear sister, daughter, was made happy this _summer Helm. 1141 N. New Jersey St., Inwife. and mother. Mrs. John Laws.
members. of the grad- dian5polis,- Ind.:- Blanche Shipley,
We also want to thank the people eilien. seven
ef ohe Church of. Christ for what uating class of 1889 at Muncie, pow Mrs. Blanche Sheffield, 2335
they did and also Bro. C. L. Fran- Ind., (Where he was then prin- E. First St., tong Beach, Calif.
Front Row: Etta Hill, 4733 N.
ciss and the singers.—John Laws cipal) visited him at his home
and children; John Anderson and here for an informal reunion.
Pauline St.. Chicago; Jean Smith,
children.
Of the 15, only 10 are living. now Mrs."Jean Bradbury, 1116. E.
and, of Mese. 7 made the trip to Palmer Ave., Glendale, Calif.; Dr.
Miss Laura Belle McGauley of
Murray to spend the day , with Carr; Minnie McKillip. now Mrs.
Sturgis and Miss Louise Franklin
Minnie P. Campbell, 403 W. Adhave been elected to represent ilk. and Mrs. Carr at their home
ams St.. Muncie. Ind.; Gertie Cope,
Sturgis and Marion'respectively in 'EA Murray.
Pictured above, left to right, now Mrs. J. E. Calvin, 316. N. Vine
the Tobacco Festival at PrinceSt., Muncie. Ind.
they are:'
ton. •

Who
with
drawl

4 WEEKS
Get Our Hot Point
Washer Prices

TUBS FREE!

charming

LANCASTER TO SPEAK
*A committee in charge of
first-annual reunion of students of.
the -Jackson school have invited
Dallas Lancaster, University of
Kentucky student whose home is
in Dexter, to speak at 1 o'clock to,
the homecomers, it was announced
here tbday: Lancaster will speak
in behalf of the gubernatorial candidacy of Lt.-Gov. Keen Johnson,
Admiral David Dixon Porter U.
S. Navy, during the Civil War,
rose from the rank of Lieutenant
'to rear admiral. Two years later,
in 1870; he was given the rank of
Adimral of the Navy.

to

Ten hundred and thirty five enrolled in Lyon county's rural
Southern schools, during this school term.

w'

r—

Notice To All People
LIVING ON

R. E. A. LINES

is a great
Refrigerator
Buy!

You are to fie coritcratulated on your foresight and progress in getting
electric current into your homes. YOu have shown you are for helping
yourselves by taking advantage of ...this remarkable project given you
the Roosevelt administration.

• Measure the value of
ell refrigerators before
you buy any! It proves
before you buy how
you get plus value for
every last cent- when
you buy a Hotpoint
Elettric Refrigerator.
Hotpoint Value Yardstir* shows 36 important refrigerator fea:
tures.... Come in and
check thern today.

Get Our Club Prices and Plan
on HOT POINT
REFRIGERATORS
For The Next

God 'gave

Lucy Monroe, populai— concert,
radio, and opera star, will make
her first personal appearance in'
Murray in the collegs auditorium
on February.,12, 1940.
Miss Monroe, who comes from
the Community-Cooperative Concert, was the first opera star ever
to be televised. On July 28 at
8:30 p. m. the charming young soprano was televised in costume
by
the
National
Broadcasting
Company.
On Wednesday, August' 2s. at
12:30 p. m., George Ross, dfamatic
editor of the New York WorldTelegram, will' give Miss Monroe -a
television interview.
As this is the first time Miss
Monroe will sing in concert in
this city, not only the members
of the Community Concert Associatton, but her numerous radio fans,
will monolsolize available television sets to see as Well as hear the
beautiful soprano in advance.

Make the strangers into comrades
With their friendly words "You
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
AIL" --STORY-- AND- PICTURE .T.1,
APPEAR NEXT
ER R
4
When I travel down the valley
To ,the land cf endless day
The picture and story of-the
I will ask for that fair corner
Golden Wedding- Anniversary
Where the good Kentuckians stay
dinner for Mr. and Mrs. John
And perchance they'll come to
Culver which was held 'last
meet me
Sunday at their home east of
And in Heavenly tones will drawl
Dexter .will appear in next
"We're waitin' for your comin',
week's paper.
We're glad to see you all."
The picture was not received
in time to publish it in this
—Selected, Chamber of
week's paper.
Commerce

.You have demonstrated that you want the best there is, and we know.you
will appreciate_ _the high quality of the electrical appliances we sell—Hot
Recoglized Leader in the Electrical -Fie1dren=343 year racked bythe guarantee of a national manufacturer of known repute, and barked
. by'our store which has been giving every Customer a square deal and quality merchandise at lower prices- far 55 years. Therefore, we know xou are
interested in saving mohey
the appliances you will be- needie So we
ask you to come in and

SPECIAL
OFFER

and

In their lovely emerald beds

by

a
r
llotpoint value at
Genuine
crothes
Washes
•
ushioned
bargain -price.
G.E.c
cleaner, whiter. Lovell wringer.
Tbriftivapower motor.
BOtpOt
Sensational
inside and
Porcelain finish
washer
tor.
greatest
Year's
Act
delay.
out.
it. Don't available
See
alue.
v
today. Also
additional.
now —
$10
with pump,

for

The Murray CCC Camp will be
turned over to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky NYA boys of Murray
State College for use as a cooperative chomitory and will probably be in operation .by September
I, R. E. Broach, college business
manager,
announced
Thursday
afternoon, July 27, in an exclusive
interview.
The barracks will be made into
rooming quarters for the- boys,
permitting them to pay their board
on a cooperative basis.
Further plans will be announced
later, Mr. Broach said.

Hoosier School-Master's Pupils
Visit Him After 50 Years

vault ton YOU

haus

Lucy Monroe To
Sing in Murray
Februani 12,-1940

CHECK UP... BEFORE
YOU SIGN UP!

And Electrical Appliances

.S. Diuguid & Son

Th.Mork
or1.
Desimale
Dealer

c-

.IRONS — REFRIGERATORS — WASHING MACHINES
RANGES —RADIOS

_

2.2/2/2/2

Murray state, The 40th State
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Does Harvest Time Mean War?
WARSAW, Aug. 3-Harvest time lof sharp crtst:s. with Germany pasin Europe is at hand, the time ' *ably imposing a period of nernamed in. inany 'foi- s-o=ssti concern* j vous—arralri. -on Faattrid
lng Europe's next penod,,uf ten- low with the Western European
powers countering with pressure
sion.
There is wide fear today tBat of their own.
2-Europe by' early September
the danger of war may become
acute -onee the crops are in and sgould witness an actual show!down as far as the possibility of
men released from the fields.
In wheat alone the forecast is • war this year 'is concerned.
This latter move. holders 4.4 the
that the yield will exceed the fiveyear average in the European ex- belief continued.. will be the final
porting countries, which include effort to provoke an appeasement
/*obey from the western powers—
Poland.
the climax of the game of war
A widely held belief is that:
witguut war
'
1- Early August Mal bee a period
- —

immommia•••• hard-headed'Man?
This,,Takes the Cake!
BOGGESS;
;

PRODUCE
Highest Market Prices Paid
For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
We Sell All Kinds of Feed
Phone 441-15th and W. Mato

DES MOINES, Ia.. Aug. 3—A
brick fell five stories frOm a new
building Monday ind struck Carl
• Etunagan...,- 38-year-old laborer, on
the head.
-It just, bounced off." Dunagan
:old doctors who closed his scalp
wound with three stitches... He
arnall headaehe was his
owl
said "a small headaches was his

semi the cia.suiem..

MRS. JULIk DICK

Hazel Nine Goes
Into Tie for Lead

Hospital News

Clinic Hospital Notes I

Miss Marelle Ward, Murray.
Those dismissed are as follows:
Pottertown;
Outland,
Walter
Mrs_ Tracey Elkins, near Murray;
Murray;
W. M. Packman,
Barnett, Murray Route 3; Mrs.
Homer - Farris. Murray Route I; 4.
D. Dill, Model, Tenn.; Mrs. Wells
Overbey, Murray; Jettie Cathey,
Murray; Miss Naomi Maple. Murray; Harold Wilson. Buchanan.

-Woodmen to Meet Monday_Night Here

Patients iicoluttt'd to the William
The following patients were ad(Continued from Page I
Masson Memorial Hospital during
Camp 592. of the 'Woodmen of
mitted to the Clinic Hospital this
Southsiders
Top
Fast
Gilbertsville
as
are
week
B.
0.
follovor'
Mrs.
Turnpast
the
Perry.
Miss EVa
the World will meet Monday eight
week:
Club
Sunday
3-1
by
Count;
bow, and sons. Tom and 0. B.. left
at 7:30 in.the Woman's club rooms,
Mrs. A. 11. YouneMurraie Baby
To Meet Benton Aug. 6
, Baby Michael Grandy, Murray;
Tuesday morning for a few days' Jerry Lee Lay-imer. Hazel; Mzs,
in the basement at the rear Of the
---- -Mrs. Claude Vaughan. Murray. anvisit wi,h relatives in Paducah and A. H. Lindner. Puryeier. Tenn.:
People's Bank building, it was anBehind the baffling hurling of nounces the arrival of a boy at
Eddy‘•iile.
nopnced today by Carney Hendon,
James L Littleton. Puryear. Tenn.:
WilHarold
secretary. All Woodmen are reMiss LaVerne Hill of Nashville. Miss Beth Wilson. Milburn; Mrs. Dunn. Hazel Put the clamps on the Clinic .this week;
Naomi
Miss
Tenn:
Sunday
Gilbertsville
to
out
Buchanan,
come
son.
WAS JOHN L. MURRAY! quested especially to be. present.
Mrs. N. G. Hill. Mr, and Mrs. Charles Hire. Murray; Miss Eliza
John WHO
Are there any old residents..in
Macon Erwin attended,-the funeral Ann Curd. Murray; Mrs. N. E. lit the game with a 3-1 victory Maple. Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
a
of.
arrival
the
result
a
announce
as
and
into
Miller
tie
went
a
the county who know where John
of Mrs. John Laws in Murray Lovins, New Concord: Mae Bell
It pays to read oar cuisine&
last Tuesday afternoon.
Blakemoni; Cottage Grove. Tenn.; for top honors in the Jackson Pur- girl at the Clinic this week, the K. Murray, for whom the city of
Mr.
Janet
ShaW;
named
was
chase
baby
Lrague.
Was
born?
was
named,
was
Mffrray
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson John F. Pennebaker. Lexington:
In the game played at Crossland, and Mrs. Hubert Witty of Brandon he Scotch, or was his ancestry
had as their guests last Sunday Baby Howard T. Colson, Gulden
announce the inTival of twin girls
Mr and Mrs. H. E. Hickey and E. Pond; Mrs 0. H. Buatwright, Dunn and.Wilson formed the bat- at..1.1se Clinic.this week. they,. were something else?
ii such information is known. it
ttenfiln11; • Aggmiller Cravesa, Fur- tery for Hazel: Each team col- named Belty Lou and Wanda Sue;
Fisher of Nashville.
would be apprec:,.ed both by
six hits. Dunn strtik out
lected
MurRudolph
Paying Again
Colson,
Term.;
year.
Miss LaVerne Hill returned to
10 wouldake4itters -and' the Gil- Mrs. Cecil Boyd announces the ar- Mrs. J. D. Rowlett of West Main
after ray: Maggie Sparks, Murray; Mrs'.
night
Sunday
Nashville
the
at
Suzette.
daughter.
a
of
rival
of
either
if
office,
Ohs
by
or
street.
bertsvilleltasser followed clpse bewith her C. S. Stubblefield."Hazel.
spending two weeks
hind with 9 whiffs to his credit: Clinic this week; Alvin Burton, us might be notified.
Patients dismissed caring the
mother. Mrs. N. G. Hill, and sisRoute 8; Edgar Rowlette, colored,
Manager- Charlton
who guides Murray; W. D. Martin, Hazel; Mrs.
ter. Mrs. • Claude Anderson. and past week. 134 Sandy. Tenn.; Miss
Try Wallis' Guaranteed
Made Patterson. Murrap; Mrs. Oza the destiny of UST-Hazel club, an- F. C. Cook, near Murray; Miss
Mr. Anderson.
nounces that ins outfit will meet Virginia Travis of Shiloh. nurse
Bud Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. J. Maddox, Murray:. Miss Lavelle Benton on
the Crossland diamond at the Clinic Hospital. underwent
—at—
Wilson and -children. of Dresden. Willoughby, New- Concord:. J. C. Sunday
afternoon.
an appendix- operation at the clinTenn. were recent guests of the Gilbert. Jr.. Clinton; Busby Nell
Quart, 10c
McKeel. Murray: R. H. Libby,
ic this week: James McClain, MurWiison farrfilies beret'
Kills Other Garden Insects
Nashville Tenn.; Mgs. L. IL HenThe Romans used an eight-day ray; Fred E. Goodman, Murray:
PAUL GARGUS, Mgr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albe'i't Poole and son.
Hazel; R. A. Alexander, Gul- week before the Christian Era. The Mrs. William Howell, news. Lynn
son, James Edward, Mr. and Mrs.
Also At Wiswell Friday
den Pond; James L. Littleton, Fur- eighth day was called Market Day. Grove: Hugh Farris, tynn Grove;
H. 0. Smith and sun, Brown. Mr. yeas,
Fred
oir. Puryear,
Tenn.;
and Mrs. Bill Bailey. Miss Sue
Tenn.; WM. J. Miljer. Brandon
Miller and Robert Fuller of near
Mill; Mrs. Riley W. Dunn, MurMurray were Sunday guests of
Baby Jerry Latimer, Hazel;
Mr: and Mrs. Leland Morris in ray:
Anderson, Murray:,
Miss Evelyn
North Hazel.,
Miss Kathleen Wingo, Trezevanr,
W. D. Kelly and daughter. Mrs. Tenn.;
Falwell.
Mrs. Imogene
Dumas Clanton, left last Monday Murray; Wh. Thomas Briggs, Murfor a two weeks' stay in Daw- ray; Mrs. N. E. Lovins, New Con-on Springs where they went for cord; Mrs. Muncie Geurin, Detreatment.
troit, .Mich.; Miss Beth Wilson
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Murray:. Baby Howard Colson
Jesse Latimer was carried to the Golden Pond; Glen Edward Neale
Mason Hospital latter part of the Murray; Miss Hurl Hubbard, ceit•
.. .seek rot. Watment.
tendon;
,Miss Betty Graves, Bard
‘
Mrs. Calvin ,Stubblefield, wife of well: Miss Eva Mae Kimbio.
Hazel's city marshal, was carried Knight.
:o the Mason hospital Tuesday
night for an appendix operation
far gallstones. The operation was - SINGING AT INDEPENDENCE
performed and this morning (Wed- TO TAKE PLACE AFTERNOON
OF AUGUST- 6 IS REPORT
iesday i she was reported to be
,n,ang well.
A big singing, featuring the
Elder Tipton Wilcox. of PaduMURRAY, KY.
cah. is - conducting a series of voices of the Murray Quartet—
meetings at the Church of Christ composed of John Key. Jesse Key,
Green Plain. two Miles east Chester Marine. and Vester. Oro
with Mr.. Orr at the piano—will"„f Hazel this week.
take place at Independence SunThe Rev. K. G. Dunn..local mm- day afternoon, it was announced
ter of the Methodist church today.
here, and the Rev. S. C. Evans.
No. 2
Officials have invited the entire
New 1939 Pack
Mutray. are- roldnettng -a renovai community .to take part In the
Size
_
Red
:neeting at New Providence.
_
singing.
Cans
Mr and Mrs. • Rex Jones and
Pitted
,laughter. Peggy Le‘e of Fleming.
' parWinter seeding schools were atKy.. are visiting Mr. 'Jones
Avondale or
'75c
.•nts. Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones on tended by a large number of JefLyon's Best, 24 lbs.
Boka
Hazel Route I.
ferson county -dairy farmers.
65c
lbs.
24
Country Club,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Warren
24 Lb. Bag
51c
Tri Sum Selfrising, 24 lbs.
And son. C. L. of near Cherry,
were guests of their parents over
he weekend.
Pound Bag
Miss Geneva Hutson is in Cot24-4-Phones-25
visiting
Grove, this week
t,.-ige
-elatives.
Large, Fine California Le11100s
Joe Whitnell, of Murray. and
101 oz. Jar
Dill or Kosher Dills
2k
20 oz. Twisted
Dozen
A. E. Nelson of Benton. were in
for
Large Teals Legions, Mare!
17 oz. Rye
liazel Wednesday on business.
lar
Rub Roy Hicks. of Quincy. Ill..
Juice. 5 for
16 oz. Yienna
Small Cans
Tall or
Country Club
-pent Tuesday night with his par- Fancy C'alifornia Oranges, '
,.nts. Mr. and Mrs. R. .B. Hicks,
ILK
20c or .10e
Doyen
and his little son. Bobby, who
nas spent the last seven weeks 2 gallons good Cooking Apples 15c
TALL CAN
24 oz. Sandwich
10c
lere with his, grandparents. ..ac- Gallon Fancy Apples
10`
for
Homestyle
oz.
,:urripanied his father . home..
24
10c
Cherries 353 can
Mrs., Myrtle Wells, of Logan,
50e
Bulk
W. Va:, was called to Hazel this. -Gallon Cherries, new_pisek
week to the bedside of her moth- Gallon good lkorgham
Us.
FOOD
ANGEL
Egg
13
, r, Mrs. Julia Dick.
Blue (ream Pitcher, Sugar Bowl,
eot
o .gB
La
:
park
c Standard
or Cereal Bout free uith 2
14 ozCluBbot.
Country
,ge
Each 29c
Kellogg's (orn Flakes. 2 for
10
70e
1k8
lb. Bucket Pure Lard
60o
8 lbs. Bulk Lard
49c
Country Club, Two 1 lb. cans
lbs. Chicken Feed, Corn
SPOTLIGHT, lb.
19c
75e
French Brand, lb.
Chops or Wheat
3 lb. Bag 39c
3 lb. Bag 55c
Landon school is sponsoring an 2 P&G Soap and 1 10c Oxydol 15e
ice cream supper Friday night, 1-2 Bushel Meal
40c
August 4. school officials have 'an• 12e
2 lb. box Crackers
nounced.
LARGE BOX
23e
The school opened with an en- 2 lb. jar Peanut Butter
Each
lb.
Meat,
rollment of 23. - The benefits of -White Jowl
:tie supper Will be used to pur- Lean hide Bacon or 1-2 side
chase some needed supplies for
12l4e
Pound
the school. All parents. friends.
BULK, GALLON
Fresh Green
Green Butter Beans Scarce
-ind pupils are invited to attend

LOOK

BEETLE KILLER

, Saturday, July 5
20c and 17c for Your
Cream

II

Tolley & Carson's

A
S

J. T. WALLIS & SON

"Liassmarisimr

Hurry! Hurry! Sensational Food Sale
Ends Saturday Night, August 5

COST LESS NOW
10c
LIVER, lb.
10c
BRAINS, lb.
2c
1
12/
RIB ROAST, lb.
2c
1
8c-12/
MUTTON, lb,
/2c
71
LARD, lb.
8c
lb.
SALT BUTTS,
15c
CHUCK ROAST, lb.
25c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
15c
HAMBURGER
10c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
1 lc
VEAL STEW, lb.
GOOD SLICED BACON, lb. . . . '18c
2 lbs. ARMOUR'S STAR BACON 55c
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Cliickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron
and Rags

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

Phone 214

V.

Murray Food Mk't.

th
of

a
Gm
16
17
us
At

Listed Below Are Only A Few Of Our Hundreds of bargains
See Our Handbills For Hundreds of Additional Bargains

25c
45c

3

CHERRIES
FLOUR

Swann's Grocery

10
CORN MEAL
PICKLES
15c
2
8
4
M
3 25c FANCY PINK SALMON
FINE GRANULATED SUGAR 10
314
CATSUP

17`
29c
/2c

CLOCK BREAD

CAKE

Landon School to
Sponsor Ice Cream
Supper Tomorrow 15°

Fine Canned Goods and Banquet Beef

21c

_
oz. can
15c
Grapefruit Juice, 46
,Cherries, New Pack, No.2 cans, 2 for 22c
Lard, Krey's, Pure,4 lb. carton . . . 35c

ORANGES

35c

'

- '

15c

l db
eu

Soap, 2 bars P&G and 1 Oxydol . 15c

MEAT DEPARTMENT

50c

Two 25c Chips° and waste basket

Loin Steak, cut from Banquet beef,
28c
Per Pound,
29c

Pimento Cheese Spread, lb.

15c

' Peas",-No. 2 can, Tiny Tender

Highest Prices Paid for Eggs

1

PROMPT- DELIVERY

,Northern Tissue, 4-10c rolls for

25c

Dressed Fryers, coop fed, lb.
Will P4 in Trade for Fresh Eggs
—

28c

PROMPT DELIVERY
____

Miller & Hart Shankless

_

PICNIC HAMS

TENDERPC
o TIE

,U. S. INSPECTED PURE HOG
Lbs. N -t. $3.49

LARD 50

'

VEAL ROAST"

- 145

15c

*0

344
Size
Each

.1 FRESH GROUND
Lb. Bulk

7`

HAMBURGER

CHOPS

Lb.

'
17c

2 Pounds 29c
STEW

Lb'

10`

MI

.•

'

"

,

-

•
'

••••••••••••••••••••••••,

-

sys
bet
and
fan
con

lc

-

a

Cans

o

,,,MIIIIMIMIMMMIEN•11•111101116.

Wit

and
tle
dist
did
an
Mil

BANANAS Golden Yellow 4 Pounds 19c
Side
Lb. 15c
BACON WholeH iocrkow.ifSmoked
Sliced
25c
LUNCH MEATS Assorted Pound
CHEESE Longhorn or Daisy Lb. I7c
Lb. 8c
SALT MEAT White Jowls
SLICED LARGE
Pound
1212c
BOLOGNA

FANCY MILK FED

17c

PHONE 37

•

288
Size
Dozen

Fancy
California

360 Size
D'Dz 25c
LEMONS Large
Lb.
Club Roll
25'
BUTTER Country
2c
/
in61
Halfsoird:Vho
BACON scuoguanrt
el9c
2 Pound
Brick
Loaf J
CHEESE Victory,
or American
PORK STEAK or ROAST Lb. 17c

Soda, Arm &'Hammer, or Matches
f
10c
3 boxes
Huskies, 2 boxes

sh,
shi
gr
ha*
six
las
ton
lim

19c
CIDER VINEGAR
3 Large Oval Cans 25c
SARDINES Tcmat° or Mustard Sauce
Large Head
25c
4 18
JUICE
CAULIFLOWER 17:2' GRAPEFRUIT
Club 2 No, 2' Cans 29c
PEACHES Delmonte or Country
Large Firm Head
No. 2 Cans
25c
3
JUICE
ORANGE
6c
LETTUCE
Avondale Brand
4 No, 2 Cans 25c
BEANS
KIDNEY
GREEN ON16145 or
2:z. 9tc
Sliced
4 oz. .-2Ce
J Cans L•J
RADISHES 1.31:7,: 10c - MUSHROOM Buttons ---Csii-st -OW

FOOD MARKET

Nucoa, 2 lbs.

Mi

2c
/
BROCCOLI Lb.121

Oz

Heinz Catsup, large size

46°
25c

s.e
fat
the
Ru

15c
llc

COFFEE
OXYBOL OR RINSO

_ N.
ToLLEy&CARso

25C
SAUSAGE, 2 lbs.
25c
BOLOGNA, 2 lbs.
35c
VEAL CHOPS, 2 lbs.
35c
PORK STEAK, 2 lbs.
22c
CHEESE, lb.
Sc
SALT BUTTS, lb.
12c
SUGAR CURED BUTTS; lb.
SLICED BACON, No Rind,'No Waste, lb. . 21c
25c
1 lb. box BACON
-10c•12c
MUTTON. lb.
19c
Armour's Star Silas, lb.
'32c
4 lb. Carton PURE LARD

"7".

vs

KROGER STORE

$4.75
SUGAR, 100 lbs. Pure Cane
47c
SUGAR, 10 lbs. Fine Granulated
49c
2 Large Chipso and Nice' Waste Basket
15c
12-..gular 10c Size Oxydol with 2 P&G Soap
Sc
JELLO, all flavors, box
16c
boxes
6
MATCHES,
5c
FRUIT ACID, box
15c and 19c
VINEGAR, bring jug, gallon
70c
FRUIT CANS, Half Gallons 99c; Qts
19c
JAR TOPS, Mason Ball, dozen
10c
3
dozen
JAR RINGS,
12c
CRACKERS, 2 ..1b, box
25c
ORANGES, Nice „Size, Califotnia,.doz.3 CORN FLAKES25c 1 Cream Bove Frew
Sc
SALT, 2 boxes ,
15c
°T6liET TISSUE, 5 Rolls
10c
-COFFEE. we grind, lb.
25c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, lb.
23c
SALAD DRESSING, qt.
10c
NAPKINS, all colors, 120 count
50c
KARO or SILVER SWEET SYRUP, Gallon
8c
1 lb. box SODA CRACKERS
10c
MEAL. 10 !b. bag 18c; 5 lb. bag
23c
BROOMS or MOPS, good quality, each
59c
FLOUR, Lynn Grove, 24 lb. bag
49c
FLOUR, Red Beauty, 24 lb. bag

PHONE 12

je

„

a
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEZIL

$1.nn

a year ln Calloway
Marshall. Graves,Henry and Stewart Counties,

a year elsewhere le
$1.50 the
State of Kentusky.
a year to any aadrees
$2.00 other than above.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon August 3, 1939
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E. A. fetroff To Conduct
J. H. Meloan is
Dr. Will J. Mayo
WPA WORKERS NOT New Hazel Baptist Church Is Completed;
Named Director
Meeting at Memorial/Church TO BE RELEASED IN Views of New and Old Edifices Are Shown Of Michigan Firm Dies Friday Morn

AUGUST IS DECREE

The Rev. E. A. Petroff, Springdale. Ark.. will begin a 12-days'
MIIMIILNe SERVICES HERE
revival - meeting at the Memorial „„
Baptist church here Sunday. Au,"
THIS
ust 6. it was announced today lay
the Rev. Carroll Hubbard, pastor.
Mr. Petrol!, a foreign-boria minister. was formerly a member of
the Catholic church, but became
a Baptist soon lifter coming to
- America.
He will diseuss the following
subjects on the dates indicated:
"Where are the Nine?", Sunday
morning, - August
"Harvest
6;
Time",Aunday night; "Why was
Judas; being a Devil. Made a Disciple?". Monday night; "The Two
Natures", Tuesday night; "Is the
Bible the Inspired Word of God?",
'Wednesday night; "Religion or
Salvation — Which'''. Thursday
night; "Is - God the Father
of
Seerybody?", Friday night "Hell
—Old-Fashioned—Everlasting". Saturday eight
On Stinday, August 13. his subject will be "God's Plan of Salvation". He will leeture on "Does
the Catholic Bible Teach the Plan
Salvatiour on August 15; -Can
a Person Sin Away the Day of
LLD. E. A. PETROFF
Grece?" August 15; "Are Jews and
Gentiles Saved Alike?", August
16; "Pilate Before Jesus", August
17; "Is Jesus the Christ?", August 18; "The Opportune Day", on
August 19; and "Facing the Issue
Squarely" on August 20.

George H. Goodman Hail
Previously Announced
151 Here to Lose Jobs
ACTION COMES WHEN
SENATE,OKEHS RIDER

WASHINGTON, Aug.-..3—Works
Progress Commissioner F."C. Harrington Saturday directed state
WPA administrators to suspend
dismissal of persons on WPA rolls
for 18 months.
Harrington issued his order because of the Senate's action Friday night in approving a rider to
President Roosevelt's lending bill
which would modify the compulsory dismiesal proviso of. the 1940
Relief Act.
- •
The House yet must act on the
lending bill and
the
Murray
amendment.
They said that 650,000 persons
who have been on WPA rolls 18
consecutive
or
months
longer
would have been laid off. by September I had it not been for the
Senate action.
An earlier story had said that
compulsory
reduction of relief
rolls of the Work Projects Administration in Kentucky to comply with the 1939 Appropriation
Act, passed recently by Congress, Adventist
Minister
to
Discuss
Farmer of East Side sHad Taught 'Will be materially felt during AugQuestion of Whether Satan
The Murray Chamber of Comustin
Calloway
county.
acebrdink
School and Sunday School
is Bound or Not
merce this week completed- an into information received this week
For SO Years
dustrial survey of Murray and
from George H. Goodman, admin"Satan Bound" will be the sub.Calloway county, filling a need
ject of a- lecture to be delivered
Monroe Wyatt. 79. who died .at istrator.
which according to Secretary T.
The 1939 act requires that all by E1.0.
3
o'clock
A. Ruskjer. Seventh
Thursday
afternoon,
T Elkins has king existed. FurJuly 27, after a prolonged illness persons who have received em- Day Adventist' minister, ,at the
.pose
pf. the survey, he said, is.. to
ployment on WPA projects for 18 Hazel nigh school
auditorium SunBENTON. Ky_S_ Aug. 3—Total at his home near Cherry, was
familiarize industry tuid the local
consecutive
ca:cepting
months.
day night at 7:30. it was ansales of $3,750 from a 175-acre buried at the Hicks cemetery Satpublic with potentialities in this
veterans, be released
that nounced this morning.
and
farm is the -record made during urday afternoon with funeral sercity and county for industrial detheir 'certification be cancelled. 'In
the past Your by Joe G. Dunn, of vices being conducted at the New
velopment.
In his sermon, the speaker will
Calloway county 281 persons are
Route 3: according to an apeounce- Hope Methodist church. _
The report, which lists Murray
employed on WPA rolls. In all attempt to bring conclusive anmieit made Sattirday by J. H.
as
a town of 5,500 and as the
-Mr. Wyatt, a member of the 151 persons fall within the
swers
to
the question - Is Satan
meanMiller, 'assistant county agent.
birthplace of radio, is the result
New Hone Methodist church, is ing of the act and must be released Bound Now? Will he ever be
of 10 weeks' research by an inbound? For how long a time will
Mr. Dunn's example, Miller said,. survived by his widow, Mrs. Dora before August 31.
dustrial survey committee comhe be bound? By whom will he
shows what can be done in Mar- Ellen Wyatt; a daughter. Mrs. Velact
all
reprovides
The
persons
posed of Chairman G. B. Pennebe bound? Will he ever be loosed
shall county with livestock and ma Pierce; a son. Leonas Wyatt;
leased
reapply
their
may
local
to
baker, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. M.
again? fly Whom? Are we now
grass on a hilt farm. Mr. Dunn one sister, Mrs. Jacqueline Clark;
agent
recertification.
All
for
of
0.
living
Wrather, and Frank Albert
and
in
a
the
Millenium
half-sister,
eccording
Mrs. Ida Sing,
has had, on the. average, leis than
recertified will then
be to Bible prophecy?
Stubblefield.
.
six acres in cultivation for the Hopkineville. In addition, there those
placed in the "awaiting assignment
list four years. He has used -le- are thfse grandchildren.
The Murray quartet under the
file", Mr. Goodman said. The act,
tons of phosphate and 160 tons of
leadership of John Key will have
Mr. ?Vyatts'who taught school in
A committee of six tenants and
is said, presumes that persons
it
lime in the last three years. •
charge of the song-service. Miss.
Marshall county and in Wc,akley
14 land owners -discussed the tensevered -from relief rolls shall
Mr. Minn's princinel income County. Tenn., for 20 years. has I find private employment during Rachel Wheeler, i—sttidint "nuiseant-landlord problem in 'Hopkins
REV. R. F. GREGORY
was from his 15 hear of horses resided on the same farm through- the 30 days between the time of at the Mason hospital, wilt. sing a'
county.
and mutes. 65 head of dairy cat- out his lite—saye for, the time he layoff and the time they become Solo, and congregational singing
The new
church, at
Baptist
tle and 25 hogs._ This income was was away on his instructor's eligible for application for teeerti- will begin at 7:30, with Illustra- Hag& three views of which are
tions of songs thrown upon' a
•
distributed throughout the year and duties.
shown at upper right and in the a glimpse of the- grounds. which
fication.
screen.
Of a quiet dispesition, he was
did net come at one time as with
•
lower photos above, opened a will be sowed in blue grass, and
Recertification at the end, of 30
'
_Buskjer't, lecture will he 1111.1,5- _week ago Sunday with the Rev. R. the numerous shade trees, gives
an intensified _ one-crop system, ueassuming ira mien, but lieed_ se. days --does riot - mean reemploylife of friendship to his fellow- ment,
comprehensive
Miller said.
summary
of
F. Gregory, pastor. shown in the a
it is pointed out. In the trated with - handpainted charts.
"By thf3.
- Treestotli and grass man. He taught the adult class State there are now 10.000 persons
picture
the center 'below, what the approach to the church
in
will look like.
System of farming. Mr. Dunn has of the New Hope Methodist church already certified who never have
preaching the firet sermon.
Pastor Gregory has been minbeen able to have a nice income for 20 years, and members of that had WPA employment and to
That night. the Rev. B. G.
class
were
honorary
ister
at many church, and was
'pallbearers.
and at the same time improve his
Arteburn. Detroit, began a week's
whom will ge, as far as is possible
Active
pallbearers
pastor
at each of the following
were
farm and control erosion." Miller
his the places made vacant by the
protracted meeting.
nephews. John Stom, Gentry Clark, "eighteen month" requirement.
churches when new buildings were
concluded.
article
weeks
In
an
two
ago.
and Roy. Miller, Cleveland. Solon.
constructed: Birmingham. Bethel,
Along with the "eighteen month"
The Ledger At Times carried a Cherry Corner. West
i and Kent Johnston.
Fork. Elm
lists compiled at the Louisville ofrelated
which
story,
the
it
in
hisThirty-seven Todd county 4-H
fice for dismissal during August. Pine Bluff is Location of Liner tory of the Baptist church in Grove. and Hazel. The church at
club boys are fattening pigs for
Perry county farmers have used additional lists of those who have
Cherry
was the first rural Baptist
On Which Play Will Be
Hazel, and listed the various min- church in the
the annual show and sale in Au- 95,000 pounds of grass seed in their
Southern Baptist
Presented Tonight
been employed 17 months and 16
isters who have been pastor there. Convention territory to
gust
"better soils campaign."
hive Sunmonths are being prepared for dischurch building at the up- day School rooms.
The
Ray V. Lambert, general agent
s
missal during September and Ocper left in the, picture is the struce
Beat, a
tober, respectively.... Under the for the Majestic Show
ture from -which the congregation
Act the process will be continupus. Tennessee River recreation liner has now moved. All future ser'which will be anchored offshore
vices will be conducted in the new
at Pine Bluff tonight for a pre,building, a dedicatory service for
sentation
dramatic.
of a 3-act
which will be conducted soon.
comedy, "The Push", said in an inold churchgrounds will be
terview here this week that own- The
converted into additional cemeers of the showboat have left
tery space.
nothing 'undone to bring to this
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, leadvicinity an outstanding performers in the Hazel church for many
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. Aug. 3—Pre- ance, clean and up-to-the-stands
years, were instrumental in furnvented by his senatorial duties ard- in every respect..
The program will represent in ishing material for the articles
from appearing here personally,
published
and were kind enough
Alben W. Barkley Saturday cham- entire change from the -boat's
to contribute the pictures.
pioned in a radio WHAS) broad- former visit, Lambert said, deIn the picture at the upper right,
that the show
starts
cast Saturday. night the candidacy claring
some of the workmen who collatsu
of John Young Brown for Demo- peomptly at 8:30.
orated in petting the edifice tocratic gubernatorial nomination.
gether are shown in front of the
"I am supporting John 'Young
The Bardwell Canning Company doorway. Mr. Neely is shown at
Brown for Governor because I
the extreme, right in the sailor
think his character, his ability, his will begirt operation in a few weeks
hat.
public record and his attitude to- according to a report in irdt" week's
The view at the lower left gives
wards questions of public policy Carlisle County News. A canning
entitles him to my support," Bark- factory would be a welcome addi- a side-sectioneof the church, showtion to Calloway county farmers ing the many windows and a huge
ley said.
shade tree: The front view, with
"I shall cast my vote for him and'Murray
next Saturday if there are enough
railroads, automobiles or airplanes
in the United States to get me
from Washington to Paducah.

S. A. Ruskjer to
Preach at Hazel

Monroe Wyatt Is
Buried Monday

Hazel Pastor

Commerce Body
Completes Survey
of Calloway County

Benton Farther
Makes $3,750 in
1.' Year on Farm

Showboat to Give
Drama At River

J. H. Meloan, 42. Monroe, Mich.,
son of, the late John Mack Meloan,
former newspaper publisher here
and for years state printer at
Frankfort. on July' 25 was elected
a member of the board of directors of The Consolidated Paper
Company of Monroe. a $2.500.000
corporation. the Monroe Evening
News- declared in its issue of
that date.
Meloan. a nephew of Raleigh
Meloan, co-publisher of The Ledger & Times. grew .up in Murray
and is prominently known in this
vicinity and in Tennessee, Where
his father also edited newspapers.

Miss Frank Reid Is
Only Candidate For
Post in This Area
Miss Frank Reid of Hickman,
Kentucky, First District, who is
candidate for office of Secretary
of State, is the only candidate out
of the 11 running for this office
'that votes west of the City of
Louisville,. gig her the vast territory frothbanks--of the Missi:
ssippi River to Louisville.
Miss Reid has visited most of the
counties of the State and is making a most active campaign.
- Clover bloat caused the death of
several head of cattle in Kenton
county.

Is

Last of Famous Clinic Surgeons; Brother
Died
In May

ROCHESTER, Minn., Aug. 3—
Dr. William James Mayo. world
renowned surgeon and last of Rochester's two famous brothers -died
at 4 a. m. Friday from a serious
stomach ailment for which he underwent an operation April 22. He
was 78 years old.
Sun of a country doctor who
trained him to become one of medical history's greatest surgeons,
Dr. -Will", as he was known to
thousands died in his sleep.
At the bedside were Mrs. Mayo,
two daughters and their husbands,
Drs. D. C. Balfour. and Dr. Waltman Walters, both members of the
Mayo clinic staff and If. J. Harwick, business manager of the
clinic.
Stricken shortly after he returned from a winter vacation at
Tucson, Ariz., last spring, Dr.
Will underwent an extensive operation for a very serious condition
at the famed clinic here founded
by his father, his late brother, Dr.
Charles Si. Mayo and himself more
Than half a century ago.
Death of Dr. Will brought to a
close a medical career that paralleled that of his - equalty famous
brother, who died in Chicago May
26 of pneumonia.
It pays to read our Clawartede

VOTE FOR

ZEB An
STEWART
•
(Kormer Calloway Countkin)

FOR

Attorney General
•
Primary, Saturday, August 5, 193g

Barkley Says He
Will Vote for Brown;
Speeches Cancelled

•

Listen Girls..

Beauty Comes
From Within!
•

WEHOE Tfte
PROPER SINNER 0/L
FOR MR C4R,SIR

Adair county farmers have noted
that with appreciably better chicks,
profits already are being increased.

llur finest athletes are taught to keep' the best
health habits, and t,his includes drinking plenty
Of milk. Athletes are always the first to say, "I'll
take milk" when asked what they will drink. In
schools teaching beauty aids, girls are definitelY
learning•that beauty comes from within. That slogan, toe, has besome, "I'll take milk."

FRANKLIN PLAN

Command a Good Credit Rating—
Good Credit is an intangible something with a very tangible value. Call
- it reputation for prompt payment; faith in a' person or btisioess firm,
financial responsibility—call it what you will, but the fact remains
it
is essential in thistinodern world. Credit makes the WHEELS GO

MERIT LOAN SYSTEM
The Franklin Plan Merit Loan System
offers &violable cash credit up to $31 1)
to husband 11 ral wife or single 'sermons

ROUND,

ON JUST

YOUR PLAIN NOTE
TO APPLY- You may use any of
the three ways. Every request receives our prompt attention.
1. Telephony us, Tell us of your
money
2. Cut this ad out — write your
name and addrew on it IF and
mail to us.
1. Call at office- -conveniently located. Private consultation
room,.
Confidential dealings.

PASTEURIZED MILK
Is Especially Liked By Healthy Young
People. Healiby People Are Usually
More Pleasant
•

It's the new Havollne —insulated, distilled and
waskee. The insulating process makes It stand up
under the high heats towhich It Is 'subjected — hoots
that break down old-fashioned as and form
harmful piston varnish that makes pistons drag and
even seize. It's wasfree, so it Rows freely in any
weather. And Pt's distilled, to hoop your engine
clean, free of injurious carbon and at top perform.
once. Havolinis only costs 30',quart. Chang•toda yl

FRANKLIN

Murray Milk Products Co.

SECURITY CO.
I swayable
Corned Oread•noy and 4th Straits
!owes 2054 tayter
Phone, 5.2.1
Padvh. Kentucky
/saw m•J• I. ell ••art.,1•st

Telephone 191

HENDON'S TEXACO STATION

GOOD CREDIT is just as important to an individual as to a business
firm. It is one of your most valuable assets. So Pay your obligations
promptly, spend LESS than you eari, arod keep a bank balance of more
than required for every day needs. KEEP YOUR CREDIT GOOD. You
will find one of our savings accounts a good habit to keep your credit
good. Start this week.

BANK OF MURRAY
Big Enough to Take Care of You—Small Enough to Be Aware of You
Member Federal Deposit Insurance t orporation—Acrount* Insured Up To 11.5,000
•

SKY-CHIEF and FIRE-CHIEF GASOLINE
N. 4th St

and Walnut

Phone 82

• ...11.4110.111V,...

•,‘
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PALESTINE REVIVAL
day night. August 4. Everyone is
invited to come.
The Res', S. C. Evans, pastor of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Smith' and'
Bryon Fergerson visited in Glasthe Kirksev Methodist church, will
gow. Ky., for a week in the home
begi na- revival meeting at Palesof Mr. and Mrs. Homer Gordon.
Sunday, August 6, it was an• Lee Herndon of Dexter and Mrs. Murray Star is Too Much for tine
ppon/n4s teritaduvah Meet;
Monica Schroeder weft. ma,rtell
insuaded today.
Miss Katterjohn Wins
Saturday, July 29. They will make
Theta home east of Dexter.
A wisp of a girl named Fleets
'Mrs. Walton Janes is on the sick Katterjohn
and a tall, angular
list
youth from Murray. J. D. HamilMrs. Etta Hopkins has moved in- ton.
Jr., Saturday aftermion beto two rooms with Mrs. Nannie
came junior Mania champions of
Edwards.
Paducah with convincing triumphs
Dennis -Jackson spent Sunday in the finals of The
Sun-Democrat's
night with Charley Jackson.
tournament at Barkley Park,
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Bizzel and
Miss Katterjohn. dartiginer of Mr
children of Temple Hill spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. Gus Katterjohn of 245
Sycamore Dsive, was a surprise
Mathis.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coffer of conqueror of Evelyn Saffer, daughTrentog, Tehn., M. and bps. Pk- ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Sat.
ciridge_ Vick and childred, Miss er, 1339 South Ninth street. The
Tylene Cotham of Paducah, Mr. 8-year-old girls who will be a
junior at Tilghman high school
and Mrs. Wes Fergerson and chilnext September was a 7-5. 6-2 viedren of Murray, Mn. and Mrs. L. B.
tora over Mho Stiffer, la who will
Coursey, Mr. and Mrs. Cody Coth- be a freshman
in high school at
am and' children, Mr. and Ml's, St. Mary's
when the summer vacaPrank Binkley and daughter of tion is over.'
Benton spent Sunday with Mrs.
-- Hamilton, a heavy favorite from
Sarah Cothana
the time he entered the tourna-C.A.
ment conducted by the WPA. Rear ea t ion Department, walloped
DEXTER SCHOOL NEWS
young Frankie Nagel, son of Paducah's "Old Maestro" of the
By Louise Thorn
courts. F. L. Nagel and
Mrs.
• The school is progressing very
nicely. The end of of this week Nagel', 6-1, 6-1.
Hamilton's triumph in the boys'
will complete one- month of school. singles
was just a case of too
We have our school room decor- much
experience and class. The
ated with drawings-which we drew Murray
youth displayed speed and
in art class.
pace which the hoe experienced
The seventh ansl_eighth grades Paducahan could not
match. J.
are studying Lincoln in history.
D. hammered away at the corners.
We had a ball game Friday be- dropped short shots. just over
the
tween Vancleave and Dexter. Van. net and then sent sizzling
drives
STATE,
cleave was defeated by a score of past the bewildered
Frankie who
11 to 2. The Dexter lineup is as pever quit trying but was
just up
follows: Tommy-affanstberger. 1 b., against a racquet stinger who
had REPRESENTATIVE
Whitnel Morris, s.s., James H. Don- too much fOr' hint.
elson, c., Billie R. Walston. 2 b.
H is for the New Deal and
James D. Cope, 3 b.. Billie Pritchett,
In Pike county, farmers estimate
C. L, Wayne McDaniel, 1. f., Leonthat every purebred bull brought will-help
carry out its prinard Pritchett, p.. Harold V. Hopin has been worth $800 per year
kins, s.f., Guaryin Cleaver, r.f.
to the community.
ciples.
Substitutes were: Alvin Pace,
Hays Pritchett, and REiy Linn Morris.
Thorn.,will be an ice cream supper given at Dexter school AuTO THE VOTERS OF
gust 4 for the benefit -Of Dexter
school.

Democrats Are Urged to Vote For
Samuels For Secretary of State

Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and The
Times-Herald, October O. 1928
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky

•

Hamilton Wins
- in Net Tourney

Lieseeereas: were urged to "earnpare the voluntary and money.4 friend in the market is better thew saving dervirns to the people"
money in the chess.'
given by the candidates seeking
IMIlered at the Postoffice, Murray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter
the Democratic nomination as- SecAUGUST
retary of State, in a ricent speech
44'
f.-Th• steamer "Alaaka"
made by John Samuels in his
was wteczed. 1921.
home-town of Mt. Stelling.
Samuels, who is seeking this
1-U. S.-Canada p•ace
ACT'
M
post, is a former newspaperman
brideS was dedicated.
and
now chamber of commerce
CKY PRES
secretary. He told his listeners,
8
-The
fast
looar.otive
run
ASSOCIATION
setae Wawa Steles inn "I am the only person in this
race. who is willing to get up and
C oaf airrn
nude. Ma
announce • publicly what. I have
II-Free
Soil
co
n
*nubs%
done for the people of Kentucky.
s Subscription Retest-In First Congressional -District and Henry and
namtnned Vanpunin lot
Stewart Counties. Tenn.. $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $140; Elsewhere $2.00.
The reason is that L am the tally
penicierst. 1918.
Advertising Rates and Information about oalloway County market
parson in this race v•bo has ever
10-14wben C. Scorer. 311*
furnished upon application.
dune anything for the people of
president
of
U.
S. born.
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor.
Kentucky.
1674.
or Public Voice items, which in our opinion is not for the best interest
"I challenge any or all of iny
of our readers.
opponents combined to furnish
IL 11-Fultonealeambenheadas
proof that they have ever given
a trail trat Mrs
the public a single, voluntarf and
The Measure of a Man
,...-Ilie fire United Skase
money-awing service.
iceboatani Cenpillad.
-The record reads." the speaker
continued, -that I started and
Gems of thought are worthy of repeating. -.worthy of exernplifying,
helped
to organize and helped to
worthy of acquaintanceship became they are the condensed best
of all
carry through to success the statethat is noble in life.
,
wide opposition to certain telephone rate privileatis granted by
So are qualities which are descriptive of the noblest men. A study
JOHN SAMUELS
the Public Service Commissiana in
of social philosophy perhaps would teach tffe view -that one man
•N
1936 to a telephone syndicalist opin a
The Ledger & Times of July
thousand is independent, one man in ten thousand may
be considered 27. 1938, was a `special" illustrated erating in Kentucky. We got the
manual. one man in a milion great: and that the geniuses of the world. in flaming. high-grade pictures of rate order withdiewn: thus awing
the crown of humanity. Come once in many hundred millions.
prominent ladies and gentlemen. farmers and businessmen... a n d
It cost *the force" extra money., housekeepers of Kentucky at least
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Cleaver CT
Just how would you. measure a manS Just who composed the
A girl was told that her new dress $1E580.009 annually.
fol"I neither expected nor recikved Paducah spent Sunday with Mr.
was fine. She said. "It ought to
lowing simple treatise on the qualities of manheod does not
and
Mrs. Willie Cleaver.
any pay- whatsoever for this immatter -be, it coat 'a lot of money:"
even if it were knon. but into the quiet truth of its statements
portant
Mr
aria Mrs. 0. F. Cora, Mrs.
service
to
my
own
people.
lies a
Well, sir, at last the State high- I'd gladly do
the same thing Pansy -41ollinian and son, Mrs.
world of wisdom. These are the'unitsto Measure the Worth of
a mar. way department is surfacing No. again."
Marie
Walston, and .Clint Skaggs
regardless of his birth:
121 from Murray.' Stella.. ColdS
Samuels. age 37. is a University visited Mr. aind Mrs. Stafford Curd
water new road. Had it not been of Kentucky
. graduate. He has lit Ridgley. Tenn,. Thursday.Ncrt-saliow did he die?" But-sklow dici.he liver
for work of Senator Tan -Turner never before
sotiatit an elective on . Miss Wilma Threatt of Benton
procuring "right-of-way", we would
and -James -Hell Stone of Detroit
fice,
'NI-,"What did he gain?" But--"What did he give!'
be at the back of some body's
__Sanauels is a personal friend of were united in marriage at FUlton
field drinking-branch water. Dotal
R. M. Pollard, owner of the- Mur- July 25. They 5-vere accompanied
Not--"What was his station"- But-"Had be a heart, and
hoe did bite the hand that feeds you:
ray Laundry, who is- working in by Mr. and Mrs. Ted Cole. Mrs.
he ;play his God-given part!" ,
The last night his behalf, asking his friends to Stone is the youngest daughter of
of Union _Grove vote for him. Mr. Pollard said that Mr. and Mrs. &Ws Threatt. The
Was he ever ready.
revival, eon- he would appreciate the
kwith a sword of goliti,cheer, to bring back a
vote of couple will leave August 4 . for
ductad by Brinn all, and that he personally
smile, to banish a tear""
en- Detroit where they will make their
and Ray.. re- dorses Samuels for the
,
position of home.
sulted in 7 ad- secretary of state.
Not-"What was his church?" nor "What was his, creed?"
Miss Carrie Love Reeves was
•
Butditions
to
the
honored with a birthday dinner in
"Had he befriended those really in need"CALLOWAY
church through
honor of her 9th birthday July 29.
- CHURCH or CHETIST
METHODIST' CHOWN IIRDEUS The table
faith,
confession
was spread At noontime
Not-nahat did the sketch in the newspaper ay?" Rut-"How
and
baptism.
AND
with, nice things tineat. Those presLord's Day: Bible study at 9:
Many were sorrywhen he passed ewer's__ _
Sitodas%.- Angnit ft. nor
CoL...-1-33-,- ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Merle An- a,
in. worship .at 10:50 a, m. and
July 25, 1882.
The twerizill preach at the'drus and son. Mrs. Carrie Reeves, 7:45 p. m. THIRD
this "scribemorning
ip on "Supreme Covington Meyers of St. Louis, Mr.
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
The Industrial Survey
.
was saved by Moments",
and Mrs. Bois Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. 7:45 p. m.
Trom
the
scene
•
of
the
g'race,.,:through faith".
DISTRICT
Transfiguration, and following this Adelbert Reeves and children,
Thursday: Bible class for ladies
, and Mrs. Jim -C-ochi-an.. Mr. short sermon we invite
The Murrayi Chamber of Cornmetce has ust completed:
at 3:30 p. m.
-ins
all of Thomas, Carrie and Margie.
Mrs. Olen Story. Mr. and Mrs. God's people
Mrs Wessley BroA•n• and Ors.
destrial survey of the county' and city.. Copies hate- been distributed
share with its in
"The Sorrowful 'Ifs a will be the
Joel Cochran and Ruth. Mr. and the Holy Communion,•
In the last days you are to select and settle upon your
allow Claude Thorn entertained their' topic for the morning sermon oh
We
to. the otwornerce membership.
Mrs. Red Ray attended "big meet- each communicant to
Sunday
schoolclasses
with
a
picjudge el his
Sunday.
a'
nominees
for the Senate and Representatives in the LegisAccording to T. T. Elkins. secretary of the civic organization. an ings" at Williams Chapel conducted or her own fitness to thus tibserve nic Sunday. July 30. A basket din"Evidence.-of Pardon."
by If. M. Phillips. Nashville, and the Lord's Supper.
per was served'to'The children at the topic 'it the evening will be
industrial survey here has been long needed The project is an answer Johnny Myers, Lynnservice.
lature.
•
grove. • Yes.
At the evening worship hour. lunch time. Those tbat enioyed the
Mato/ seagiegations
In,
the
to that need. •
and Mr. arid Mrs. Connie Mills 7:411-• oakiele, the pastor willpreach lunch that was spread beneath a county are sponsoring meetings for
and
Richard
attended
several-- On -Peeing from God" using big shade tree near Curd's Bluff tbe
I am a eandidate subject to your approval or distils.
purpose
Requiring more than a month to amass. the ,urvey includes data times.
of
telling
people
what
Williams Chapel is lo- Jonah as an example of the im- were: Chester. Billie. Hilda, Earlto do to be saved. According to
concerning. practically every phase of Callen-ay county's development. cated on Lynn Grove-Tri-City 'sur- possibility of any man
proval., You place a burden upon your nominee to raise
escsming een, Maynell Sadie, Leonard, Wil- the Savior, many think they
are
..9•4. The cum- from .his duty. No need tos
Members.of the conirrattee'prepaiaitigahe seree-Were-DraGsla •Perrnea facedhighway,
lis. Ftebeecca and Leona Pritchett, going to be sated At that day/ revenues from the tax payer to meet or reject
inodious auditorium will seat laft You ,.may not do, your duty
the many
but James 'Donelsbtt Dortha and Joe but Will find themselves mistaken.
baker, chairman: 2drs G. B. -Scutt. IlasiAL 0. Wratber, rind Freak
pisopsf.
pr ,p
can Alt escape ft- - •
•
-,
Ama Haley, Belts Manas. Nall do we keow when
promises of the candidates for Governor, and controll the
Albert Stubblefield.
me
are
n
Monday
night, August 7. the, John Stroup, Billie Amiens, Bon- paiqoned? Do
Among the number of o
we have the eviThe aittivv, presented -in condensed form, shows that practically _friends that I saw were Will stewards are called to meet, that nie Brown, Prentha Cleaver, Buda dence us this age? Evidence along Affairs of state.
we
may
prepare
for
Swami
the
William.
third
and
Henry,
Joe
Mrs. Eater Stokes. ElGracie Louise, this line is very important.
every faeility required for the successful operation of industrial plants
We
ler and
liar Swift, twins, were quarterly conference, to be held at Lucy Jane. Norma. Jackie, and La- should accept it only from
We must be reasonable with the tax payer, also must
a recan be 'had.= Murray and Calloway cutlets:.
born within 300
'
,aids- of my pres- the church en Monday night. Aug- vadia Thorn, and Mr. 'and Mrs. liable sourer. Hear this
disease
ent- home 70 years ago. They 'eta ust 16. only a Yeatraffitase- days in Weiley. Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
_supportthe institutions of the state, and help the old, this
FRANCIS. Minister
In addition to listing .the commercial advan,ages of the Commun- tended. ;Coldwater
schcial in the- which to prepare for this import-- Claude Thdrn.- ahd - Mrs..larerle Ans" • ity, the survey gives a_ complete listing Of the cultural atteactions
ant
meeting
and
we
expect evera drus,
-days of their youth. So 'did I
crippled, the blind and tubercular,
•
Pike county !enthuse planning
member of the church
do his
the area and records interesting 'fats concerning the history and the end sister Lillie.
Covington Meyers of St. Louis,. meetings
Considered_ erosion, drainduty.
record
Owfor
neast
reckon
three
I
I
ought
,
to
bring
Mo.. is visiting his grandmother, age and flood
my
present importance of variouS.local activities including agriculture. A
I have not bothered you trying to persuade
control.
you to
few aemanks to a 'close because years has been a, wonderful record Mrs. Carrie Reeves.
aseisas.
well-paspared man of the Gilbertaville dam project is.aa important the candidates are demanding
their and we MUST maintain it.
Mrs. Pansy Halliman and son revote for me. Many come to me and I always respond in
Every Sunday morning at 9:30 turned to •Nashville after several
part of the brochure.
fare-you-well plea for 11(101i na.
•
-.tion. How in_ the world can the the Sunday-school keeps "open weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs.
trying to help you with my time and experience. It has
Congratulation; are clue to the compilers of this sourcebooa of infor- old folks tell? Tell what" I've house" for those of all ages and
0. F. Curd,
Calloway Circuit Court
cost
me more than I have gotten out of it. I am worse off
mation. We extend them heartily
alone filled out my vote on an conditions of life, and you will
Frank Erfaterberger and daugheducatiorsal ballot. • You should 4nd- a cordial welcome from our ter. Joe. of Huntington spent Fri- Lillie E. Willer, Administratrix
financiall
y and physically than whew I begun, I have less
of
William
Miller.
(,we it to yourself daapwith Mr. and •Mrs. Hugh
Plaintiff
see at! -Make a mud turtle dance avorkers,
EdVs.
Order Of Reference
a hornpipe to the tune of "Trying and to your. household' to 'lead" wards..
business
now
and less to lose. I would like to go a little
Geraldine Miller, Et Al,
to . beat the record of the Robert your own children to the House
Mrs. Ray Barnhart and children
of God,
Defendants further to see the state debt fully paid
E. Lee.
and brother, Bruce Walls. of Deand the county's
It is ordered that this_cause be
Our young -people's meetings are troit are visiting
and gentlemen, vote earMr. and Mrs_ referred to George Hart,
Master debt taken over by the state which can be cone by your
1 ,.on the seventh day of the week. well attended and -your children Clynt Lancaster..
Commissioner of. this Court, to
atug. 5. 1939. Fur whom?
say" are missing somebing worthwhile
Mrs. Adelbert Reeves and chil- take' proof of claims
against the vote and save the financial condition of the counties.
sae canaidates that get nominated if they are not at these meetings. dren spetit Sunday in Aline
with estate of William Miller. deceased,
All visitors and strangers in
.ss- not tfray and strut aaroisani
Mr.. and Mrs. Tubbs.
end--RH- -PERSONS holding claims
-- What you do with me will have to be satisfactory, as
..a around like- a
gobbler Murray are assured of a warm
The Methodist church was dedi- against said estate will
. present.
atibalita alike _ an ..old setting welcome at. oar services and we
ted
Sunday
•atenitta.
July
30! their-- „claims against said estate, It is your business.
attempt to' maintain a brotherly
..ae. And the humikated. .
The Rev. J. Mack Jenkins of Mur- duly proven, before this
Court's"
,zed candidate, be not disa- •-attitiacie both in our messages.. and ray preached
Thetarrhon as Broth- Master Commissioner, on -or be•trage tuouga )
our jobs -are- rnatarr felloWshiapa Come and be er Underhill was
So if some one away can best serve you then that
unable
to
fore
be
here.
the
first
day
of,
-the August
• ws. Remember Ulat the mighty with us.
There
will
be
an
ice
cream
Term
supof
the
Callavaey
CircUit
Mack
J.
Jenkins. Pastor
should be your choice.
s was once a nut-like you.
per at the school house here,,Fri- Court. _1939, or -be forever bar-"Eagle"
.
a red from
collecting same in _ any
It rays te lead the .CtaestIlelle
I will talk to the voters in the court house yard
other manner eacept through - this
suit.
THE RED
Thursday
evening at 7:45, will try to answet any quesWitness my hand as Clerk of the
Calloway Circuit Court, this the tion pertaining to my
ssat
a Gommunrst? One' who
position asked me that interests the
27th day ,of axial. 1939. has yearnings
voters.
C. L. MILLER.
,r equal division of unequal
To date, Touring Reporters have
Clerk.' Calloway Circuit''Court
earnings:
•
visited the principal uities of 12
By Lucille Johnson, D. C.
or or bungler. or both, he is
The Ledger Ac Times Is author- Southern states; have
asked 1297
willing
T. O. TURNER
ized to announce the following
users their famous question: "Did
fork out his copper and pocket candidates, subject to the action of
your shilling.
•
A R D I help you?"
the Democratici primary, Saturday,
s
Fraar the Cum Law.
A-strait 5, 1939.
tItose l29 -u3tirg; /7206
Rhypester of IRO
they were definite17,- benefitted by
STATE SENATOR
CARD VI. That's 93 out of
3rd Senatorial District
Read the Classifieds.
KELSEY;R COMMINOS
ever) 100. What a, record! ,
.
T: 0. TURNER"
ROUT is a good sflitulator
JOE L. WALL
for lagging- appetites, a real aid
-•
V A -HILL) PHILLIPS
to digestion and assimilation.'
That's why its proper use enables
COMMONWEALTH -ATTORNEY
so many women and girls to build
3rd Judicial District
And Give You `A
up physical resist,ance, and thus
11, HALL HOOD
helps them avoid the periodic
JOHN T.- KING
pain of functional dysmenorrhei
CIRCUIT JUDGE
duet. malnutrition.
3rd Judicial Distnet
7
Prescriptions
IRA D. SMITH
R. Waken and John S. Neal
Jelin S. Neal

Publishers
Editor and Advertising Manager

VOTE FOR

WILL L. HUGHES

Stella Gossip

Dexter News

-

;,r

s

Order •óf Reference

Kleen Klothes

Political
Announcements.

Keep- YOU Kool

KEEN Appearance
Our Modern Dry-Cleaning Methods Remove All
Traces of Perspiration, Body Odors, Oils, and
Greases From Your Summer Clothing, Leaving Them Pure, Healthful, and Clean, Giving You Longer Wear and Keener
Appearance

-PHONE 44
Laundry & Dry Cleaners
"Always a Step Ahead"

PINK G. CURD

•
DRAMs CO.

Speaks To The Voters!

Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs
New Method
SOLE
SHOES
'Half Soled and Heeled
—at—

CREPE

NEW LOW PRICES

SUPERIOR

Women Answer
From 12 States

DUTCH'S
SHOE SHOP

Basement F:Im us Beale Hotel

unialimmersanun

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
CLAUDE L. MILLER^
OTIS-- LOVINS
FOR REPRESENTAVIVE
'PINK CURD
LESLIE POGUE
MRS. WILLIE LtrTER !SA'

_

INSURANCE
•
Fire, Windstorm, Auto Liability, Compensation, Health 'and .
Accident

L E. OWEN
WE WRITE BOND!
Phone

159—hiltirrair Ky.

UNIEILNEMEICEICIOD
Vote For

FRANK REID
Miss Frankie Reid)
for

* SECRETARY 'OF
STATE
A First District Woman
Resident of Hickman, Ky.

My Friends, you have been exceedingly kind and
this campaign, and since this is my last opportunity ofcourteous to me during
saying a word to you
before you cast your votes in Saturday's primary, I want to
tell you how grateful I am for the support which you are giving me.

Remember that all kind words sasoken for me and the
votes which you
cas: for me will be appreciated by me beyond words of
expression.
When you send me to Frankfort as your Representative,
I shall at all
times hold the office as a sacred trust, and will not violate
one promise which
I Iseve made to you.
I promise to give you honest and efficient service and, with
the help of
God, to so
---"tonduct myself that you will never have cause to regret
voting for me.
Again thanking you, I am
a

ALIFIED-EXPERIEN(

Respectfully yours,

PINK G. CURD
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i-SAMPLE BALLOT
For Governor
(Vote for One)
CHARLES D. ARNETT
Louisville, Ky.

7.

JOHN YOUNG BROWN
Lexiniton, Ky.
ULYSSES G. FOST
LeJunior. Ky.

KEEN OHNSON El
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For Democracy, Americanism Progress, Lower Taxes
, And Against C. I. 0. and Radicalism!
Keen Johnson liA.SNOT made "Wild Promises" in Order to Be Elected - - He Will Support President Roosevelt in His Program. Here Are 20 Things
KEEN JOHNSON WILL DO>1OR YOU
Please Read
Radical; and 'agitators must not be enthroned to power
fort.
" I approve complete modernization of the State prisons,'hospitals
and %%Marc institutions.
I approve the program of National Recovery and Social Security
developed by the National Administration.
I favor a delegation to the Democratic National Convention in 1940'
instructed to vote as a unit- for Senator Alben W. Barkley for President.
I think the Legislature, taxing authorities, political organisations,
and officials generally ought never to meddle uninvited in local affairs.
I favor legislation to Increase the maximum old -age assistance
payments to $30 a mouth.
I favor abolishing the present law which requires a lien on the
property of those etceiving old-age pensions.
'I favor an amendment that will permit public assistance for the
needy blind and dependent children of needy families.
I pledge my opposition to any and all efforts to increase taxes on
farm lands.
The specific problems of our farm people shall be the constant and
untiring objectives of my administration.

m Carefully
We shall provide well-trained, efficient, technical assistance to aid
rural electrification cooperatives.
A fair apportionment of slate road funds shall be made for Farm to-Market roads.
, The Department of Agriculture belongs to the farmert Must BS
recognised and revitalized.
I favor an appropriation for research as proposed by the Farm
Federation to find new uses for tobacco.
I oppose any increase in real estate tax and enactment of a general
retail sales tax.
I pledge untiring effort to a progressive educational policy.
The road building program stall be kept free of political manipulation and control.
• I favor the protection of Labor in all its rights. I favor the proof industry in all its rights

tection

I am in accord with the farm program seeking sustained parity
prices for farm commodities.
As Governor I will be actuated by a desire to do my duty . ..•to
do that which will .advance the welfare of all the people.

Farmers! Tax-Payers! Laboringmen! Businessmen! Teachers! Veterans!
Professional Men and Women! Housewives!—and Citizens Throughout
the County—"A VOTE FOR "KEEN JOHNSON" Is a Vote for "LOWER TAXES," AMERICANISM, The LABORING MEN and WOMEN, and
" the WELFARE of ALL and a Vote AGAINST THE CIO AND
RADICALISM!

L

Will the Farmers Vote to Shackle Themselves
No! The Great Majority Will Vote For Keen Johnson
In California there is now a movement by CIO. to create a union of farm workers.
Such has already been done in the states of Washington— and Oregon. Harry Bridges, the
C.I.O. organizer of the -Pacific Coast section, has initiated these unions among farm workers.
This is the same Harr.; Bridges who is a communist and an alien and whose deportation
the American Legion has demanded of the Federal immigration authorities. In Washington
and Oregon farmers were told they could not haul their hay to market unless they joined
the C.1.0.
Last year the C.1.0., in organizing a branch of the Southern Tenant Farmers Union. in
southeast Missouri, staged a sitdown strike on the principal highways of that section. Senator M. M. Logan, in referring to the activities of the C.I.O. among farmers, said on the floor
of the United States Senate: "The real issue is not the wage or workina condition-of the laborer. The real issue is
one of gaining control Of the food supplies at their source, even though the farmers' crops
are destroyed."
John Y. Brown, who now draws $10,000.00 each year as lobbyist and general counsel of
the c.f.p. in Kentucky and who is anticipating large financial isuppfSrt from this organization in this race for Governor, will not hesitate, if elected Governor of the Commonwealth, to
yield to every demand of John L. Lewis. If the C.I.O. makes him Governor, he will turn
Kentucky over to the C.1.0.
Does any one presume for one moment, if John Y. Brown rules from Frankfort. that
the state police, or even the militia of the Commonwealth, will interfere with any activity of
the C.I.O. in this state?
Can it be imagined that John Y. Brown, if he is Governor, will do aught but assist in
enacting into law in Kentucky every radical measure demanded of him by John L. Lewis?
Brown's campaign manager. Fredrick A. Wallis, speaking at Murray last summer, said:
"The support of the C.I.O. should be enough to drive every patriotic citizen to vote against
the candidate whom they support."
Keen Johnson promises the farmers, first, the American plan that they have grown up
under. He will not brook
interference with a system that cannot conform to set hours
of work. In short, he is against radicalism in every form.
He proposes to reorganize the State Department of Agriculture; establish in connection
therewith a Division of Markets; study and foster new uses of tobacco; promote diversified
farming; give aid to rural roads and rural sehools; and cooperate closely with the State
Farm Bureau and the extension work of the College of Agriculture of the University of Kentucky.

A Vote For John Y. Brown Is A Vote For C.1.0. Domination In Kentucky
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G1LBERTSVILLE DAM
By EDWARD FREEMAN

,

THE TVA* MASTERPIECE

The Future Speaks Through Artists' Eyes!

tional force of 4.000 men or more fluenee of the dam work.
struction of a dam in the lower about the dam": "I consider it as
will be employed in reservoir
-the-most impatient piece of legisWe --eeer a.r.usiP18__Uf_youthrul valley. Each-yew -this
_ The
cleariseg and relocation. The 180- bucks sitting urbanely at the road- group urged upon Congress the lation for this area that has been
b
reservoir
area
will
mile
naturally
side. They exuded all the confi- necessity of an appropriation for passed in the last 50 years."
Gil
West'cosily and
necessitate the use of a large num- dence in the world. "We ain't got starting construction of this dam.
Dr. Richmond has described it
most valuable theM•Ia. America.
ber of employees.
no
work yit," they, "but we will.
Not everybody in Congress fa- as "meaning a new era of economic
forming the lamest artificial lake
watch
uS!"
You
just
They'd
come
To be more explicit, the -actual
vored the dam. Some Congressmen and sociological development for
in the Weft& and ludiasimit.sn the
number of persons who will gain all the way from Arkansas.
described it as a collossal mistake, the Lower Tennessee Valley."
face of tpe-bittereet and most for'me
sort
of
employment
It
might
as
be
a
well
reto
consider
a
From the beginning a minority
a waste of money, etc., arguing it
midablopontion in Cringress.
sult of the dam cannot be esti- little of the dam's history. The would harm the coal industry, pri- opposed the construction of the
The huge project is designed for
mated accurately. Hundreds are idea of a dam in the Lower Ten- vate business, utilities, farming, project on general principles alone;
flood control, navigation. power.
working for private enterprises nesee Valley originated about 40 navigation, and would have few and others opposed it, perhaps with
and national defense.
that have risen and flourished be- years ago with an Army survey. benefits.
a degree of justice, because the
Requiring a peak, employment
cause of the Gilbertsville project. Later,• before the creation of the
would destroy landmarks
of about 8.000 workers, the dam
But by and large, the overwhelm- dam
Night
clubs
and
restaurants
em- TVA as a -New Dear' move, W. G. ing majority of the farmers, mer- which to them were precious,
wiltbe finished in from six to eight
Lumber
ploy
companies
.
many,
Waldo,
head
of
Southern
Utilities chants, businessmen, and legislators
yaks. TVA engineers estimate.
That last was the only unfortu
have sprung up like grasshoppers. and Industries, Inc., obtained a prein the area are and haves been nate possibility which the da
*Ilse Gilbertsville Dam will creagencies have put or. liminary permit front the Federal
Real
estate
thoroughly in favor of the big dam. coutd be responsible for. But it
ate the largest reservoir in the
more help. County and State road- Power Commission. to build a huge
werid--134 miles of navigable:chan"I regard the TVA as the greatest was too big a project, its construebuilding,
TVA,
independent
of
the
power
dam
at
Aurora,
about
12
tion-naeantatee-amieli-to--the area
not suitable for boats ,of 9-foot
have required more help. Carpen- miles - upstream from Gilbertsville. development of ancient or modern
Jr
B.
Blandford.
John
which it served. it was too powerdrag!: says
try Work is at a premium. Con- When the TVA began its program times, and Gllbertsville is the keygeneral manager of the TVA -This
fully a directing factor in the futractors do a landoffice business. of "unified ciantrol" of the Tennes- stone of this entire development,"
is more than three times the length
ture
destiny of Kentucky and ultiThe population of the normally see Valley, I the Federal Power Congressman J. At. Rankin of Misof the Panama Canal."
mately the whole of the Tennes400-person-and-three-horse village Commission awarded a settlement sissippi wrote the Lower Tennessee
see Valley not to be built.
The site is on the 'Permessee
has increased to about 3,000.
to Mr. Waldo for his property and Valley Association recently.. "Every
River about 22 miles upstrearn
county in my district and every
As has In some measure come
Most
active
unit
of
the
TVA
perrights
in
the
matter
and
he
was
from the confluence of the Tensonnel now is the division laying thereby removed from the picture. town in my district will be getting true, the visionary saw factories
nessee Slyer with the Ohio River
out and building the worker's
The creation of the Tennessee TVA power within the next few and industries springing up in the
and about 184
at Paducah. Ky
camp. Dormitories, recreation halls, Valley Authority in 1933 upon months--and at TVA rates. Let's TVA area, and the practical man
miles below Pickwick- Landing
a new modern brick TVA school- President Roosevelt's recommenda- do the same thing for Kentucky." —viewing the countryside with a
Dam. now completed.
Officers of the LTVA are Dr. speculative eye--found cities in
house, playgrounds, and extensive tion completely altered the picAlready when one goes to Gilfacilities for a permanent city are ture for the private darn in the J. H. Richmond, president of Mur- the region most desirable location,.
bertsville he is impressed with the
being erected. The TVA camp space lower valley. On August 16, 1933, ray State ,College, Murray. Ky., He saw good roads; the best of
enormity of the change which ha'
composes about 50-75 acres, and the TVA formally opposed Waldo's chairman of the board; Luther educational facilities; competent
taken place in that normally quiel
new buildings are going up like application for a permanent li- Draffen, Calvert City, Ky, presi- hospital staffs and physicians to
and detached little village in reT. Lindsey, Camden, Tenn., take care of his ills; lovely resident;
smoke.
cense to build the dam, and the
cent months.
Modern fire equipment with two temporary license expired August vice-president, and L. J. Hortin, dential sections; well-kept access
Witha companion. I drove over
roads--and already thriving cities
fire trucks is already in use, and 17. 1933. The federal government Murray, Ky., secretary-treasurer.
on a recent evening There's no
a well surveyed landing field has settled with Waldo by paying sev- 'President Draffen summed it all which would grow and not bedanger in getting lost on a trip
been fixed up for planes, Hangar eral hundred thousand dollars to up recently in a wire from WashSee "Gilbertsville Dam". Page 51
there-real estate' men and - proan, artist's drawing ,of the Gilbertsville project as it will look when
is now under construction.
the Waldo interests for his private ington whence he had gone to "see
moters have seen to that. All alms
On the opposite side of the river explorations, drillings, surveys, And
Railroad bridge shown in the lower foreground will
Central
Illinois
completinel
the
the highway for miles before -you're
from Gilbertsville just as much ac- some property he had acquired.
even in the dam region are colorbe transferred and the rails will run across the top of the dam, as also will a Federal
tion is noticeable, if gout moreso.
In 1935, Congress authorized the
ful and attractive signboards pointWorkmen already have relocated TVA to build dams for the 9-foot
highway.
ing the way to Gilbertsville If you
tracks
of
the
Illinois
Central Rail- channel from Paducah, Ky., to
._ ...
should be so asinine as in ask tome,
road, and the rails will run across Knoxville, Tenn., necessitating a
one the way to get to the darn,
.-mostly Alabama and Mississippi custorried to them like we had to done on credit. and ,he'd never the middle of the dam when it is dam in the lower valley. In March.
he leeks at you as if you were
models—than there were bearing do to the idea of the dam. Most pressed a - customer. He always completed. A new access high- 1936, after more than two years
of us were in favor at it from kn•nv he'd get his money—this way, with a 500-foot right-of-way of explorations, the TVA submitKentucky licenses
The road, a new graveled highyea: (' tome other year. Now it is under .construction and will be ted
the beginning. though.- ,
Whereas
ago
the
a
few
months
a comprehensive report to
way leading all from 1.! S. HighOne of them. about 10 miles out was diferent His customers, many ready for travel within three Congress recommending Gilbertsway 68 which is scheduled soon to self-respecting people of Gilbersstill
taxed
of
him
whom
money,
however
dam—close
to
the
from
weeks.
At
'that time, the regular ville as the site for its proposed
be concreted, was almost as well- vine would tIgiN 5. been plagued no the new super-actess highway were moving away. He could not
traffic going to the dam will be dam, rejecting as unsuitable the
traveled as a large city- boulevard. end at the operation of a roadhouse
his
stuck,
because
replenish
much
dam,
to
the
being
constructed
that's
turned
to
the
new road while the Aurora site. Congress that year
There hasn't been a good rain in in their traditional church-loving about three miles out of Benton of it he might not be able to sell.
old road is concreted.
appropriated a small sum for inseveral weeks, and the dust' was cornett/nay. the" s.e become resion'U. S. 6E—has them all beaten It was a problem.
By no means all of the appli- vestigations and . explorations. In
stifling. But that didn't seem to gned to the c:ae.ng of dozens of
"But I mean to stick with it un- cants for jcabs even in the immedi,for. originality of design It's called
them
ene
now.
within
If
there's
193'7, an additional sum was approbother the cars.
the Spillway Inn and it's front is til they force me out," he said with ate Gilbertsvale area have received priated for eontinued investigaWe asked a man who had lived a radius of 10 miles of the camp.
a
grin.
spillway
of
the
representative
posts. The percentage of these is tions. In 1938. Congress appropriWe
In that vicituty•what he thought area. there're fifty of them
A farmer. however, In the same norfrial—almost to the extreme. ated $2.613,000
which will be at the darn when
for continued exabout, the change in traffic, and counted five in less than 300' yards. completed.
neighborhood,
eolor,
declared
in
he
natural
was
Its
Several
towns, including Benton plorations and preliminary conbe said he'd never seen anything None of the roadhouses, however,
well-satisfied
with
the
instantly.
catches
the
priceeye
and
he'd
and
money.
Eddyville.
have
sent
petitions
located
on
TVA
property.
struction.
to compare to it. "L:sed to if we are
Practically all have regular book- got for his land.
to their Congressman asking more
The 1939 session 01 Congress this
saw a car coming, we'd run and '- One lady said she guessed they
"You sae," he said, "I can still favoritism be shown local workers. year climaxed
ings og_ orchestras, but some stick
a bitter fight by
hide for fear it might be a reve- tvere all right, however, because- 1
Ask for
1 to ther nicolodean. Most have in- stay on the land here for a year No person is given work either who appropriating the $12,503,000 for
nue man,- he said. -Now I never they weren't like she had thought triguing titles. like
or
two" 4they have until 1943 to has not passed a special examina- construction. The
Lone
Star
the
surn
was
obtained
they'd
seen anything like it Worsen it
he They don't get very
Inn, The Silver Dollar, The Calvert move out "and in the meantime tion in either skilled or unskilled after the House had previously rewas in Dee-trott
rowdy, she said, and the .people
City Nite Club, Casino Gardons, I can look out for a good place. labor classifications. The unskilled jected the proposal but it receded
We dust about agreed with On have to have somewhere to go.
The Grand Paviilion. The -Y," .01 course, I hate to gill* asp my laborer makes from 47 to 60 cents from. its position at the insistence
There were more out-of-state cars "I guess we're all just getting acneighbors. and I had sonamsof the an hour and the skilled worker of the Senate
The Spillway, etc.
under Senator Alben
,; Speaking of the spillway.—that best corn land in tire country. bar draws as high as $150 per hour. W. Barkley's leadership:
-H-part-of- the -dant is designed when none. However,'my house -wits gete The Majority of Skilled workers
The Lower Tennessee Valley As!completed . to pass safely 960.000 ting old, and I'm not worried about come from other reservoirs where sociation. composed
of representa1 cubic feet of •water--jaes--second. making a living somewhere else I their ability has, been tested. but tives in West Kentuelty, Southern
1 and will extend 1210 feel long My Wife wants to move . apse' to some few havelmen..thosenamong Illinois, and West
Tenitesee, was
from leek--to powerhouse. Spillway some good serial Howe--"Awe eurr -local workers.
early organized to argi-tne concontrol will be by means of gates children will be closer to schoolYou'll find . very few 'among
That's the general opinioil,paxing those . wile took the examination,
ti ls* fixed-roller. type, engineers
e farmers in the basin.
here's however, who are hot confident
no disputing the fact (hate some they'll get. a job later on. "Just
In the prepetratiee or the fo
!non of the dam. 3.500.000 cub
of the best crop land of the coun- wait'll I get my job on the dam."
'yards of earth will be excavated. ties involved will be under. water they'll say:
B AGBY
' About 1250.000 cubic yards of con- when the dam is completed, but
People have corns in 'seeking
crete will go into the lock. spill- all appear to think they'll make ..ai. •
from .practieslke every_ stele,
way. and povierliouse Strueture, a
ri t. They iiiii hate to move and they continue to hang around
and 2.500.000 cubic yards of earth away
from
landmarks they've picking up work independently.
For
I will be used in the earth embank- learned to cherish, and, too, many Many of them have no place espec' inents. These earth dikes will be of their 'relatives are buried in ially to go anyway, and they'd just
protected from wave action by cemeteries that will be 341pr more as soon be in Gilbettsyille without
250.000- cubic yards of riprapping feet under water.
work as elsewhere. The color line
or stone layer along the sides, conThat fact is made supportable doesn't seem to matter, insofar as
struction alliciaLs declared.
though by the TVA's assurance it t he transients
are concerned.
The maximum height of the earfh will move all graves to higher There're negroes, Mexicans. many
embankment is planned to be 65 land, and quite ' a considerable other races.
feet. while-that of the concrete_ Corps of laborers are even now enThe sight of negroes in Gilbertsspillway structure, from bedrock gaged in that task.
ville is anomalous in the extreme,
to
the
operating
top of the gate
In the beginning, probably 300 because before the coming of the
He is a practical farmer and business man. lie has their interest at
. platform. will be about 150 feet. persons were employed at the dam, dam, a negro was afraid even to
heart and is eminently ftted to aid the farmer and hi, helpers in their
: The lock will have a chamber 600 but the number now has increased''Ara his foot on ground anywhere
ecosomic problems..
, feet long and 110 feet wide, and to approximately 1.200 Peak em.- close to Gilbertsville. or Calvert
-will be designed .for a maximum ployrnent on the dam will reach City a neighboring village growlie is intensely interested in farm oenership as well as home lift of 68 feet.
affout 2.400 workers, but an wadi- ing wealthy under the reflected ins
ownership and believes in encouraging the small farmer and home , In addition to the spillway. the
'darn_ will consist of a navigation
owner by making their tax burden lighter.
lock and powerhOefee section across
the presedt river channel. The en-.
He is a friend to. the Liborinz man, and he knows their problerda. tire --structime will be , 3,000 feet
Citizens Will Ciro --til the Polls and
He believes there should be the closest cooperation betneen labor and long—about 1.64 miles. Earth emVote On AUGUST 5
eapitai-tand that our Government should always be sympathetic and 1 bankments will cross the fl
Commis:plain on both sides of the streatt
helpful in its dealings with all our cithens.
to joln these concrete structures'to
All Alert Citizens Will Vote for
sioner of Agriculture, and
find his name appearing third
high ground.
He is net a professional politician. He is genuinely interested in
Land acquisition °traces for the
the welfare of yee sad our Kentucky.
bilbertsvilie reservoir are located
place on the ballot.
in Murray and have been operating
-.11: M. DAG'S] or GRAYSON FOR DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION since winter before last_ At that
time. Congress had appropriated
FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
only $2.500.000 for all"purposes con—:
Mr.
of the collection and credit departnected with the dam, and the per"R. M. MAGRI' Will Add Strength to the Ticket."
for SECRETARY OF STATE
sonnel then did not consist of more
ment of the rederal Land Bank of Louisville for the past six
than 20 persons, .,including stenographers and .,-secretaries. With the
11) Samuels is 37; a university
years, and it has been
appropriation, however, of $12,500.graduate; experienced in sec000 for construction work this year
retaryship work with chambers
beginning July 1, the Personnel has
it
increased to nearly 40. and landof commerce; has never sought
one of the most accommodating men that I have ever
buying in the reservoir is - going
an elective office; is not a proon extensively and rapidly. All apknown.
I have never in all the six years that he -has been with
fessional, perennial politician.
praisers. chiefs-of-party. and , ofcialae__ -veterans a other TVA
the bank, known him to fail to accomodate one of his borrow12i He started and organized and
reservoirs ins-Hiding Norris, LPicicwick, and-Musele-Shoals, arid know
carried through state-wide opers in every way possible, and was 1ways the last man to recomtheir jobs to a T..
position in 1936 to certain. tele,
Appraisers estimate the value of
mend foreclosure on a farmer
'
phone rate privileges granted
s loan.
land to be purchased. usually; with
by the Pablic Service Commis'.satisfactory consideration to prop4
erty-owner claims and concestions
sion to a telephone ,syndicate 00'
to Wilber ot other valuable feain Kentucky. The rage was
tures. and tee...eared prices to be
I would be very glad if you would
withdrawn; thus saving Ken1
pa id for the 'property.
tuckians
at
least
$2,500,000
anAlthough there is some disconthis good man and in doing so, I assure you
tent among residents of the valley
nual!).
who
will
be
forced to move, at is
fa'
that I will consider it a personal favor to me as well' as all farmno Ouse 'general. Opposition "comes
This importaiii service was given
printipally
from
residents
of
small
Eapoiesual bowlers to St bleb
of his own accord and without
er members of the
Farm Loan Asvillages wen as Birmingham: Pine
•lave solved Wei hoed saebia
.
a.
compensation
any
whatsoever.
.Bluff.. and Baa Sandy'. Tenn.. 'which
Arneecin prov.des iloeooii
sociation, and further assure
Cheek this unselfish pehne•-serriee
will be inundated by dam flood
coeweneee le ak poles of insane
waters, and chief among these who
record against the purely clerical
and to ik ii
taw.,sed
protest—in a resigned way. *to be
and political records of his •p.scri
sexes
sure.-are storekeepers and busie
..„; diet do not ',geol./ see sacenee
portents.
nessmen who will- lose both their
•
or tl
of comioe on service-Alweive lee
business and location.
$001)at ela Aloe:can
'"Thf TVA pays Well enough for
IMPORTANT NOTICE
di•
the land it bays.- a hardware dealw
er in Birmingham - said, "But. that Mr. Samuels is a personal
ROOM WITH BATH
friend of mine,-and I heartily
is physical property that can be
endorse him, and ask that you vote.for him as a personal
evaluated.
It
doesn't
pay for.abSEVENTH STREET AND
MOST CONVENIENT SPOT IN
street things like lOss of custo- favor to me, as it will be greatly appreciated.
NAARKET SOULEVARO
C. JONES.
uteri. It -won't buy my store stock
HARRY H °NEILL. MGR.
R. M. POILLAROJ.Owner of the Murray Laundry
either. bf courie. I didn't expect
GARAGE AND
that, -but it aeerns a liftle unfair."
PANWPIG1•411.MES..
He skid much-of his trade was
. ......-.---- - •
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Without wires you tune
your r-aclio from across
the room—and you can
tune in to quality smoking for less

*Rya

MARVELS

si-04-4440,

•

The CIGARETTEofQuality

the Voters-of
Calloway County!

Lieutenant
Governor

iql

•

Attention Please!

i

MI-Good

WILLIAM H. MAY- is a candidate for the office of
you will

John Samuels

May has been head

my very great pleasure to have been
closely associated with him in a business way,*and I have found
him to be

•
STOP AT THE RENOWNED

‘!,
AMERICAN

f

HOTEL

cast your vote next Satur-

day, August 5, for

Calloway County National
you that Mr. May will never give
oPou cause to regret having voted for him.
I am,

Yours to Serve,

E.
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Seniors Apply for Degrees
Benny Cets a
From Murray on August 18
About 60_ Expect
To Complete
Work

Iffy

Valet—Screen, a New Comic!

Fulton; Arlene Dickenson, Hopkinsville; Mary Moore Windsor.
Murray; Virginia Agnew Farley,
Henderson; Herman Gray Gilliland, Lone Oak.
Bachelor of Music Educaticne
Joe Morell Beach, Paducah; Garrett Allen Cash, Louisville; Edith
Barnes Parrish, Martin, Tenn.
Others are, expected to apply
during the next two weeks.

Approximately 60 seniors will
receive degrees from Murray State
at the conclusion of the summer
term. August 18, college officials
_estinseted. tosiay: .Thirty-three had
applied July 28 fur degrees to be
granted in August, Mrs. Cleo Gillis PLEASANT VALLEY
SCHOOL
Hester, registrar, reported _ this
----week.
We. have finished three very
• Sixty-nine' students received de- successful weeks of school. We.
grees in June, at which time the are having excellent attendance.
Only two pupils hive been absent
entire class of 1939 participated in
because of illness. We hope that
the commencement program. In
Euel Lee Itimbro will be back at
accordance with a vote of the school in time to take
his Monthly
seniors, there will be no formal examinations.
exercise in
Our clubs are doing very good
August this year.
Those who have aPPlied for de- work in keeping our school room
and
playground clean and neat.
grees:
And what a valet! None other than that gravel-throated "Rochester,'
We were glad to have Mr. GroBachelor of Arts: Stella Dunn,
gan with us lase weeks and invite who makes his that screen appearance with his'radio boss in ParaParis. Tenn.; Carlos Clifton Erhim back. We have planned to mount's gag-studded comedy %kith intude, "Man About Town," which
win, Murray; Prudie Mathis, May- have a better
Attendance this year opens locally at the Varsity Theatre Tuesday and Wednesday. Cofield; Virginia Loyd Parham, Dres- than we have ever had before.
starred with Jack Benny in the picture are Dorothy Lamour and Edden, Tenn.; John
We
had
our pictures made last
Quertermous,
ward Arnold.
Salem.
Monday.
The third grade is going to get
Bachelor of Science: Key Bagwell, Heath; Mary Ella Millikin a bowl of geld fish, since they
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Bagwell, Heath; Edwin Eugene have finished The story in their
readers about how to care fbr
Bland, Cairo, Ill.; Orvas Leonard
Walter J. Hoshal; superintendent
them.
Hurrah for the Ledger & Times! of
Burkeen, Almo; Codie Lee 'Caldthe
Kentucky
Anti-Saloon
We are going to have an ice Always
an
interesting'
it
paper,
well, Lynx Grove; Christine Cal- cream
supper
Saturday
night. was even better than usual last League will.,speak at the morning
hour. Mr. Hoshal has been and
houn, Eddyville; Sylvia Jane Cal- August 5. Come and enjoy yourweek. I'm sure we all liked the is one of the most successful
leadhoun, Eddyville; Dole Lee Camp, self, as well as help our school pictures .of the wreck victims
.
ers
in the fight against this mighty
Clinton; Vergil Vertran Gipson, to make a success of it.
Beech Grove revival closed Sat- enemy of God, man, home, church,
Our
visitors last week
were. urday night, with four professHeath; Virginia Howell Hill. Paschool, and state. He is leading
Myrtle McCage. Edith Thompson,
ions, two additions and a genu- the dry forces on to victory here
'ducal); Larliee Littleton, Paris, Dale
Cunningham
and
Alfred ine revival in the
community. tn our state. - He needs and is enTenn.; Josephine Magruder, Kevii; Cunningham—Peggy Steele
and Good crowds attended each
ser- titled to the stontest support of
Dorothy Lou Norris, Guthrie; Ber- John A. Shekles.
vice.
all lovers of righteousness..
nice
Thomas Owen,
Wickliffe;
Jpe Nelson Nance, four year-old
Tile pastor will preach at the
Mary Elizabeth Quirey. Clay; Jolla
son of , Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Nance, evening hour.
His subject will
Cornelia Shaw, Clinton: M. 0.
fell one day last week and broke be "THE GREAT SALVATION"
-Thomas. Murray; Dorothy Shemhis arm. He was rushed to the
Church School every Suirday
well Waggoner, Wheatcroft; HawClinic where tan x-ray showed morning at 9:30, with the classes
thorne Wallis. Barlow; Harry
the Pones in his elbow to be bad- meeting in separate rooms for the
ly crushed and broken.
Jr,, Columbus.
study of the Bible lesson; all ,the
Lightning burned a crib of corn officers and teachers .are compeCarl Ray and- Alfred McGehee,
Bachelor of Science in Home
and killed a hog last week for tent and courteous; there are
momics; Idelle Walton
Batts, the latter cohyred; were placed Hassel
Windsor. Some men who classes for ages beginning with
under arrest here Monday charged
with stealing sugar from a half- had taken rehige in a barn near- the Cradle Roll Class.
Chiropractic: ine mance testa
by,
were
severely shocked.
unloaded car on a railroad siding
Training Union meets every Sunmakes people • 'I and
here Saturday night.
Mrs. M. L. Henley of the Gibbs" day evening at 6:45. This departMatch
of
the
scheduled
sugar,
Store
vicinity,
is
spending the ment of the church is doing a
hsP117:
for delivery to a Murray whole- week with Mrs. Bell Story and good and needed
work in preparDR. W. C. 0A1CLEY
sale house; was unloaded Satur- of the Story's Chapel community ing others; for work
here and in
Chiropractor
day. but night forced postponed and 'attending the revival. If we the denomination elsewhere.
There
909 West Main
Murray delivery- of the remainder.
only 'had more people who were is a Union for every age of
church
Murray:Mon., Wed., A Pit P. M.
as devoted to their 'church as Sis- member
beginning ' with
the
ter Henly and Sister Story, there Juniors.
.....3estes: Them.. Thurs. A Sat.
mumw awe, The 49th Slate
would not be so many empty'pews
Mid-week meeting every Wedin our churches.
nesday
evening at 7:30. Every
Mrs. Luck - BUrtssiL Elkton. Ky., member and those
net members
has been called here because of need this
SHOWBOAT
service to better.prepare
the illness of her father. Mr. Frank them for whatever duties
and
Rtigers. Mr. Rogers, however, is
privileges await them in the; days
reported to be some better at pres- ahead.
The brief but important
ent.
study of the Bible lesson for the
Fire
destroyed
stock
barn
a
on
next
Sunday
follows immediately
"TIIE FRIIIIIIDLY BOAT OF PRIENDLY FOLK" PRESENTS
the Mrs. Eda Spann farm,' `near the mid-week service.
Beeah Grove. -last week. James' The church extend:s a most corWest occupied the farm. We un- dial invitation to every one to
A New Vaudeville Throughout
derstand that all his feed was worship here whenever it is sgileas"
lost.
NEW SONGS—NEW DANCES—NEW MAGI('
ible to do so. •
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wheeler. and
Sam P. Martin,. Pastor
SHOW STARTS AT 8:30 TONIGHT SHARP
Mr._ and Mrs. Willie McClure of
••
Lynnville. visited Mr., and Mrs.
—PRICES—
Clarence West last Sunday.
General Admission 75e—Baleony 30e—Reserved Seats 35c
Rosell Story of Murray is visitChildren lUnder le) 15c
ing Lockie Rogers and attending
the revival at Story's Chapel _this
RESERVED SEATS ON SALIE AT BOAT DURING DA1Y
week.
Entire Change of Program
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Meiteely
Reason for Our Success— 'A Clean, Moral Play At All Times'
A woman and her husband, Mr.
of St. Louis. were week-end visitors of the latter's parents, Mr. and and . Mrs. Ewin Bizzell, of near
Shiloh. were under $100 bond
Mrs. Don Humphreys.
The Bell CitY-Boydsville road each here Monday after Sheriff's
being
is
/raveled this week. I officers had served a warrant
wonder if the folks down there against them charging malicious
reallte how lucky they are. First cutting.
The warrant was sworn to by
they get a dredge ditch, than.-- a
levee across Terrapin bottom. an Mrs. Edison "Harris, who claimed
REA power line, and now gravel. that after a quarrel at'a baseball
and all within the past 17'months. game in Joe Burkeen's field at
If we get a new bridge we must Shiloh Sunday the Bizzells slashed her over the eye with a knife.
cry for it for moliths.
Charles Dale Kemp spent the Mrs. Harris. although she has been
—
weekend with his nephews. Milton summoned as a witness, was not
placed under arrest.
and Dean Lassiter.—Olive Oyl.

Protemus Palaver

Two Are Charged
With Sugar Theft
of Railway Car
Tr-

Whaync,

oiteesec

0n-
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G'VILLE DAM

Mr. and Mrs. One Morris and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Oche Mor(Continued from Page 4)
ris, arid family, were Sunday 'dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. come languourous
with time.
Morris.
Then the ergonomist with eyes
Mary Catherine Morris visited for betterment of the soil and for
Friday night with her grandpar- farm - practices which would enents. Mr. and Mrs. Den Byars.
rich the farmer's potential source
Hilda Gray Jaekson was the of income saw the value' whch
weekend guest of Evelyn Sue Pas- would come to the farmer because
of the dam. It meant cheep elecchall.
Charles 1Paschali visited Howard tricity for dairying, for livestock
raising,
and for lessening the burMorris a while Sunday morning.
den of the long overloaded farmer
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandy'ke
and his wife.
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
And after all, there would be so
and ,Mrs. George Jenkins.
comparatively little land destroyed
Miss Hilda Jenkins visited in —so little destroyed in comparison
Hazel last week.
with what would remain. The benMr. -amid Mrs. Odle Morris visit- efit which would be
derived by
ed in the home of Mr. and Mrs. the good landS left
would come
Ben Byars Friday afternoon.
through nue-dice perhaps of those
Tipton McFadden, Ben Byars who
moved
from
established
and his daughter. Inez, were in homes, but
it would more than
Murray Friday,
compensate for any monetary loss.
Fled_ Orr is doing nicely after Many of
those who have moved
undergoing an operation recently. were glad
to do so; and they have
He was able to return home Fri,.
the sympathy and best wishes of
day.
Mrs. Coy Kuykendall underwent
a tonsillectomy recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Redolph Key and
daughter. Dorotha Love, end Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Key were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn 01- r.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
were Sunday callers in the home
of Mr. and Mrs_ Gaylon Morris.
Manuel Paschall plans to start
a singing school at 'Oak Grove
Saturday afternoon at 2:00.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthpr Jackson
were among those who attended
the baptising near South Pleasant
Grove Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlin Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Bernice Poyner, and
Mrs. Burton Love were among
those who visited "Uncle Jim"
Hooper and daughter, Miss Emma, -and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wicker Sunday.--:iumming Bird,
CHILDREN

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Rev. A. V. Havens:: Peeler
':Wake Up and Live,' will be the
sermon subject of -A. Ir. Havens,
minister of the First Christian
Church, at the morning worship
service. next Sunday morning. The
service will begin at 10:45.
"The Story of a Little Congo,
African Girl," will be the title of
the three-reel --picture Which will
be shown at the Sunday night
churoh service, beginning at 7:30.
The Sunday School. led by Superintendent R. L. Wade, will meet
at 9;30, Sunday morning.
The Christian Endeavor Society
will meet in the young people's
parlor, at 6:30 Sunday evening.
Prayer meeting will be held
Wednesday night at 7:30,

106

residents who were more fortu- several huge dams are ranked as
nate: All find. themselves welcomed follows:
in communal neighborhoods essen- 1.Grand Coulee Dam ....$118.6ocooe
tially similar to ones from which 2. Gilbertsville Dam _4112,000,000
they came.
3. Dnieprostroy, Russia - $85,000-000
The population both urban and 4. Boneville Dam
;74,144,000
rural within or bordering on the 5. Boulder Dam
;70,000.000
proposed - reservoir—not counting
W. L. Sturdevant, director of inthose who have come in since the formation of the TVA, gives the
dam started—is estimated at 15,- following report regarding these
000, living in 15 counties in Ken- projects:
tucky and Tennessee. (These fig"The ultimate cost of the Oilures include only those persons bertsville project is ;112,000.000. A
who will have to move because of report by the Bureau of Reclamaflood waters).
tion. dated February, 1938, entitled
Following are the larger villages 'Dam and Control Works' gives
which will be affected by the im- estimated costs of Boulder and
pounded waters. Population figures Grand Coulee dams as being $76.are according to the 1980 census: 000,000 and ;118,600,000, respectBig Sandy, Tenn., 613; Bva, Tenn.; ively.
400; Johnsonville, Ten n., 354;
"The release dated February 9,
Springville, Tenn., 150; Danville, 1938, of the Federal Power ComTenn., He; Perryville. Thin., 250; mission announces the initial ,cost
Britt's Landing, Tenn., 20; Daniel's of the Booneville dam as being
Landing, Tenn., 27; Port Henry, 853,188,800 and the ultimate cost is
Tenn., 50; Clyeton Landing, Term., estimated at $74,144,000.
20; Birmingham, Ky.. 314; and
"In its July 28, 1938, issue, the
Grand Rivera, Ky.. 500.
Electrical World magazine quotes
The lake itself to be formed by Col. Hugh L. Cooper, consulting
the dam will be a veritable engineer for the Soviet* Govern"Sportsman's Paradise" in the opin- ment on the Dnieprostroy project.
ion of TVA officials. Although as saying that the estimated cost
Norris lake has been completed of that project would be $86,000,•
only recently, it is already known
for its recreational facilities.
What is to result from the GilFishing, hun t in g, swimming, bertsville darn - in this area is not
boating, and all forms of recrea- problematical; it is ta conceived
tional activities will be made pos- fact. To spend $112,000,000 on any
sible in the Gilbertsville area,' and project in any region is to boost
Murray, by reason of its opportune agencies of trade, society, governlocation, may become a rendezvous ment, activity. Prosperity is an esfor sports-lovers the world over.
tablished and, conceded epilogue.
TVA officials at-- Knoxville told
Unfolding before (he eyes of the
Murray delegates that the Gilberts- people in Western Kentucky and
vale reservoir was certain to West Tennessee is industrial aceclipse the famed Reelfoot lake tivity of which they had previousregion for its fishing possibilities. ly little dreamed. As the late WarBoats of all kinds—sail boats, ren S. Swann, former mayor of
yachts, rowboats, canoes, barges, Murray and chairman of the LTVA,
steamboats-ewil1. keep the lake said just before his death, "I'd like
alive with action.
to live 20 years more to see the
The Githertsville dam is one of improvements and, business acthe biggest and costliest dams ever celleration that are bound to come
conceived by man.
with the Gilbertsville Darn,"—so
On the 'basis of estimated costs, has his prophecy been realized.

No need for you to'be uncomfortable these warm, sultry days and nights.
The coolest spot in town is in this Theatre. Only the best motion pictures are shown for your enjoyment.
-
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TODAY AND FRIDAY

MAJESTIC

Couple Is Arrested
After Triangular
Quarrel, Cutting

THAT KENTUCKY
DISTILLERIES BUY OVER
200,000 TONS OF

SATURDAY ONLY
RED-HOT ACTION IN ARIZONAIII
Cattle train hijacked by new.day rustlers!..Cowboy meets girl in a Western
that MOVES with
thrilling conflict
and outdoor
drama! SEE IT!
S
.
,

Use of fertilizers on tobacco land
Applications of limestone aria
has been increasing for several phosphate have improved pastures
years in Madison county.
in Hopkins county.
lee

COAL.
PE Tt. YEAR ?

ituryou
Arm-

Asgive

4,•••••

The funniest plot...the best
songs. the most beautiful
girls of the year. It's the
biggest show in town!

ANNA MAY WONG J. CARROL NAISH

PINE BLUFF, TONIGHT, AUGUST 3

partt six
been
3und
ever
with
rowoin-
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TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

"THE PUSH?

mis:hird

10e
ADULTS—Balcony, Matinee Exeept
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I saw people whom I had not I understand ,better how much
intercessors. How we shall miss and easier
He feared neither I can only look a' it as Jenniel told you. it is not ours to questhim. How lonely we feel already. feietsci nor toe when the truth was egiiJ in her fetter: 'We don't have;lion God's providences. Boyce's seen for years and years. Met a they cost and what they mean.
as we remember his voice . will at stake. God gave him a great to understand' I am sineerely L work is done here. I for one Mrs. Lancalaer whose son now Maybe to some it doesn't matter
not be heard among us, any more. heart and brain whieh knew not irtad she WAS able to get to you in 'believe thatHe will use it for that teaches at Bowling Green. She' who is elected, but to a candias I have found, bar -strength purixne. Bone had in view while sends him di these from the old
,Goers preacher in a practitioner the.. team -Of; nevi— He wee
'
Ledger Ez
es to keep him in date it May Mean a future made
It is God speaking, Truly Boyce- as we'll as a proclagner He lives lutelv fearless lit his defense of siorwthing ciable to lean on he performing it. It was a pure gos- contact w
by EDWARD FREEMAN
those he knew in a little easier or a home lust and
lust such a time as this You have pel he preached. and God has said,
Here the truth
Taylor believed the Bible to be out what he preaches.
years of indebtedness ahead.
PART VII
-It 'Iniquity was not found In been on me mind eonsteetlY for this kind 'shall not return unto me olden dam
To him it was the Brother Taylor excelled all other
God's word
I can imagine that chickens
No one can say wno will be the
God containing all instruc- men I have ever known. He be- his hese
the oast several weeks. s, The only void but shall accomplish that
of
book
The first Baptist church, big as eons necessary for the spiritual lieved God's Word, preached it.
"Boyce Taylor was clean in resort I have had is prayer and I whereunto I have sent it' Except would like to flee the country fortunates. No one can knew all
It was. could not begin to seat the wellbeing of man. He loved the and carried it out in his life, his heart. thought and word. God's have not failed in that. and I am W. C. he was the last of four gen- during the revival season. Many the schemes or tricks which may
crowd that gathered to pay its last Book as few men do. and was home and church. What an ex- preachers 011eht to be pure in sure many others have done the eratiOns of Baptist preachers: all did while preparations were be- be used to turn the tides. But if
respects to Boyce Taylor at his loyal to its teaching almost with' ample he has left pastors and words as well as in faith He Was same As te -Boyce's work, it has of them being valiant soldiers of ing made for the dinner at Pop- one can truly say "I have fought
funeral
churches, in practicing what you neither vulgar nor boorish in his not been of such nature as will the cross. The second preached to lar and Sulphur Spring Sunday. a good fight and finished the
out flaw
Well. I promised you I would see course", if one can after the elecThe crowd sang songs Elder
burnt up as hay and stubble, me when I was a boy; I heard his
..1. God's preacher is a literal- preach.
Cleen thinking prolanguage.
Taylor had loved best. Tears were ist in his interpretation of the
tion, still face all men squarely
-5. God's preacher is a strong duces elean experesions. I never It will be a monument to his mem- father throtigh a long, big meeting that girl at Model.
mingled with the sacred hymns. scriptures. He takes the word as hater.
I did. One who had never seen with a conscience clear that no
heard a vulgar word come from orv, even though dome of it should a little later and then went to
Pastor George Ragland of the God's revelation to man, and be..
-He hates sin. hypocrisy, and his lips: his language was always stop with his death. Such of it as school to 'Judson', his uncle. So her would not now believe that bribes had been used and no
FirstBaptist church. Lexington. lieves it means Lust what it says pride. He has no love for the chaste' and becoming a .man of the Lord wants perpetuated will you see I have been close by some she was the girl I described as underhanded methods resorted to,
of
read the Scripture" from a copy
of them all my life. It now re- dirty,
and what will it matter that he may
unkempt, barefoot
He is willing -to let it speak for compromiser of truth, the be- God. Lord. keeo thy anointed find a leader to keep it going.
mains with W. C. and little Boyce weird as she was during her six have had to endure persecutions
the Bible which Elder Taylor had itself. .No spiritualizing in his trayer cde Christ and the brethren. men clean in their words. Truly
"Ed Peay..New
to carry on this long - line of Tay- months' stand in the floor.
lately used in his devotional read. make-up. Be reads God's words His soul loathe* sham in the it can be said of Brother Taylor,
just- So that nothlenfeeotnel• have
thoughts.
Kensington, Pa."
lor preachess or not—R. W. Bating and marked ie his own way. 7.4 gets tram them Coda
She greeted me this time as been said about his record, other
bed's people, and the trickster 'iniquity was not found in his
as that
i
We chose those passages Elder Tayyce Tayldi was oinstanding in in the ministry. The Lord's woe
"I was surely shocked at Jen- sel, Central City. Ky. Brother of hospitably as any one would. Sete ,than such petty things
Joe had marked in the Bible.
his literal interpretation of the is his woe: 'Woe unto you, scribes
telegram. I was sure tloyce Mrs. Taylor's mother and 85 years was neatly dressed and her hair his great grand parents or other
ole's
with
walked
fn
'He
me
"III,
Somerset.
Elder W. E. Hunter,
which she said went uncombed relatives may have once voted a
Bible, believing its teachings on and Pharisees: hypocrites; for ye peace and equity'.
would get well and then my prop- of age)."
Ky.. a life-long 'friend of Elder all doctrines and truths.different ticket or lived on a difare like unto whited sepulc,hers,
"The Bible order is. first the be- hecies would come true. Expect it j "I am stunned. It. took me back -for seven years had been cut and
•Tayler, gave the funeral serfnon.
"4. God's preacher is outstand- which indeed appear beautiful out- lief of the truth then the walk. hurt me about as much and. may- Ito the death of T. T. Eaton. What was neatly combed. She said she ferent side of the trecks.
His subject wag -God's Man." He ing in failh, doctrine, missions. ward, but are within full of dead
"work (mysterious tho
For after all he will always
Right_ faith produces right living. be more than anyone else; 'for I Ia meeting of Boyce and T. T. finished the
read from Malachi 26 the wards prayer. and practice:
men's bones, and of all unclean- You cannot be a good Ii""r uplem had neeer dreamed of his work I Eaton the et,her day! How we it still is) March 16 and discarded have consoling memories of loyal
"The law of truth was in his :Me lives the life of faith. de- ness:
and
which
rags
worn,
the
had
she
But
friends and rallying supporters
I always be- need Boyce Taylor now!
you are first a good believer. 'Hy being cut Short.
mouth, and iniquity was not found
few. More months Who stood by faithfully without
nding on God for grace to get
"6. God's preacher is an aident erace are ye saved through
lieved he would have a successor he did a great life's work —T. T. is now waiting
faith':
welted
with
me in and give. He stands for every lover.
in his lips: he
for the results of her labors. She price or promise.
• • • we are His workmanship:I tp step into his shoes. One may Martin. Blue Mountain. Miss."
"peace and equity. and did turn doctrine of the Bible and glories
now helps with the house work
"He loves God. the Bible. Ned
iTo be Concluded)
So all we 'can say now is "Have
appear vet. Well he has laid his
many away from iniquity". The in every opportunity to proclaim the truth. He loves the Lord's created in Christ Jesus unto good armor
and is normal again.
by: his sword is sheathed,
Thine own way. Lord." mid hops;
-works, which God hash before
text of hi; remarks follows:
them. If the Weird teaches it, he churches and is set for their -de- ordained that we should walk • in and his long fought battle is endElection time Is now here and to be content—Chatterbox.
-This text presents the charac- teseches it. He is not ashamed to tease. He is a friend to preachthe breathless suspense will soon
them' This Bible truth Boyce eel. He is now eenjeying the fruits
ter' and work of God's
be called a doctrinal preacher. ers and :all who do the Lord's Taylor believed and preacher.
over for all concerned. Of
be
of his well-earned victory. His
I
and gives, in outline his task on I Surely these times of materialism work. Brother Taylor was a lover
The Marshall County Farm Bucourse elections never before were
'IV 'And did turn many, away motto. 'I am set for the defense
earth. He is divinely palled, corn- in which we live call for men of of preachers and especially young
reau Picnic will be held at the
important
Now
us.
to
vitally
so
the
characteristic.
of
was
gospel's
from iniquity.'
misaioned, and sustained. _ When faith and vision.
preachers. He has given away hunWe had one more good rain over I am so considerate of all candi- Palma schlep grounds, Friday Au.
"God's preacher is a esotil-win- He wore the whole armor from
the Lord calls a men to -preach.
dreds of dollars to them in money ner. Whatever the achievements the beginning of his ministry to here last week io some stif the dates that I never intentionally gust It, according to Boone Hill,
missionary
a
Is
preacher
"God's
his - eall never runs uut. it laets as
:
step on a discarded candidate far
Strip the and books. His heart and home of his life may be. if he fails here, the time of his death, and it was ...nubbins" are spoiled.
heart.
long as he lives. He can never in head and
The Spicerand boys 'Wee bought
there were always open to missionaries: he has failed in the essential for nearly always so closely buckled
and
missions
of
Scriptures
get away from it.
how
love
did
gave
he
and
them
Saw
holmill
the
in
a
it
set
and
shield:
a
"make
perfect
to
as
on
left. Churches were orwhich he was called. Brother Tay'The following are Sony of. the is little
work. Our them his best.
lor was evangelistic in both -his and his foes sooner or later found low below the house so I can hear
characteristiee of God's ,preacher: ganized to do mission
Lord's program to Mee churches'se ....."He is: one amcing the few me* metering 'antteanattniee - Werideedig- this certe - His arm was strong -to the melodious tei shtirn of ties or
truth was in his missionary
was I have ever known who .loved his Rave been led to the Lord through wield his sword: his was a "two runther being ripped from the oak
Boyce Taylor
s
mouth.'
edged Swor'd' and many were there trees.
missionary 4- in head, heart. faith enemies. I believe he fulfilled his ministry.
Schools will soon tie beginning
"The story of Boyce Taylor's that felt the sharpness ef this
'His taught the' truths - of the law and practice. How few men can that scripture which says. 'Love
that
enemies,
them
your
bless
law,'
He measure up to him in misstimmry
His study was God's
life would fill many volumes. He weapon. I believe most of his for Loyd and Cornelia at Tolu,
to
curse
good
do
that
you,
them
loved,
he
him:
the
in
foes
fought
all
knot*:
1
to
triisiriess
church
His
activities.
faith
'and
Mre and Mrs. R. B. Kirks have
made • it his
stands side by side of T. T. Eaton
which as a mighty defender of the faith. open and never hoisted the white tbeen at the National Hotel at returthet God. had. commanded and was a hotbed a world missions hate you, and pray for them
you,
use
and persecute He was honored by his brethren nee, nor surrendered his position tray the past week while R. 13,
was faithful in his proclamation of j and teachings. J. F Love once despitefully
the same. The Word of God was _mid in my presence. The Murray you'. I do not claim perfection of the South, by being placed in at any tinie In all af his bitter i travelled over Calloway.
from being a
for
far
was
he
him,
!church is the greatest foreign misMrs. Gertrude Spiceland spent
his text book.
some of the responsible positions campaigns. The town- of Murray
perfect man, and no one knew it of the denorrithation. - He has had will miss him for the best people l last week at her daughter's. Mrs.
' "1. 'God's preacher is a saved I sionar.y church on earth'. -May better than he.
They
him.
loved
Murray
of
adI
Johnnie
Ahart's.
much to do In making Kentucky
man and knows it, SaWation to the. missionary. spirit of Brether
"Brother Taylor had more to do Baptists what they are "in doc- mired his firm stand for the right I The; s,natterbox went to Collohim is a present possession and I Taylor stimulate the Baptist minhe
as
:s3W it. for -his -strong enmy
shaping
and
molding
the
in
South
shall
the
of
they
until
missions.
and
trine
not future. The world says
way Thursday in and out Of toristrY
"Truly a great man has fallen. deavor to hew to ?he line at every rential rains which - almost . made
velum comes at the end of life, come as a. body „of Gode men to ministry than all other men put
They admired him for _his
He. took me when a Hearts are bowed. Loneliness has lick
together .
driving impossible.
but God says it corne' at the be- really behave in missions.
•
We cherish puei. unadulterated Christian life
,God's preaclier Is a praying i.young pester and put me as one seized us already.
ginning of the Chrietian life: Such I '
If there is any one in Calloway
He prays about everything, of the speakers oar His Bible insti- his memory and thank God that and for his strictly moral living I who did nee attend a eervice at
'nowledge gives both boldness and man
tute programs'and thus trained me Boyce sTaylor hee., labored among.,,and for the good example he set Poplar Spring church while Rev.
hepniness, and makes a peskive Nothings is too bie. or too
for Them to fottrivr: You and
Dallas Billington preached that one
and teerless 'Christian: In the for him to tang to the Lord about. 111 doctrine. •missiOns and love for us."
_weed of B.,yee 1.16slor there .wis Gee., men is see busy preying to New Testament churches and all • --Letters'-from everywhere, ex- wilkmiss him as rriuch as any one: could hardly believe that ,parking
no questitercanceenings his present be a• politician. -He. gets things they stand. for. The Lord only pressing consolation , and regret, We will miss his paper: you will space around a church house
Boyce Taylor was knows what my course of Bible came to,. Mrs. H. B. Taylor im- miss his Sunday School lesson could be so unavailable. Each
and eeernal salvation. the matter by prayer.
husband's and we will never again attend his night people began arriving be.
her
was settled when he- believed, outstanding in his prayer life. How .thinking might have, been, had I mediately after
therefore he was happy land fear- intimate he was With the Lord, not come in touch with Boyce death when the- news became 'February Institute. We four will fore sun down so that they might
bounteous meals, get in the house. Even
Taylor at the time I did. I am widespread.
Excerpts from some miss Mames
then someless in his defense of the truth. -- How the Lord delighted to hear happy
with the sweet fellowship we en- times hundreds had to
this afternoon to rernerre of them follow:
-2. God's preacher believes the him pray and give him answers.
stand outjoyed
while,
partaking of them. side
Bible is God's word, the very What' a source of strength it was bee from this stand on other.
Oakdale. Tenn., June 3. 1932
We will miss the quaint. though
mind and will of God. It is His to this speaker to know Boyce while he was living. I told him
Columbus Adams who with his
" Dear:Mrs. Taylor: We are sore- strong and old-fashioned conversewife conducted the singing was
only revelation to man of Himself Taylor /hayed for him daily. Truly what he had done fur me. For ly grieved tie learn of the death
two of his grand old mother.
It heard to say that a bigger church
and work. As hie reads it. to him he was one of the Lord's great 18 years he has been on the pro- of your husband, for whom we
seems like our business'along this house or a smaller preacher was
gram of our Bible institute in
had the greatest admiration and UP? 14 'finished'. As I have often
e_
Somerset. nut having missed a sesI needed there.
We can my nothing to
regard
sion since it was started. How
mitigate your grief or to relieve
he has helped indoctrinate the
your sorrow: bus, if the sincere
Somerset church in missions, pray- sympathy of his comrades and
er, faith, doctrine, and all church friends and of the ientire comhas been a guest often munity can bring yoneconsolatioo,
We wish to say that the highest court in the State of truths. He
hoirine since I have had
we can assure you that you pose
Kentucky has declared the ruling of the State Board 'of„in:s.myand
more congenial and seas
it in its fullest extent. This
Funeral Directors and Embalmers did not act legal,ly
guest we never had church will ever remember his
Thank God for Boyce Taylor. lei faithful labor with us so short
the c.anctRing of our license for six (6) months.
loyalty to the Bible, and his de- time ago, and you may be Sure
fense of the churches.
the saints here are holding
WE ARE STILL IN BUSINESS IN ACCORDANCE WITH "7. Boyce Taylor excelled as an that
you up to God in prayer. Heaven FOR DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION FOR RE-ELECTION
THE LAWS OF KENTUCKY AND WILL CONTINUE editor No denominational paper will be the richer becauie . of his
TO T.HE OFFICE OF
TO SERVE OUR FRIENDS IN TIME OF NEED
was read with keener delight and going—so with the glorious future
on.
and
on
press
us
let
mind
in
It
profit than News & Truths
had a wide circulation not only in The work. Bro. Taylor has done
We Thank Our Many Friends for Past Favors, and the states but in most of the coun- will live until Jesus comes—his
Especially Those Who Had Faith In Our Just Cause
tries of the world, Most every work win follow him.
'Yours in Christ Jesus,
missionary of our Southern Boards
In The Primary August 5, 1939, Will Be Appreciated
Oakdale Baptist Church.
received the paper. How News
IT IS OUR DESIRE TO CONTINUE TO SERVE YOU & Truths will be missed!
by David Burris'
COURTEOUSLY AND EFFICIENTLY
"'Dear Mrs Taylor:
"He was author of several beaks
-Word came, to me today of
and tracts, which will live and
go on preaching to the end of the Brother Taylor's passing. • Oetside
of the close members of my fam- Political Adv.
"As teacher and debater he had ily I have Lung treasured him as
. ages.
few superiors. He has done more the one I love best. Thrceigh his
to clarify Baptist faith and refute preaching I was led to Christ 18
His matchless life
heresy than any other man in years ago.
_
leaves you innumera,ble cherished
Kentucky if not in the South.
"Boyce Taylor was preeminent- memories. To you and your famFOR
join
and
sympathy
When he spoke ily I extend my
ly a preacher
--.
him.
for
sorrowing
in
you
with
people had to listen to him. There
-Herbert Anderson.
was something about him that atLos Angeles,'Calif."
tracted, whether you agreed with
Mayfield, Kentucky
"Dear lites.• Taylor:
tern;or not. He did more free
"I "haven't yet gotten to -where
preaching than any man I khow.
He never considered the money I can think straight since receiving
side of the ministry, his one con- Jennies telegram from Memphis.
cern was preaching the Word of
TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
1inCOrparated)
God and defending the faith. Hpw
MY DEAR FRIENDS:
he delighted to preach the gos- le•
RAY LINN, IRVIN LINN, and FILOYD ROBERTS
per!
'He was a great believer in colIn this last appeal to you I am asking that You go to
FIRST DISTRICT
portage work, having given away
and sold through Christian workthe Polls and vote for me on next Saturday for your Comers hundreds of tracts and books
monweaith's Attorney and in so doing be assured that I
I appreciate the vote of confidence the people of
His . books and tracts encircle the I
the district gave me four years ago. I have tried in
earth,
shall always be grateful to 'you for the kindnesses you
"In his fight for the eruth hi'
every way to serve you and am now asking that
have shown me in the past. Your co-operation and kindmade the task of others lighter

I-I. B. T AY L(.)R, The MAN
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To Our Friends of Marshall and.Adjoining
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ATTORNEY GENERAL

He Will Add Strength to the Ticket in
the Fall

There Will Be No Change In Either The
Quality or The Price of Our Service
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Candidate for Re-election

FUNERAL HOME

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER

COME Ail) PLAY!
de edrakt

you vote for me for re-election that I may continue with the work that I have been doing in your
interest.
•
Sincerely,
ROBERT E. WEN;

.

HOT SPRINGS

For State Senate
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Mies Adams is a Kra/Wate of the
University of Kentucky.
Elected Superintendent of Mercer
County Seemed* 4 times.
Dean of Wenten. Morehead State
Teachers College.
Assistant Secretary of State 4 years
Miss Adams is well known as a
FAVORS
State Debt, State Public Speaker. .'Educator, (lab
Road „Woman arid Democrat.

T.0. TURNER

Paying
&situating County
"EFFICIEN('Y THROUGH
Bonds, and Helping the Old,
EXPERIENCE"
the Crippled, Tubercular,
and Blind.
My Name .is First on the
Ballot
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Endorsed By The State County Clerks' Association And
I am going to win this rare and want you to rejoice
Recommended- to You By Your Own County Court
with me in my victory next week.
Clerk And Her Deputies, And Your Vote
For Dean Will Be Greatly AppreSincerely and Gratefully,
ciated By Us
- -JOHN T. KING.
EXPERIENCED —'CAPABLE — EFFICIENT
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There is c•-.15, one question for you tcl settle on next
Saturday. That is: Who will best serve you as Commonwealth's Attorney? It is your office and no -one has a
right to demand your suffrage because of any- other reason than qualifications and an earnest desire to sliccess• •
fully perform the duties of that office.
I want to serve you -again and I want all of the
people, regardless of your Vatinn in life or your.occunation, to vote for meyour humble servant, because I believe and know that with the close co-operation of the
Citlzenshi,p And the Court, who ,is my friend, I am in position to render better services to yOu thaft• I have ever
rendered. _

CLERK of the COURT of APPEALS
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ness has been, to me, a great blessing in the conduct of
the affairs" of this office. I want you to know -and feel
that it shall always be my purpose to treat you kindly
and courteously, because without th-ritvlp of the people
your servant can do" nothing,
a .
I love people and am always glad to see you and will
never, at any-time, fail to recogniie yod and discuss your
problems with you in a kind and courteous manner.
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